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Abstract
Social opportunistic networks (SONs) are intermittently-connected networks that exploit 
unpredictable contacts between users’ mobile devices. The connectivity of SONs exhibits a non- 
random structure with the existence of a few hub nodes and social-aware routing protocols favour 
these nodes as the best carriers for message transfers. As a result, the network suffers from 
unbalanced traffic distribution leading to traffic congestion in the hub nodes. In this thesis, 
strategies for improving traffic distribution fairness in SONs and reducing traffic congestion in 
hub nodes are considered. The thesis proposes three innovative contributions as follows.
An Analysis o f traffic distribution and network capacity in SONs is first performed. It considers 
the traffic distribution in a SON, and characterizes the network as being scale-free. Several 
forwarding strategies are considered, based on the routing information required by a node, i.e. 
isolated, local and complete networks. A network capacity model for a SON is then derived as an 
upper-bound of network delivery performance, where hub nodes’ resources become the limiting 
factor. The analytical study shows that unfair traffic distribution occurs in the network for all 
three forwarding strategies, because a few hub nodes process a large fraction of the traffic.
A Traffic Distribution Aware (TraDA) routing protocol is therefore proposed, aimed at improving 
traffic distribution fairness in SONs. A novel computation of node global popularity (the TraDA 
routing metric) is proposed, comprising node intrinsic popularity and social-relations popularity 
calculations. TraDA-Comm, a community-aware variant of TraDA, is also presented and 
simulation results show that it achieves better traffic distribution fairness than the state-of-the-art 
Bubble Rap, without degrading network delivery performance.
However, since buffer congestion still frequently occurs in hub nodes in TraDA, leading to a large 
number of message drops, the Congestion Avoidance for Social-Aware Routing (CASAR) 
algorithm is then proposed. The CASAR directional connection weight and buffer weight are 
introduced to deal with non-uniform and bursty traffic demand in SONs that mainly contribute to 
buffer congestion in hub nodes. Finally, the combination of TraDA-Comm together with CASAR 
is shown to improve traffic distribution fairness in the network and significantly reduce buffer 
congestion and message drops in hub nodes, while maintaining delivery ratio as high as Bubble 
Rap.
Keywords: social opportunistic networks, social networks, node popularity (centrality), traffic 
distribution and buffer congestion
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
1.1 Opportunistic Networks: A New Communication Paradigm
In recent years, opportunistic networks have gained popularity in research and industry as a 
natural evolution from mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). In opportunistic networks, nodes 
come into contact with each other at unpredictable intervals with an unpredictable duration of 
each contact. Technological advances are leading to a world replete with mobile devices, such as 
cellular phones, notebooks, gadgets and vehicles equipped with sensing and computing devices, 
thus paving the way for a multitude of opportunities for device contacts. Opportunistic computing 
exploits opportunistic communication between devices to share each other’s content, resources 
and services. It opens an exciting venue for research and development that is not fully exploited 
yet and also expands the potential of opportunistic networks for real-life applications.
While human centricity lies at the core of a pervasive computing vision, the legacy wired network 
architectures force human communications to follow existing network architectures. For example, 
exchanging an email between two participants at a conference requires at least two mail servers 
spread across the world. Clearly, this engineering-centric communication paradigm is derived 
from the (wired) Internet. Wireless communications and mobile computing have freed computing 
from the restriction of wired networking, but node mobility and frequent link disconnections 
continue to be an engineering challenge. Mobility management in MANETs exemplifies the use 
of wired network architectures in the design of self-organizing networks: mobility is a challenge 
to deal with, and routing protocol design focuses on building stable end-to-end paths.
Opportunistic networks, on the other hand, attempt to close the gap between human and network 
behaviour by taking a user-centric approach to networking. These networks exploit users’ 
mobility as an opportunity to enable data forwarding. It seems that the probability of a source 
meeting a destination is low in these networks, but the use of opportunistic, delayed paths enables 
message delivery from the source to the destination. In these networks, the message delivery is 
multi-hop, with relay nodes acting as routers of the messages addressed to other nodes. In 
opportunistic networks, forwarding is not “on the fly” since the relay nodes store the messages 
when no forwarding opportunity exists and exploit their mobility to increase message delivery 
probability. This forwarding paradigm is known as store-carry-forward, and in opportunistic
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networks node mobility creates opportunities for communication; in contrast, in MANETs node 
mobility is viewed as a potential disruption. In the literature, researchers often refer to 
opportunistic networks as intermittently-connected networks (ICNs) or delay- or disruption 
tolerant networks (DTNs); however the latter is more strictly associated with the delay/disruption 
tolerant networking architecture of the IRTF DTN Research Group (DTNRG) [1].
1.2 Research Motivation: Social Opportunistic Networks
This thesis focuses on social opportunistic networks (SONs), a specific scenario of opportunistic 
networks that exploit unpredictable contacts between mobile devices carried by individuals. In 
recent years, SONs have been investigated as a promising approach for communications, e.g. the 
Haggle project [2]. SONs are human centric because the node contacts reflect the way humans 
come into contact, and humans tend to move in a way that is influenced by their social 
relationships. SONs are consequently tightly coupled with social networks and can exploit human 
relationships to build more efficient and reliable communication protocols. For example, [3,4] 
show that knowledge of social structure can help in designing better routing algorithm for SONs.
Social-aware routing protocols make decisions based on nodes’ structural information in a social 
network, such as node popularity. The routing algorithms, such as Bubble Rap [4] and SimBet [3], 
favour more popular nodes as better relay nodes (i.e. carriers), enabling message delivery with 
high delivery ratio and low delivery delay. Meanwhile, Hossmann et al. [5] and Yoneki et al. [6] 
confirmed that contact graphs derived from real human contact traces exhibit a non-random 
connectivity structure with the existence of a few the most popular (central) nodes. These nodes 
have many relations with other nodes and can act as communication hubs in the network. The 
social-aware routing algorithms in turn heavily load these hub nodes and therefore unbalanced 
traffic distribution results, leading to traffic congestion in the hub nodes that eventually degrades 
network delivery performance.
Fig. 1-1 illustrates the key finding from the preliminary evaluation of traffic distribution in SONs, 
the correlation between node popularity and traffic demand in a real human contact trace, i.e. the 
Reality dataset [7]. In this case, node popularity is measured by node degree calculated as the 
average number of unique nodes encountered during a certain time interval (i.e. 1 hour), and the 
forwarding strategy simply chooses as next-hop relay node (carrier) a node with higher degree 
than the forwarding node. Fig. 1-1 clearly shows that a small subset of nodes, i.e. the high degree 
nodes, process a large fraction of traffic. This results in unbalanced traffic distribution in the 
network, leading to high probability of buffer congestion in these hub nodes.
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Node degree
Figure 1-1: Correlation between node degree and traffic demand in Reality
From a communications perspective, it is desirable to have a uniform load distribution in the 
network in order to exploit the network resources evenly and fairly. However, due to the non- 
random connectivity structure of SONs, unbalanced traffic distribution occurs, quickly depleting 
the hub nodes’ resources especially node storage and power, causing traffic congestion and 
eventually degrading network delivery performance. Therefore, the fundamental motivation of the 
research described in this thesis emerges from realizing the need to improve traffic distribution 
fairness among nodes in a SON and to reduce buffer congestion probability in hub nodes.
1.3 Research Objectives
This thesis has the following aims:
• To analyse the topology of SONs, which are tightly coupled with human relations (social) 
networks.
• To analyse traffic distribution and congestion characteristics in SONs.
• To propose and evaluate a practical solution which improves traffic distribution fairness 
in SONs and is also capable of reducing buffer congestion in hub nodes.
The research methodology used in this thesis can be listed as follows:
• survey state-of-the-art social-aware routing protocols and congestion control strategies in 
opportunistic networks.
3
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• investigate the topology characteristics of SONs from contact graphs derived from real 
human contact traces.
• model a SON as a complex network, i.e. scale-free network, and investigate the traffic 
distribution and network capacity of this network for several distinct forwarding 
strategies.
• implement a novel traffic distribution aware routing (TraDA) protocol for SONs.
• implement a congestion avoidance strategy for social-aware routing protocols (CASAR).
• in order to investigate the behaviour of TraDA and CASAR and compare their 
performance against the objectives of this thesis, simulation studies are used for empirical 
results. The simulation environment is the ONE simulator [8], a discrete time event 
simulator designed specifically for use in evaluation of opportunistic network protocols. 
The protocols are evaluated using real human contact traces, i.e. MIT Reality Mining 
dataset [7] and St. Andrew Sassy dataset [9].
1.4 Thesis Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• An analysis of traffic distribution and network capacity of a social opportunistic network 
characterized as a scale-free network. Several distinct forwarding strategies based on the 
routing information required by a node to select carriers are considered, i.e. isolated, local 
and complete network knowledge (Chapter 3).
• A traffic distribution aware (TraDA) routing protocol, which improves traffic distribution 
fairness in SONs (Chapter 4). Within TraDA, three novel components are presented as 
follows:
A calculation of node intrinsic popularity, which exploits the Kalman filter 
prediction technique [95] to take into account the periodic pattern of human 
behaviour (Chapter 4: Section 4.2.1).
A calculation of node social-relations popularity, which considers the popularity 
of higher social level neighbours when calculating node global popularity 
(Chapter 4: Section 4.2.2).
TraDA-Comm protocol, a community-aware variant of TraDA, which includes 
community knowledge into the TraDA routing metrics (Chapter 4: Section 4.4).
4
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• A congestion avoidance strategy for social aware routing (CASAR), a complementary 
strategy for social-aware routing protocols particularly TraDA, which reduces buffer 
congestion mainly in hub nodes (Chapter 5). Within CASAR, two novel congestion- 
aware forwarding metrics are proposed:
- Directional connection weight, aimed at reducing traffic in hub nodes by 
exploiting the assortative (homophily) property of social networks (Chapter 5: 
Section 5.2.2.1).
Buffer weight, intended to reduce buffer congestion and message drops due to 
bursty traffic in hub nodes by taking into account the buffer occupancy level 
(Chapter 5: Section 5.2.2.2).
1.5 Thesis Structure
The structure of this thesis is outlined as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the background of the research areas investigated and describes related works 
performed in these research areas. It first discusses the overview of opportunistic networks in 
general and SONs in particular, including their characteristics, applications and challenges. It 
continues to discuss human mobility models, social network analysis and SON’s topology. It then 
outlines the state-of-the-art of social-aware routing protocols and discusses the routing metrics 
that mainly contribute to unbalanced traffic distribution in SONs. Finally, the existing works on 
congestion control strategy in opportunistic networks are discussed. Much of this chapter was 
published in [103]
Chapter 3 presents an analysis of traffic distribution and network capacity of SONs. A SON is 
modelled as a scale-free network and traffic distribution analysis is performed in this network by 
applying distinct forwarding strategies, categorized as isolated, complete network and local 
network knowledge forwarding strategies. Tie strength is then included in each link of the 
network to improve the binary network model. Traffic distribution analysis is again performed on 
the weighted network. Finally, a mathematical model of network capacity is introduced to 
calculate an upper-bound of network delivery performance where hub nodes’ resources become 
the limiting factors. This work was published in [104].
Chapter 4 introduces the work of traffic distribution aware (TraDA) routing protocol. Initially, it 
discusses a calculation of node global popularity, which comprises node intrinsic popularity and 
social-relations popularity. The calculation of node intrinsic popularity is introduced by first 
discussing the periodic pattern of human behaviour and is followed by deriving a Kalman filter 
prediction which considers the periodicity of human behaviour. Furthermore, a computation of
5
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node social-relations popularity is described by taking into account the popularity of higher social 
level direct neighbours. Finally, TraDA-Comm, a community-aware variant of TraDA, is 
presented and its performance evaluation results against the state-of-the-art Bubble Rap are 
described.
Chapter 5 presents the work of congestion avoidance strategy for social-aware routing (CASAR). 
The chapter first discusses traffic congestion characteristics in SONs and then CASAR’s 
congestion-aware forwarding metrics are presented, namely directional connection weight and 
buffer weight. Finally, the performance evaluation results of CASAR on both Bubble Rap and 
TraDA/TraDA-Comm routing protocols are described.
Chapter 6 draws conclusions about the work described in this thesis and discusses future work.
6
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Chapter 2
2 Background and Related Work
2.1 Social Opportunistic Networks
2.1.1 Opportunistic Networks: Characteristics, Applications &
Challenges
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are infrastructure-less networks with nodes that can move 
freely in the network. In a MANET, nodes can directly communicate each other if they enter each 
other’s radio communication range. A node can serve as a source or a destination of a message, 
and also as a relay for other nodes’ messages. A message traverses the network by being relayed 
from one node to another until it reaches the destination (multi-hop communication). As nodes are 
moving, the relay process is a challenging task since the topology of the network regularly 
changes. How to find the destination, how to route a message to the destination and how to assure 
robust message delivery in the face of dynamic topology changes are major challenges in 
MANETs. To accommodate these issues, an abundance of communication protocols have been 
proposed by assuming that the network is connected and there exists at all times end-to-end paths 
between all source and destination pairs in the network. However, for some scenarios in 
MANETs, complete end-to-end paths rarely or never exist between sources and destinations, hi 
these networks, contacts between mobile nodes occur opportunistically and the duration of each 
contact is also unpredictable. These networks are commonly called opportunistic networks, a sub­
class of intermittently-connected networks (ICNs) or delay- or disruption tolerant networks 
(DTNs); however the latter is more strictly associated with the delay/disruption tolerant 
networking architecture of the IRTF DTN Research Group (DTNRG) [1].
Fig. 2-1 shows a taxonomy of today’s communication networks, which are initially divided, based 
on node mobility, into static and mobile nodes. Static node networks can be either continuously 
connected, such as the Internet backbone, or intermittently connected, such as wireless sensor 
networks whose nodes conserve energy by disabling their radio connection when not required. In 
the mobile node branch of the taxonomy, it can be distinguished between networks where links 
between nodes generally exist (e.g. MANETs) and networks where node contact is intermittent
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(e.g. ICNs). In MANETs, links are assumed to be always or usually available when needed; this is 
also known as on-demand contact. By using the regularity of node contact, the intermittently 
connected mobile networks (ICNs) can be divided into: networks where node contacts are 
predicted (e.g. the Interplanetary Internet [10]) or scheduled (e.g. data mules [11]), and networks 
where node contact are not generally predictable, i.e. opportunistic networks, such as vehicular 
networks and human contact networks (SONs).
Communication Networks
static nodes mobile nodes
continuously connected 
networks 
(e.g. Internet backbone)
intermittently connected 
networks
mostly connected networks 
(on-demand contact) 
(e.g. MANETs)
scheduled/predicted contact
wireless sensor 
networks 
(WSNs)
intermittently connected 
networks
scheduled/predicted contact
space communications 
networks
(e.g. Interplanetary Internet)
opportunistic contact
deterministic mobility 
terrestrial networks 
(e.g. data mules)
opportunistic
networks
(e.g. vehicular & 
human networks)
Figure 2-1: Taxonomy of communication networks
Opportunistic networks have some characteristics that are distinct from scheduled/predicted 
contact networks, such as deep space networks [12]. In deep space networks, a node contact (i.e. a 
satellite link) is scheduled, and when the link is currently not available, a node waits, storing the 
message or forwarding it to another node that may have a better chance of delivering the message 
to its destination (a store-forward delivery mechanism). In opportunistic networks, however, 
nodes usually move at random and link breaks due to node mobility are stochastic. In addition, the 
long transfer delay is due to either the unpredictability of contact events or the limited contact 
period when nodes are within range, rather than being caused by long propagation delays (as in 
deep space networks). Opportunistic networks may experience frequent partitioning, with the 
disconnections lasting for long periods. Communications between disconnected areas can be 
performed by exploiting physical message carriers, such as vehicles, humans or message ferries, 
to carry and forward messages between the disconnected areas (a store-carry-forward delivery 
mechanism). For example, in Fig. 2-2 there is no direct path from node S to D at any given time. 
Message from S can be delivered to D if relay nodes can hold and carry the messages (in the 
figure, at 8:00 am, node S sends the message to node 2; at 10.30 am node 2 forwards the message 
to node 3; finally at 11.15 am node 3 forwards the message to the final destination node D).
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Applications in opportunistic networks must therefore tolerate potentially very long delays due to 
intermittent or disrupted connections between nodes. These networks are useful in situations 
where temporary network connectivity is needed in challenged environments. The following are 
some of the application areas of opportunistic networks:
• Pocket switched networks (PSNs): opportunistic communication in PSNs [13] is a 
communication paradigm that exploits contact opportunities between users carrying 
mobile devices to enable data transfer in a peer-to-peer fashion.
• Vehicular communications : a vehicle can send a warning message about the road 
condition to other vehicles; in sparse traffic this will occur in opportunistic manner [14].
• Disaster mitigation networks: In disaster mitigation, opportunistic networks can be used 
for emergency operation, such as collecting victims’ locations when widely connected 
infrastructures like backbones and cellular networks have been damaged [15].
e Military ad hoc networks: In a scenario of military operation [16], even when there is 
no infrastructure available, communication systems can use opportunistic contact among 
soldiers or groups of soldiers (platoons).
11:15am8:00 am 10:30 am
Figure 2-2: A store-carry-forward delivery in an opportunistic network
In general, opportunistic networks do not satisfy traditional networking assumptions, where end- 
to-end paths always exist, and the networks have low propagation delays or round-trip times, low 
bit error rates, and high bandwidth. Opportunistic networks pose numerous constraints as follows:
• Extremely long transfer delay: Due to the frequent link disruption and unpredictable 
contact between nodes in the network, a contemporaneous end-to-end path between 
source and destination does not exist at all times. Hence, the end-to-end transfer delay 
can be extremely long (minutes up to days) and varies significantly between subsequent 
received messages.
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•  Frequent disconnections and dynamic topology: All nodes in the network are mobile 
and their random mobility causes the network topology to change dynamically. High 
mobility also causes frequent link disconnection between nodes.
• Opportunistic connections: In opportunistic networks, all actions of interest (i.e. 
forwarding messages, exchanging control information, etc.) occur during occasional node 
contact and the opportunistic contacts may last a very short period due to high node 
mobility.
• Limited node storage: Mobile node storage becomes a critical resource in the store- 
carry-forward delivery in opportunistic networks, since a node may keep messages in 
long time before they can be forwarded to other nodes. This situation can deplete the 
node storage quickly.
• Limited transfer bandwidth: Wireless links normally have limited transfer capacity 
compared to wired links. In opportunistic networks, a short contact time between nodes 
also becomes another capacity limitation of wireless links to transfer message to the peer 
node.
• High message loss rate: The multi-hop delivery in opportunistic networks may result in 
high message loss rate due to several factors, i.e. message drop due to storage congestion, 
message live-time expires, imperfect message transfer in limited transfer bandwidth and 
etc.
These constraining characteristics render the MANET protocols inappropriate for use in 
opportunistic networks. In the network layer, MANET routing protocols such as OLSR [17], 
AODV [18] and DSR [19] will drop packets if the destinations cannot be found. In the transport 
layer, TCP variants for MANETs, such as TCP-EFLN [20], A-TCP [21], TCP Snoop [22] and 
TCP-BuS [23], will also break down in opportunistic networks: these protocols assume that the 
network is continuously connected, and they consider link disruptions, due to node mobility or 
link layer contention, as temporary and short-term events. TCP eventually fails in opportunistic 
networks, since link disconnections occur frequently and the round trip delay are too long. Hence, 
new protocols and system architectures need to be developed for these networks. When designing 
communication protocols for opportunistic networks, Jones et al. [24] argued that the protocols 
must:
• only make use of locally available information, which can be efficiently gathered from the 
neighbours,
• be self-configuring,
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• provide good performance across a variety of connectivity patterns,
• and make efficient use of storage and network resources.
This thesis focuses on social opportunistic networks (SONs) (or mobile social networks, MSNs 
[25]), a specific scenario of opportunistic networks that exploit contact between users’ mobile 
devices. As the mobile devices are carried by people, a knowledge of social behaviour and 
structure can be one of the key information sources for designing and providing efficient and 
effective data communication services. SONs have been introduced by combining the concepts 
from two disciplines, i.e. social networks (from social science) and mobile communication 
networks (Fig. 2-3). This presents a new research area related to content publishing, data 
exchange, sharing and delivery services. In a broader sense, a SON is a mobile communications 
system which involves the social relationships of the users. In such a network, mobile users can 
access, share and distribute data in a mobile environment by exploiting the social relations. Due to 
the ubiquitous availability of mobile devices (such as smart phones, gadgets and laptops), a SON 
can fully take advantage of human mobility to achieve efficient and effective data delivery 
services.
Location-
based
Centrality
Social
opportunistic
networks
Social
Networks
Mobile
Networks
Social
network
Bluetooth
Social
tiesWi-Fi
Figure 2-3: SONs at the intersection of mobile networks and social networks [25]
2.1.2 Human Mobility Characteristics
Studying and modelling human mobility is a research area that has attracted increasing attention. 
In mobile networking simulation, human mobility is commonly modelled as a random process or 
using other complex characteristics, such as movement history (temporal dependency), correlated 
location (spatial dependency) and geographic restriction. However, these mobility models fail in 
capturing realistic behaviours observed in human mobility. Basically, there are many factors that 
contribute to a human’s complex movement behaviours, such as social relationships among 
individuals, various geographical circumstances and transport facilities. Social interaction is one
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of the key factors because individuals belong to social circles (i.e. families, friends and 
acquaintances) and their social ties strongly affect their movement decisions. Nowadays, several 
human mobility models are developed based on the sociological interaction aspects, such as 
Sociological Interaction Mobility for Population Simulation (SIMPS) [26], Time-variant 
Community model [27] and Human Community Mobility Model (HCMM) [28]. Some 
sociological factors involved in human mobility and forming social networks are as follows [26]:
• Intrinsicality: Sociability level of individual is intrinsic to each person meaning that 
inherently a person has a unique social demand and it strongly depends on internal 
factors, such as age, role, social class and etc.
• Interactivity: The sociability level is translated to a need for social interactions. An 
individual will build social ties until her/his needs are hilfilled by encountering already 
known acquaintances. These acquaintances are defined by individuals to whom an 
individual is tightened in a social network.
• Collective behaviours: In a social network, some individuals have similar behaviours 
and they have many more social connections inside their own group than the ones from 
other groups. A group of people or a social community is a structural sub-unit of a social 
network and community overlapping is possible in a social network since an individual 
may be involved in different communities at different periods of time.
Fig. 2-4 depicts the human mobility process, where social relations drive human mobility and the 
human mobility in turn creates intermittent physical connections in a SON. The physical 
connections vary dynamically over time, while the social relations are less volatile.
Social Networks
Long-term stability
Human Mobility
O  V ,
Physical Networks
Short-lived stability
Figure 2-4: Human mobility process
Conti and Kumar [29] identified two social network levels in a SON: an electronic social network 
and a virtual social network (Fig. 2-5). In the electronic social network, human relationships 
depend on the physical properties, for example links in this network can be characterized based on 
node contact information, such as contact frequency, duration and recency. The virtual social
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network, on the other hand, is seen as an overlay network: information on the interpersonal 
relations of humans can be gained from this level, for example virtual communities in Facebook, 
MySpace and Linkedln. Electronic social network relationships provide key information for 
designing opportunistic network protocols. For example, Bubble Rap [4] offers a promising 
forwarding protocol that exploits the electronic social network to design an effective SON routing 
protocol. A key part of the design of this protocol is concerned with inferring social interactions 
from contact history. Specifically, it focuses on two aspects of a social network: community and 
centrality. Human society is structured in communities, and inside a community some are more 
popular than others: they are said to have a high centrality. The basic idea of the forwarding 
algorithm is to use nodes with high centrality to deliver a message to the community which the 
destination node belongs to. On the other hand, the virtual social network provides a basis for the 
development of opportunistic computing services. For example, information and services can be 
replicated and distributed inside the community’s electronic social network, taking into 
consideration its members’ interests and locations [30].
.  Vktual
I community
Fxfbock, 
MySpace, 
Linkedln . . . i social netw orks
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social netwMks
Physical
community
Human
social networks
Figure 2-5: Human, electronic and virtual social networks [29]
2.1.3 Social Network Analysis
A social network is a social structure made up o f individuals who are tied by one or several types 
of interdependency such as friendship, kinship or common interest. When designing effective 
protocols for SONs, it is essential to understand human relationships in a social network. 
Recently, social network analysis (SNA) has become an important tool in investigating human
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relationships. SNA views social relationships in terms of graph theory: the nodes are the actors 
w ithin the network and the links (or ties) are the relationships between the actors. A social graph 
is comprised of a set of nodes connected by one or more links which represent distinct types of 
social relationships, categorized as non-directional (symmetric) and directional (asymmetric) 
relations (Fig. 2-6). Non-directional relations include such things as co-membership in formal or 
informal organizations/groups, some kinship relations such as “is married to”, proximity relations 
such as “lives near”, and interactions such as “work with”. Directional relations, however, occur 
when the relations are oriented from one actor to another, such as choices of friendships, social 
influences, power and etc. In a non-directional graph, the value of link of node i to j  is always 
equal to that of j  to i, or in an adjacency matrix representation: a i;- = a,;, where represents the 
link value of node i to j. However, this is not the case in a directional graph since the value of link 
i to j  is not necessarily equal to that of j  to i. Fig. 2-6 shows the adjacency matrices of non- 
directional and directional binary graphs, where the links have binary values, i.e. a i;- = 1 indicates 
the existence of a relations or an influence from node i to j ,  or = 0 otherwise.
r>i Hi
n2 n2
ni n2 n3 n4 «5 ni n2 n3 n4 n5
Wj - 1 0 1 1 til - 1 0 1 1
n2 1 - 1 1 1 n2 0 - 1 1 0
n3 0 1 - 1 0 n3 0 0 - 0 0
n4 1 1 1 - 1 n4 0 0 1 - 0
n5 1 1 0 1 - n5 0 1 0 1 -
(a) Non-directional relations (b) Directional relations
Figure 2-6: Social graphs and the corresponding adjacency matrices
However, often social network data consist of valued relations in which the strength or intensity 
of each tie is recorded. Examples of valued relations include the frequency of interaction among 
pairs of individuals and the rating of friendship between people in a group. Such relations 
therefore cannot be fully represented using a binary graph. Weighted graphs (or valued graphs) 
are the appropriate graph representation for valued relations, but the analysis on a weighted social 
graph can be more complex. For example, a path length between two nodes in a non-directional
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weighted graph in Fig. 2-7 needs to be calculated. In a binary graph, path length is simply 
calculated as the number of hops between two nodes. However, in a weighted graph, if the values 
attached to the links (= link weights) can be thought of as “costs” associated with the tie (such as 
the amount of time required to go from one point to another point), then it is useful to define the 
length of a path as the sum of the link weights in it. One possible problem with this quantification 
of path length in a weighted graph is that a high value for a path can result either when the values 
of the links in the path are high, or when the path is long (and thus contains many links), and these 
two cases cannot be distinguished. Moreover, in social graphs it is often useful to assign a higher 
value to the link (tie) that has stronger relations between nodes. As a consequence, a higher value 
of a path length between two nodes indicates their (social) distance is actually closer.
Several terms in SNA frequently used in this thesis are now briefly discussed.
1) Centrality measures
One of the primary uses of graph theory in SNA is the identification of the “most important” 
nodes (actors) in a social network, hi SNA, node popularity (or importance) is commonly 
measured in term of centrality. Nodes with higher centrality are those that are extensively 
involved in relationships with other nodes. The prominent centrality measures were proposed by 
Freeman [31] and are described as follows:
• Degree centrality: This centrality measures the number of direct ties that involve a given 
node (in graph theory, this is equal to the node degree). A node with high degree 
centrality maintains relations with many other network nodes and can be seen as a 
popular node with large number of links to others. It may therefore act as a hub for 
information exchange. Degree centrality for a given node i in a binary graph is calculated 
as
3
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Path Length
Figure 2-7: Paths in a non-directional weighted graph
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N
(2.1)
k = l
where = 1 if a direct link exits between node i and j ,  and = 0 otherwise. However, for 
a weighted graph Newman [82] proposed the degree of node i is the sum of the weight of 
the links attached to it.
• Betweeness centrality: This centrality measures the extent to which a node lies on the 
geodesic paths linking other nodes. Betweeness centrality can be regarded as a measure of 
the extent to which a node has control over information flowing between other nodes in 
the network. Betweeness centrality, where gjk is the total number of geodesic paths 
linking node j  and k, and is the number of those geodesic paths that include i, is
calculated as
• Closeness centrality: This centrality measure is the reciprocal of the mean geodesic 
distance d(i,k), which is the shortest path between a node i and all other reachable 
nodes. Closeness centrality can be regarded as a measure of how long it will take 
information to spread from a given node to other nodes in the network. Closeness 
centrality for a given node, where N  is the number of reachable nodes in the network, is 
calculated as
In addition, Wasserman and Faust [32] discussed what they called “prestige measures” of 
centrality. Here, a node centrality measure is recursively related to the centralities of its neighbour 
nodes. Hence, having popular or powerful friend(s) adds more to one’s own popularity/power. 
The prestige measures have a general form as follows. Let A be an adjacency matrix, where a^  
means that i contributes to f s  social status and let x be a vector of centrality scores. The social 
status of an individual can be modelled as a linear function of the status of the individuals to 
whom he/she is connected. In asymmetric relations, for example as depicted in Fig. 2-8, the 
centrality of an individual is a function of the social status (centrality) of those who choose 
him/her, and the general form of node f s  centrality can be written as follows:
n  ; - i
(2.2)
N - l
Cc(l) S L i d ( i . k ) (2.3)
X j  — Q - l j X i  T T & 3 j X 3  T ... T t l j i j X f i (2.4)
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Figure 2-8: Prestige measure of centrality in directional relations
2) Ego networks
Freeman’s centrality metrics are based on analysis of a complete and bounded network, which is 
sometimes referred to as a sociocentric network. These metrics become difficult to evaluate in 
networks with a large node population or in opportunistic networks, where the transfer delay is 
very long, since they require complete knowledge of the network topology. For this reason, the 
concept of “ego networks’' [33] has been introduced. Ego networks can be defined as a network 
consisting of a single actor (ego) and its immediate neighbours (alters) (Fig. 2-9). Consequently, 
ego network analysis can be performed locally by individual nodes without complete network 
knowledge of the entire network. Degree centrality can easily be measured in an ego network, 
where it is a simple count of the number of direct neighbours. Closeness centrality is 
uninformative in an ego network, since by definition an ego network only considers nodes directly 
related to the ego node; consequently by definition, the hop distance from the ego node to all 
alters in the ego network is 1. Betweeness centrality of an ego node (the black node in Fig. 2-9) 
can be calculated using Eq. (2.2) by only considering the nodes in its ego network (the blue nodes 
in Fig. 2-9).
ego network
: ego node U : neighbouring node O : non-neighbouring node
Figure 2-9: An ego network
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3) Community
Community is defined as a subset of nodes (or individuals) with stronger connections 
(relationships) among themselves than towards other nodes. It usually implies a social group, such 
as friends, family, co-workers etc. Generally, a high clustering coefficient often correlates with 
the existence of a community in the network. However, community interpretation is more 
subjective and community membership depends on the community detection algorithm and 
various thresholds. Several centralised community detection methods have been proposed, such as 
in [34]. These centralised methods are useful for offline data analysis on mobility traces collected 
to explore community structures in the data. On the other hand, Hui et al. [35] proposed 
distributed community detection methods to be used in self-organising networks, such as SONs, 
i.e. SIMPLE, ^-CLIQUE and MODULARITY. It has been proved in [35] that the ^-Clique 
distributed algorithm can achieve up to 80% accuracy compared with the Æ-Clique centralized 
algorithm that uses data from the entire network.
4) Transitivity
Transitivity of a relation means that when there is a tie (relation) from node i to j ,  and also from 
node j  to h, then there is also a tie from node i to h. Social networks typically display a strong 
transitivity property such that “friends of my friends are my friends”. Transitivity depends on 
triads, which are subgraphs formed by 3 nodes and Fig. 2-10 depicts some possible states of 
triads. A transitivity index (or clustering coefficient in the graph theory) of node j  is defined as the 
ratio between the actual number of links between the neighbours of j  and the maximum possible 
number of links between these neighbours.
Potentially
transitive
Intransitive Transitive
Figure 2-10: Triads and transitivity
5) Homophily (assortativity)
Homophily refers to the tendency for individuals to have ties with others who are similar to 
themselves in socially significant ways. Newman [36] confirmed that social graphs typically 
display assortativity (homophily) phenomenon in which the nodes that have many connections
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tend to be connected to other nodes with many connections. This property accords with accepted 
wisdom within sociological community, such as high social degree individuals will tend to 
associate with others with high social level.
6) Small-world property
A graph/network is said to have a small-world property when the hop count in the graph/network 
is not strongly affected by an increase in the network size (measured by the number of nodes in 
the network).
7) Random graph
The random graph model with N  nodes and L links can be constructed by connecting a node to 
any other node with probability p. Eventually, this will create a graph with approximately 
pN(N  -  l ) /2  links distributed randomly and the average node degree is = pN (following a 
Poisson distribution).
8) Scale-free graph
The graph whose degree distribution follows a power law, which is the fraction of nodes in the 
network having k connections (degree) to other nodes given as (k) ~ k~Y , where y is a degree 
exponent. A wide range of systems in nature and society, such as physical links of Internet, virtual 
World Wide Web, science collaboration and etc., are described by this graph.
2.1.4 Topology Characteristics of SONs
In opportunistic networks, the network topology changes every time unit so that data paths may 
not exist at any one point in time but potentially do exist over time. Thus, existing metrics for 
static networks are difficult to apply. Ferretti et al. [37] studied the topology of opportunistic 
networks and argued the different notion of a link between MANETs and opportunistic networks. 
While MANETs consider links as connections active at a given instant, opportunistic networks 
have a coarse grained time model. Hence, the concept of links in opportunistic networks should 
reflect the fact that temporal constraints are relaxed. In a MANET, the instantaneous network 
topology strongly depends on the geographical distribution of the nodes. In an opportunistic 
network, however, the network topology can be modelled as a graph where links characterize the 
interactions of nodes during a time interval A (time-window dependent). Thus, the set of links of a 
node at time t is not simply composed of the contacts active at the instant t, but it represents the 
aggregate of contacts that arose during [t — A, t]. A clear consequence of such model is that links 
among nodes would not only depend on spatial constraint, but also on node mobility and the 
length of window A {time-dependent network).
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Figure 2-11: Contact graph of a real human trace [5]
In [5,6], human contact data traces are aggregated to form a static, weighted contact graph G(N, 
W) with weight matrix W = Each mobile device is a node of this graph and a link weight
Wij represents the strength of the relationship between node i and j .  The tie strength, furthermore, 
is measured by the contact duration and contact frequency for the two end nodes. Fig. 2-11 shows 
the illustration of the aggregated contact graph of a real human trace. With contact graphs, the 
topology of SONs can be described by taking into account some network structure metrics, such 
as average path length that shows the distance of a pair of nodes, clustering coefficient that 
indicates how well nodes are clustered, and node degree distribution.
Table 2-1. Average path lengths and clustering coefficients [6]
Experimental traces Avg. Path length (hops) Cluster Coefficient
MIT-Reality 1.6 0.44
UCSD 2.2 0.41
CAMBRIDGE 1.2 0 6 6
INFOCOM06 1.5 0.52
BATH 3.3 0.45
Yoneki et al. [6] calculated the average path length and clustering coefficient of several real 
human contact traces (the results are summarized in Table 2-1). The average path length (in term 
of the number of hops) is the shortest path length, averaged over all connected node pairs. The 
clustering coefficient of a graph is the average of the nodes’ clustering coefficients. Looking at 
the average shortest path length, it can be seen that paths are only a few hops long on average and 
thus the contact graphs display the small-world behaviour, typical for social networks. This 
finding is also in line with the report of short opportunistic paths by Chaintreau et al. [38] and 
Hossmann et al. [5]. In addition, Table 2-1 also shows that the clustering coefficients o f all the 
traces are high and this means that all the contact graphs are highly clustered. Finally, node degree 
distribution was also calculated by Yoneki et al. [6] (noting that in time-dependent networks node
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degree should be calculated within an appropriate time window). Fig. 2-12 depicts the degree 
distribution of the BATH and INFOCOM06 data traces, and both the traces exhibit a power-law 
degree distribution. Social networks in general exhibit a small average degree compared to a 
number of nodes, and there is huge inequality. Most nodes (individuals) interact with only a few 
other nodes, while a small number of nodes have many relations (a non-random connectivity 
structure). The latter nodes are also called hub nodes.
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Figure 2-12: Aggregated degree distribution [6]
Finally, the topology characteristics of SONs can be summarized as follows:
• SONs display a small-world phenomenon where individuals are often linked by a short
chain of acquaintances. Due to the existence of hub nodes, the characteristic path length 
can be short.
• SONs show a high degree of clustering where a node has strong relations (ties) with other
nodes of one community, but has weak relations with nodes of other communities.
• SONs exhibit a power-law degree distribution where a few (hub) nodes possess a very
large degree, but most the network nodes have only few connections to other nodes.
2.2 Social-Aware Routing Protocols
2.2.1 Introduction: Routing Protocols in Opportunistic Networks
Routing in intermittently-connected networks (ICNs) is a challenging task since at any instant 
there is in general no contemporaneous end-to-end path between source and destination. Zhang et 
al [39] classified routing protocols in ICNs in terms of the type of movement exhibited by nodes 
in the network: deterministic and stochastic. Protocols designed to work with deterministic 
movement patterns assume knowledge of the future schedules of contacts occurring between 
nodes. Examples of such are satellite communications and Message Ferrying [11] where a number 
of nodes may be deployed on known routes and be used to carry traffic between network
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partitions. Under this category, some algorithms have been proposed, such as space time routing 
[40], tree based [41] and modified shortest-path based [42].
At the opposite end of deterministic movements, there are scenarios in which node movements are 
stochastic. In this case, node contact is unpredictable and network behaviour is random and not 
known. For these opportunistic networks, Zhang et ah [39] divided routing algorithms into the 
following categories as follows:
• Epidemic dissemination: In ICNs, this strategy is effectively a controlled flooding of the 
network and thus can achieve high delivery ratio without the need to store any routing 
data or knowledge about contacts with other nodes. This is suited to very unpredictable 
environments. The drawback however is the cost, with the Epidemic algorithm [43] being 
expensive in terms of storage and message transmissions.
• Prediction-based protocols: The algorithms use past observations of node behaviour in 
order to predict future interactions. There is a rich variety of work in this area with many 
different possibilities to base predictions on, and many protocols fall into this category. 
For example, Prophet [44] uses the history of encounters to predict future contacts. It 
defines a probabilistic metric called ‘delivery predictability’ and exchanges information 
on its delivery predictability for known destinations whenever a contact is made.
• Model-based protocols: The protocols use knowledge of node motion patterns to enrich 
their predictions about future contacts, e.g. MBR [45]. Thus, model-based protocols may 
be viewed as a subset of predictive protocols which also include an explicit modelling of 
the way in which nodes in the system move -  for example, a car moving along motorway 
can be reasonably considered to continue on that road until at least the next exit.
• Coding-based protocols: The algorithms apply network and erasure coding method to 
the transmission of ICN messages. Specially encoded messages allow reduction of 
overheads and increase in reliability and redundancy of message sent, particularly over 
unreliable links [46].
Since node mobility in opportunistic networks is unpredictable and the network topology changes 
rapidly, this will create much control traffic over very limited bandwidth during node contact. For 
example, as described in [3,4] Prophet creates huge control traffic during each contact, 
particularly when the network is large since the routing table contains an entry for each known 
node. Recently, a novel approach of prediction-based protocols has been developed that uses 
structural information of individuals in a social network, namely social-aware routing protocols. 
The algorithms use some characteristics of social network which are less volatile than the physical 
network topology. In the networks that are formed by people, such as SONs, human relationships 
may vary slowly and therefore they can be used as forwarding metrics of routing algorithms. As
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described in Section 2.1.4, these measures are inferred from contact graphs aggregated over time. 
With the contact graphs, the social-aware routing algorithms then analyse the structural properties 
of nodes in order to identify nodes which are important to the message delivery. Measuring which 
nodes lie on important paths through the network and routing the messages towards them is one of 
the heuristics behind the social-aware routing protocols. The authors in [105,106], on the other 
hand, exploit both social network and geographic (physical location) information to improve the 
routing algorithm performances in SONs. Social-aware routing algorithms in the literature are 
now reviewed.
2.2.2 State-of-the-Art: Social-Aware Routing Protocols
1) Similarity-Betweeness (SimBet)
Similarity-Betweeness (SimBet) [3] exploits social relations and employs node centrality and 
neighbour similarity to deliver messages to their destinations with low delay. SimBet favours 
betweeness centrality as its measure to identify bridge nodes in the network. However, since the 
calculation of this centrality requires complete network knowledge, the ego network approach 
instead is used to enable a node to calculate its betweeness centrality with locally available 
information. The authors of SimBet showed that ego betweeness (centrality) has a high 
correlation with sociocentric betweeness centrality.
The second routing consideration of SimBet is neighbour similarity. From SNA, a social network 
displays a high degree of clustering, meaning that the probability of two nodes (individuals) being 
connected by a link (relation) is higher if the nodes have common neighbours (acquaintances). 
The degree of contact between nodes affects information dissemination and can be measured by 
the ratio of common neighbours between nodes in the network. The probability of future contact 
P(x,y) between node x  and y is calculated as P(x, y) = |N(x) A N(y)\, where N(x) and Af(y) 
are the set of neighbours of x  and y, respectively. Hence, the contact likelihood captures the 
‘similarity’ between two nodes.
With certain tuneable parameters, SimBet selects a better relay node to deliver a message to 
destination based on betweeness and similarity utilities. When two nodes meet, messages are 
delivered to a node with higher SimBet utility. Therefore, messages are forwarded to a 
structurally more central node where the potential of finding a suitable carrier is dramatically 
increased.
2) Bubble Rap
Bubble Rap [4] was developed based on two specific aspects of society: node centrality and 
community. Bubble Rap uses degree centrality to measure node popularity in the network. Here,
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node degree is determined as a count of the unique nodes seen by the node during a certain period. 
A 6-hour time window was used to calculate instantaneous node degree (the authors of Bubble 
Rap argued that human daily life can be divided into 4 main periods, each almost 6 hours) and 
subsequently a cumulative average technique is used to smoothing the value of node degree (in 
Bubble Rap this is called C-Window technique).
Community may help a message to reach its destination quickly with high probability. The idea of 
using community is that individuals of the same social community are more likely to meet each 
other than with randomly chosen individuals in society. Bubble Rap uses k-clique algorithms for 
community detection and the contact threshold (i.e. the duration during which the nodes come in 
contact) for extracting the ^-clique community. In brief, a ^-clique is defined as a complete (mesh) 
sub-graph of size k  nodes and an edge of the graph is built when the contact duration between 
nodes exceeds a contact threshold. A new node is accepted in a community if  it has links to more 
than k  nodes in the community.
Bubble Rap initially assumes that each node belongs to at least one community and each node has 
a global ranking (centrality) across the whole network and a local centrality within its local 
community. Forwarding is carried out as follows. If a node has a message destined to another 
node, the node first sends multiple copies of the message up the hierarchical tree using global 
centrality (a multiple-copy forwarding strategy), until it reaches a node which is in the same 
community as the destination. Then the local centrality is used and the message continues to be 
delivered within the community until it reaches the destination. In order to reduce cost, whenever 
a message is transferred within the destination community a single-copy strategy is used instead 
of the multiple copy strategy used when global centrality is the forwarding metric. Fig. 2-13 
illustrates the Bubble Rap algorithm when a message is sent by a source to a destination where 
they are in different communities.
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Figure 2-13: Illustration of the Bubble Rap algorithm [4|
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3) FairRoute
FairRoute [47] was designed to address the unfair load distribution in SONs. The algorithm uses 
perceived interaction strength, where messages are preferentially forwarded to nodes that have 
stronger (social) relations with the messages’ destinations, and assortativity (homophily), which 
limits the exchange of messages to those with similar ‘social status’. The perceived interaction 
strength represents the subjective assessment of the strength of a social tie between individuals 
and can be used as an indicator of the likelihood of a contact to be sustained over time. FairRoute 
uses two different estimators of interaction strength between two nodes that work at different time 
scales: short and long time scales. The tie strength increases upon node contact, but decreases 
over time at different rates for the two estimators. The two estimators altogether compose the 
aggregated interaction strength metric which indicates the frequency of long term interactions, 
while penalizing spurious bursts of activity. Furthermore, node z‘s perceived utility of node y to 
deliver a message to node k, Uijk, is calculated by measuring the ratio of interaction strength of y 
and k, and the sum of interaction strength of j  and k and i and k. However, when node k is 
unknown by either i or y, then f s  perceived utility of node j  to deliver a message to any node, u^, 
is calculated, which is the total tie strength of y towards its all neighbours divided by the total tie 
strength of y towards its all neighbours and tie strength of i towards its all neighbours. Finally, 
node i will forward a message whose destination is k to node y if Uijk > Vi or > Vi.
However, since the aforementioned utility metrics are ineffective to achieve a balanced traffic 
distribution in the network, an assortative-based buffer queue control metric is added to the 
FairRoute’s forwarding algorithm. By exploiting assortative behaviour, where individuals of the 
same kind tend to interact together and disregard interaction from lower level individuals, nodes 
will accept forwarding requests only from those of equal or higher status. In FairRoute, a node 
social status is determined by the queue length in the node buffer.
4) Context-aware Adaptive Routing (CAR)
Context-aware Adaptive Routing (CAR) [48] was designed to support communication between 
disconnected regions in the network and the selection of node carriers is based on the application 
of forecasting techniques and utility theory. CAR is able to deliver messages synchronously (i.e. 
when there are no network partitions between the source and the destination) and asynchronously 
(i.e. by means of a store-carry-forward mechanism when there are partitions). If both the source 
and destination are currently in the same connected portion of the network, the message is 
delivered using a MANET routing protocol, Dynamic Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector 
(DSDV) [49].
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However, if a message cannot be delivered synchronously the best carriers for a message are 
those having the highest chance of successful delivery, i.e. the highest delivery probabilities. The 
delivery probabilities are synthesized locally from two attributes: the change rate of connectivity 
and the future host collocation. The change degree of connectivity of node i measures relative 
mobility of node i and is given as
|n(t -  T) U n(t) | -  |n(t -  T) n n(t) | (2.5)
|n ( t - T ) U n ( t ) |
where n(t) is f  s neighbour set at time t. The formula yields the number of nodes that became 
neighbours or disappeared in the time interval [t — T,t], normalized by the total number of hosts 
met in the same time interval. A high value of this metric indicates a node is very active in the 
network. On the other hand, a host collocation metric is defined as follows. The collocation of 
node i with node j  at time t is equal to ‘1’ if / is collocated with j  at the given time, and ‘O’ 
otherwise. Subsequently, the future values of both attributes are predicted using Kalman filter 
predictors and are composed using multi-criteria decision theory in order to estimate an overall 
delivery probability. The calculated delivery probabilities are periodically sent to the other nodes 
in the connected region as part of the update of routing information.
5) Sociable Routing
The main idea of Sociable Routing [50] is to solve the routing problem in opportunistic networks 
by assigning to each node a time-varying scalar parameter, called sociability indicator, depending 
on the frequency and type of node’s encounters. Each node forwards its messages only to the most 
sociable nodes, so that the chances of reaching the intended endpoint are maximized and the 
amount of transmissions kept under control. Sociability indicator is calculated by considering 
node own social behaviour, such as node’s mobility pattern, and also the neighbours’ sociability 
levels.
Initially, the sociability indicator of each node is computed by looking at its direct encounters, 
meaning that it only considers single-hop neighbours. In this first-hop based sociability, the social 
behaviour of a node is quantified by counting its encounters with all the other nodes in the 
network over a period T. Moreover, the sociability degree of a node should intuitively benefit 
from having highly sociable neighbours. For example, a node being isolated most of the time with 
very sporadic links to a single neighbour may appear very unsociable. However, if the neighbour 
is very sociable and can reach many destinations, then the former node may also have chances to 
send its messages to many destinations through a 2-hop path. Therefore, the presence of sociable 
neighbours is an important parameter that should be included into the node’s sociability indicator.
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The performance evaluation over real contact traces showed that 2-hop sociable metric can give 
lower message overhead, but at the cost of larger delivery delay than the 1 -hop metric.
6) PeopleRank
PeopleRank [51], inspired by the PageRank algorithm used in Google’s search engine, exploits 
node centrality to achieve efficient message transmission in SONs. In this algorithm, node 
centrality is measured by assigning a node ranking PeR(.), which is given by the following 
equation:
where Nlt N2, ... ,Nn are the nodes, F (A/;) is the set of neighbours that links to %  and d is the 
damping factor which is defined as the probability, at any encounter, that the social relation 
between nodes helps to improve the ranking of these nodes. As a consequence, PeopleRank gives 
higher weight to nodes if they are socially connected to other important (popular) nodes in the 
network. PeopleRank was evaluated on real human networks, such as the InfocomOô and 
MobiClique datasets, and the ties (social relations) in these networks were evaluated offline, for 
example by using questionnaires or online social network site Facebook. The simulation results 
showed that PeopleRank achieves a delivery ratio close to Epidemic routing, but it can reduce 
message overhead by 50% compared to Epidemic routing.
2.2.3 Discussion: The Drawbacks of Social-Aware Routing Protocols
In general, this thesis identifies two main properties involved when social-aware routing 
algorithms make forwarding decisions as follows:
• Transitivity: if either the forwarding node or the encountered node knows (or previously 
had a relation with) the message destination, the former measures the relative closeness of 
the latter to the destination and forwards the message if the latter is closer to the 
destination. Transitivity therefore exploits strong ties (social relations) between nodes to 
increase message delivery probability.
• Global popularity: when the destination node is unknown to both the forwarding node 
and its contacts, the routing protocol routes the message to a structurally more central (or 
more globally popular) node. Measuring the importance of a node in the network and 
identifying those that are preferential information carriers enables a node to propagate 
messages towards those that are able to deliver the messages to the destinations with low 
delay.
Z PeR(Nj) (2.6)
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Table 2-2 lists the routing metrics of the social-aware routing protocols described in Section 2.2.2 
categorized based on the above properties.
Table 2-2. Properties of routing metrics
Protocol
Routing metric
Global popularity Transitivity
SimBet Ego betweeness centrality Similarity
Bubble Rap Node degree centrality Community
FairRoute
Aggregated interaction strength to all 
the neighbours
Aggregated interaction strength to a 
specific node (i.e. the destination)
CAR Connectivity change rate
Node collocation with a specific node 
(i.e. the destination)
Sociable Routing
Sociability indicator (first-hop and 
second-hop )
None
PeopleRank People ranking None
Despite their benefits, such as reducing control traffic during node contact, social-aware routing 
algorithms present a drawback in traffic distribution fairness in the network. By favouring more 
popular (central) nodes as relays for network traffic, the algorithm routes the messages to 
structurally more central (popular) nodes. This in turn will heavily load a few most popular nodes, 
resulting in unfair traffic distribution in the network. As reported in [47], in SimBet the top 10% 
of nodes processed 54% of all the forwards (directly to the destinations) and 85% of the 
handovers (i.e. forwarded to other relay nodes). Similarly, in Bubble Rap, as depicted in Fig. 2- 
14, a few nodes become major traffic relays in the several experimental human contact networks. 
The figure clearly shows the unbalanced traffic distribution in all the networks, which can quickly 
deplete the resources of the most central nodes, particularly node storage and power, leading to 
traffic congestion that degrades network delivery performance.
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Figure 2-14: Frequency of nodes as relays when Bubble Rap is used [4]
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Figure 2-15: Traffic distribution for SimBetTS [52]
Indeed, in the literature improved traffic distribution fairness and reduced buffer congestion 
probability in hub nodes can be achieved either by improving the routing metric or by employing 
buffer/storage congestion control metrics in the forwarding strategy [47]. The authors of SimBet 
proposed SimBetTS [52], a revised version of SimBet, to address the SimBef s drawback of 
traffic distribution fairness by adding tie strength (TS) to the SimBef s routing metrics. Here, the 
tie strength between nodes is quantified by several factors, i.e. frequency contact, contact duration 
and the age of last contact. The impact of using each SimBetTS routing metric on traffic 
distribution in two real human traces, i.e. Intel and Cambridge data traces, is shown in Fig. 2-15. 
It is obvious that betweeness centrality contributes significantly to the unbalanced traffic 
distribution and by adding tie strength to the SimBef s routing metrics can improve the traffic 
distribution; even though, the unfair traffic distribution is still noticeable in SimBetTS in the two 
networks. On the other hand, the authors of FairRoute [47] exploit a buffer congestion control 
strategy to reduce the amount of relay traffic in the most central nodes (hub nodes). A buffer state 
metric is added to the FairRoute’s forwarding metrics so that nodes will only accept forwarding 
requests from those of equal or higher buffer queue length.
2.3 Congestion Control Strategies in Opportunistic Networks
2.3.1 Introduction
Traditionally, traffic congestion control is provided by the Internet transport protocol, 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). TCP has no explicit knowledge of the congestion state in 
the network and its congestion control relies on packet drop events which are signalled to the 
source through acknowledgement (Ack) mechanism (i.e. end-to-end, closed-loop congestion 
control). However, this behaviour does not work effectively in ICNs that have frequent link 
disruptions and long transfer delays: an acknowledgement received by the source does not reflect
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the recent condition of the network and therefore the source cannot respond to congestion 
accurately. In ICNs, nodes have to use locally available information when determining the 
network’s congestion level (i.e. distributed, open-loop congestion control).
When opportunistic networks are specifically considered, their unpredictable contacts mean that 
the mechanism used to implement congestion control strategy differs from that of scheduled 
contact ICNs, such as deep space communication networks. The most important characteristics of 
deep space communication networks, such as interplanetary Internet, are very long propagation 
delays, high link error rates, blackouts and bandwidth asymmetry [53]. Among these, the 
dominant factor that degrades TCP performance in deep space communications is the extremely 
long propagation delay. In contrast, in opportunistic networks nodes usually move at random and 
link breaks due to node mobility are stochastic. The long transfer delay is due to the 
unpredictability of contact events and the limited contact period when nodes are within range. In 
these networks, a node can exploit its mobility to physically carry messages between disconnected 
parts of the network (a store-carry-forward (SCF) delivery mechanism). The requirements of an 
opportunistic network SCF delivery mechanism can be identified as follows:
• Hop-by-hop message relaying: an end-to-end path is divided into multiple hops and at 
every hop a node completely receives a message from its neighbours, stores it in buffer, 
performs a routing table lookup and forwards the message to the next hop when contact 
occurs.
• Storing messages for an extended period of time: due to the opportunistic contact, 
messages may have to be stored in a node’s buffer for a long and unpredictable period of 
time. Buffer management is therefore particularly important. However, storage congestion 
control algorithms are difficult to design, since a node has no explicit knowledge of future 
node contacts or network topology.
• Dealing with unpredictably moving nodes: since the node move randomly, node 
contact is unpredictable and the contact duration may be limited, with large variations 
between individual contact events. An efficient forwarding strategy is therefore required 
to prioritise, select and forward messages that are to be transferred to a next hop node 
during the limited contact event.
In opportunistic networks, due to the frequent link disruption and long transfer delays, congestion 
control strategy should be implemented on a per-hop basis, based on locally available 
information, and should be autonomous for every node. In this thesis, the term “congestion” is 
used to refer to the “storage or buffer congestion” that frequently occurs in opportunistic 
networks, given the mobile nodes’ limited storage capacity.
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Congestion control strategies in opportunistic networks are closely related to the number of 
message copies distributed throughout the network. Routing protocols may use a multiple-copy 
strategy to increase the delivery ratio and/or to reduce end-to-end delivery latency. In this 
strategy, several copies of a message circulate in the network at any instant. Given the existence 
of redundant messages in the network it is likely that the provision of custody service for 
messages is no longer needed, and in this case congestion control can be in the form of a message 
drop strategy. In the Internet, when an IP router drops packets during traffic congestion, it does 
not consider the delivery performance in the network and relies on the end-to-end TCP 
mechanism to ensure the packet delivery, i.e. by requesting the source to retransmit the dropped 
packets. In opportunistic networks, the long round trip time means that the end-to-end delivery 
mechanism is slow acting and hence dropped messages cannot be detected easily by the source. 
Therefore, when a node has to drop messages during congestion, it needs to consider network 
delivery performance, for example by dropping those that have less impact on the end-to-end 
delivery. In the case of single-copy routing, in contrast, dropping messages during congestion 
may substantially decrease the overall delivery performance in the network. The congestion 
control strategy or storage congestion management should carefully select which messages are 
stored in a node so as to avoid future congestion. As an example, retaining messages with longer 
remaining times to lives (TTLs) is more risky and expensive for node buffer space.
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Figure 2-16: Congestion-aware forwarding strategy in opportunistic network nodes [56]
TCP reduces its sending rate when it detects packet drops, as signalled by TCP’s Ack mechanism. 
However, as previously described, this end-to-end approach is inappropriate in opportunistic 
networks. Instead, as stated above, congestion control should be performed on per hop basis, and 
a node should use locally available congestion information to manage traffic flows. Fig. 2-16 
depicts a typical node’s congestion-aware forwarding strategy, where the routing and congestion 
control modules work together to make forwarding decisions for the messages in the buffer.
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During node contact, each module exchanges status data with its peers: the routing modules 
exchange routing information such as history contact, delivery probability and node ranking, 
while the congestion control modules exchange node buffer statistics, such as buffer free space, 
queue growth rate and drop rate. A node will forward a message to a neighbour if the neighbour 
meets the routing criteria and if the forwarded message is unlikely to create congestion in the 
neighbour’s buffer in the future. In the multiple-copy forwarding case, the congestion control 
module can include a replication manager that controls the number of message copies distributed 
in the network based on the network’s congestion state.
To summarize the discussion of congestion control, Fig. 2-17 shows a taxonomy of strategies for 
opportunistic networks. Single copy and multiple copy congestion control strategies are discussed 
separately in the following two sections.
congestion control in 
opportunistic networks
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single-copy forwarding multiple-copy forwarding
congestion storage/buffer congestion replication message drop
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Figure 2-17: Taxonomy of congestion control strategies for opportunistic network
2.3.2 Single-Copy Forwarding Case
In a single-copy forwarding strategy, every time a node successfully forwards a message to the 
next carrier or the destination, the sending node deletes the message in its storage. Thus, at any 
instant only one copy of the message exists in the network. Congestion that forces a node to drop 
a message in the buffer will significantly degrade the network’s delivery ratio since there are no 
other copies of the message in the network and no mechanism exists to inform the source in a 
timely fashion that it should retransmit the dropped message. Hence, storage congestion 
management strategies are required at the receiving nodes and congestion avoidance mechanisms 
are required at the sending nodes. Together, these enable nodes to offer a safe and efficient 
message custody service. Existing storage congestion management proposals can be divided into 
two categories: those that use economic models to determine whether custody of a message 
should be transferred to a new node, and those that analyse network traffic levels to make this 
decision. The strategies of congestion control in single-copy case described in the literature are 
now briefly discussed.
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2.3.2.1 Storage Congestion Management -  Economic Models
1) Autonomous Congestion Control
Burleigh and Jennings [54] proposed Autonomous Congestion Control, a custody acceptance 
decision based on a financial model. In this model, a sender pays a transport fee (which is a 
function of message size and requested quality of service) to get its message delivered, while 
relay nodes receive a commission for completing a single-hop message delivery. The relay’s 
incentive is to accept the largest possible message and to forward it as quickly as possible. 
However, a large remaining lifetime is a disincentive for the relays to accept custody of a 
message, since the message may occupy buffer space for a long time.
The congestion control algorithm in a receiving node uses the message’s remaining lifetime and 
the buffer queue growth rate as the main factor in deciding whether to accept a new message. A 
node will accept a new message if the message size is less than the free space of the node buffer 
and the potential risk of accepting the message is acceptable. The risk is determined as a function 
of the projected buffer queue growth rate and the message’s remaining lifetime. If the calculated 
risk of the message exceeds the mean risk of all messages currently in the buffer, the node will 
refuse it.
2) Dynamic Opportunity Cost
Dynamic opportunity cost algorithm [55] applies the concepts of revenue management and 
dynamic programming to optimise the overall revenue by accepting custody transfer of a message 
and forwarding the message under the assumption of minimally cooperative (non-rational) node 
behaviour. The algorithm aims to balance two conflicting demands, namely opportunity cost and 
benefit function, to maximize the benefit of accepting custody of a message. The opportunity cost 
is the value of the storage capacity is consumed and therefore lost to a potentially higher benefit 
request as a result of consumption of the storage resource by a message. The benefit function, on 
the other hand, denoted the gain of forwarding a message to the next hop and can be defined in a 
number of ways, such as a function of message size or type. The dynamic resource management 
algorithm attempts to achieve the optimal benefit of accepting a custody request by maximizing 
the difference between the benefit and the opportunity cost at any remaining storage capacity.
The authors’ simulation results show that the dynamic resource management strategy can 
outperform a static-policy strategy (i.e. when the opportunity cost is set constant) in term of load 
distribution and node utilisation. However, their simulation assumes the existence of an “oracle” 
that knows the entire network topology and which can distribute routing information to all nodes 
in the network. In practice, however, this assumption is unlikely to hold in opportunistic 
networks. As a result, determining opportunity cost and benefit function are non-trivial task since
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these functions include stochastic metrics; for example the opportunity cost should ideally take 
account of the time a message spent in the buffer before being forwarded, and this queuing time 
may depend on the destination’s popularity.
2.3.2.2 Storage Congestion Management -  Traffic distribution
1) Congestion Aware Forwarding (CAFe)
CAFe [56] aims to distribute traffic away from the most central nodes (hub nodes). The algorithm 
is illustrated in outline form in Fig. 2-16: it consists of two main modules, i.e. routing and 
congestion control, that work together to make a single-hop forwarding decision for a message. In 
the routing module, CAFe applies SimBet routing metrics in the routing module to identify a 
better carrier that can deliver messages to the destinations in short delay. In the congestion control 
module, node buffer statistics, i.e. average buffer free space, buffer queuing delay and buffer 
congestion rate, are used to estimate a node’s ability both to retain a message (what the authors 
call node “retentiveness”) and to receive and forward it later (node “receptiveness”).
To improve congestion detection in the network, the algorithm also considers local congestion 
information supplied by neighbouring nodes. Ideally, a node’s congestion control strategy 
requires congestion information from all nodes in the network, but again this is not normally 
available in opportunistic networks. Instead, CAFe uses congestion statistics based on a node’s 
ego network to estimate the network’s congestion level. As a consequence, the congestion control 
algorithm allows a node to forward its messages to its contact that might for example have worse 
buffer congestion state than the current node, but which has a better chance of meeting with the 
node that have a lower buffer congestion level.
2) Congestion Aware Adaptive
Congestion Aware Adaptive (CAA) algorithm [57] was proposed to address the Adaptive Routing 
[58] algorithm’s drawback in traffic distribution. The Adaptive Routing protocol relies on a 
predictability metric that measures the degree of connectivity between a node and its neighbour. It 
favours more popular nodes (i.e. those having better connectivity) as relay nodes to increase the 
delivery probability of a message. As a result, this routing strategy increases congestion in the 
most connected nodes. The CAA algorithm improves a “naive” congestion control approach in 
which a node simply advertises its buffer free space to other nodes. Instead, each node initially 
performs a self assessment of its connectivity to its neighbours (a routing task) and then calculates 
a safety margin for its buffer according to its popularity level (a congestion control task). The
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buffer safety margin rises and falls with the increase or decrease respectively of the node’s 
popularity level.
In addition, the CAA algorithm favours receiving messages destined to the more popular nodes to 
reduce queue waiting time, thus reducing the probability of buffer congestion. At each node 
contact, the nodes exchange their storage availability information, i.e. buffer free space and 
threshold, as well as a list of nodes with the highest delivery predictability. A sending node is then 
allowed to forward a message to its contact only if the message size satisfies the receiver’s 
allowed buffer margin and the destination is in the receiver’s list of nodes with high delivery 
probability.
2.3.2.3 Congestion Avoidance Strategy
1) Path Avoidance
Hua et al. [59] argued that congestion occurrence in a custody node is a gradual procedure, and 
that early detection of congestion can be performed by assessing the node’s state. They defined 
three node states, namely normal state (NS), congestion adjacent state (CAS) and congestion state 
(CS). The state examination considers the rate at which node storage is used up. When the storage 
utilisation exceeds a predefined level with most of the storage space used and the rate of increase 
of storage occupancy exceeds a threshold, the node is close to congestion and is defined as CAS. 
Furthermore, if the storage utilisation continue to increase and reaches another level with storage 
nearly exhausted and the rate of increase of the storage occupancy does not drop below the given 
threshold for a certain interval, the node is congested and is marked as state CS.
During node contacts, the node state is broadcast to all neighbours notifying them of the node’s 
congestion status. When a node enters CAS, the neighbours mark the link to the node as partially 
congested, meaning that any path that include the link should be avoided unless no other link is 
available. On the other hand, when a node is congested and in CS, the neighbours cannot choose a 
link to the node irrespective of network condition. Thus, the path avoidance algorithm refrains 
from forwarding a message to a node that is close to congestion or is actually congested.
2) Token based Congestion Control
Token based congestion control (TBCC) [60] is a congestion avoidance proposal that attempts to 
match the volume of messages injected into a network with the total network capacity, i.e. the 
volume of messages the network can deliver to the destinations in a bounded time. The algorithm 
is similar to Token Ring or Token Bus algorithm in that a node must possess a token to transmit 
data, but differs in that a node needs a token to inject a new message into the network. The 
algorithm views the network as a black box and the cost for a node to inject a single message into
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the black box is a single token (assuming a constant message length). A token can be reclaimed 
when a message leaves the network, i.e. when a message arrives at the destination or when the 
message’s lifetime expires. TBCC furthermore assumes all nodes in the network cooperate in 
forwarding messages and are entitled to share available tokens equally. Tokens are initially evenly 
distributed among nodes in the network. When a source node want to forward its message to a 
relay node, it initially checks its own token availability, transmit the message if its token count is 
greater than zero, and decrements its token count after successfully transmitting the message. If 
the token count is zero, the source node can query the peer node, asking for an extra token. 
Message transfer between relay nodes does not incur any token reduction, since tokens are only 
used when a message is initially injected into the network by the source node.
The authors’ experiments assumed a constant number of nodes and tokens, which represent the 
total network capacity, and showed that the algorithm was able to manage message delivery and 
minimise node storage congestion probability. Despite the algorithm’s simplicity, in practice the 
assumption is unrealistic in open networks, such as SONs, since mobile users can autonomously 
join and leave the network at any time. Calculating the network capacity that corresponds to the 
number of tokens provided in the network is a non-trivial task when the number of active nodes in 
the network varies with time.
2.3.3 Multiple-Copy Forwarding Case
A multiple-copy forwarding strategy typically needs less knowledge of the underlying network 
than a single-copy strategy; indeed Epidemic routing requires no network topology information. 
Whilst message replication can be used to increase message delivery probability, it can easily 
overwhelm node storage and quickly deplete node energy. Some routing protocols attempt to 
reduce congestion by capping message replication at a maximum level, for example Spray-Wait 
[61] and Encounter based Routing [62]. However, due to the dynamic nature of opportunistic 
networks, it is difficult to determine the correct number of message copies to achieve optimum 
delivery performance. Other routing protocols limit message replication by setting a specific 
forwarding policy, for instance by evaluating node delivery probability based on contact history, 
as in Prophet [44] and MaxProp [63]. However, in these protocols if a message in a node’s buffer 
meets the replication criteria during a node contact, the protocol will continue to replicate the 
message regardless of the network congestion state. Dynamic replication control is therefore 
needed to adaptively adjust the message replication rate to the network congestion level.
A message replication routing strategy creates message redundancy in the network, hence a node 
can now drop messages from its buffer when congestion occurs without causing loss of the 
message from the network, although excessive message drops will significantly reduce network
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delivery performance. In the multiple-copy case, therefore, networks need message replication 
management and message drop policies to deal with node storage congestion.
2.3.3.1 Replication Management
1) Retiring Replicants
Retiring Replicants [64] employs dynamic message replication to control the replication rate 
according to the network congestion level. An ideal congestion control scheme would monitor the 
entire network to learn the current network congestion level and feed this information back to all 
nodes in the network in a timely manner. Since this scheme is impractical in opportunistic 
networks, the authors developed a mathematical model of the spread of a single message 
throughout the network in order to find suitable local metrics that can act as proxy measures for 
the network-wide congestion level. Their mathematical model suggested that the ratio of either 
the message drop rate or the buffer occupancy rate to either the rate of receiving end-to-end 
acknowledgement or the rate of receiving messages from the neighbours should give a good 
indication of the network congestion level. In fact, the authors’ simulation results showed that 
node buffer occupancy is generally high even at low congestion level and the spread of 
acknowledgements is unreliable and delayed in opportunistic networks. The authors therefore 
favour the ratio of message drop rate to the rate of receiving message at a single node as the best 
local metric to represent the network-wide congestion level.
During node contact, nodes exchange their current congestion information and independently 
calculate their estimates of the current local congestion level. Each node updates its local 
congestion estimate as it comes into contact with other nodes and adjusts its replication limit 
accordingly. The replication threshold increases gradually when the congestion level decreases, 
but it reduces multiplicatively when the congestion level increases, thus mimicking TCP’s AIMD 
(additive increase multiplicative decrease) behaviour.
2) Round Robin Forwarding Scheduling
Round Robin Forwarding Scheduling (RRFS) [65] uses replication management to control the 
number of message copies in the network. Generally, a forwarding strategy follows the routing 
policy to determine the transmission order of messages queued in the buffer. Since the goal of 
most routing algorithms in opportunistic networks is to achieve a high delivery ratio, the 
algorithms will prioritise forwarding of messages based on criteria such as message delivery 
probability, message service class or message lifetime. RRFS instead aims to avoid messages at 
the front of the queue being excessively replicated, by prioritising messages according to the 
number of message copies already distributed in the network. Each message keeps an estimate of
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the total number of copies in the network. This estimate is stored in the message header and is 
incremented whenever the message is replicated during node contact. For example, suppose that a 
counter nreiay(jri) represents the estimated number of relay nodes that hold copies of message m. 
During node contact, if the message in the buffer meet the routing criteria they put in the node’s 
forwarding queue. The algorithm sorts them in ascending order of nreZay(.) and the replication 
and forwarding mechanism processes the message in this order, i.e. starting with the message with 
the lowest value of nreZay(.). This strategy effectively controls the number of copies of a message 
where there is limited contact time, and hence reduces network congestion.
3) CAFRep
CAFRep [66] is a multiple-copy variant of CAFe [56] that controls the number of copies of 
message forwarded to relay nodes. As with CAFe, CAFRep also considers three types of metrics: 
node social-network metrics, node buffer statistics and ego network buffer statistics. A CAFRep 
node calculates its total node utility (TotUtil) as the sum of its own metrics, thus capturing the 
node’s own delivery probability. During node contact, a node compares its total utility with that of 
the contact peer to choose the next hop node as well as to decide the number of messages to be 
copied to the peer. For example, suppose that node x  is in contact with node y; then the number of 
(copy) messages that Jt will send to y, given that x has N  message in the buffer, is
RepLrateW = H Tot„ J(°^ +mTOffr) ^
Since the total node utility varies with time, the replication rate adaptively changes with the 
available resources both of the current node and of the nodes in its ego network, and CAFRep 
enables message replication at different rates in different nodes and parts of the network.
2.33.2 Message Drop Strategy
A message drop strategy for opportunistic networks is a complex task since several factors need to 
be considered to minimise the impact of message deletion on delivery performance. For example, 
[67] showed that a simple drop-tail policy, commonly used in the Internet’s routers, performs 
poorly in opportunistic networks. Drop strategies for opportunistic networks can be categorised 
based on the data required as follows:
• Single-message statistics: a simple drop strategy that only needs the attributes of a 
message in the node buffer, such as its forwarding or arrival statistics, or message 
lifetime.
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•  Network-wide message statistics: a complex drop strategy that needs message attributes 
collected from the entire network, such as the number of copies of a message in the 
network.
A. Single-message statistics
Lindgren and Phanse [68], and Erramili and Crovella [69] studied some simple drop policies in 
opportunistic networks, such as FIFO (first in first out), MOFO (drop most forwarded first), 
MOPR (drop most favourable first), SHLI (drop shortest lifetime first) and LEPR (drop least 
probable first). They evaluated the policies’ performance in terms of network delivery ratio and 
delivery delay.
Bjurefors et al. [70] conducted work on a data-centric opportunistic network architecture based on 
a publish/subscribe model, and investigated several drop strategies that can be classified as 
follows:
• Degree of interest based:
1) LI (Least-Interested): drop the data object that fewest neighbours are interested in. 
This strategy has two effects: (i) it reduces the diversity of content in the network; on 
the other hand (ii) it increases the overall delivery ratio of other objects since the 
overall interest matching increases.
2) MI (Most-Interested): drop the data objects that most neighbours are interested in. 
Compared to the LI strategy, this will keep object diversity in the network high, but 
at the expense of a lower delivery ratio, since it will reduce the number of copies of 
the most popular objects.
• Degree of replication based:
1) MAX (max-copies): drop a data object after a maximum number of copies have been 
made at a node
2) MF (most-forwarded): drop the data object with the highest number of replications.
3) LF (least-forwarded): drop the data object with the lowest number of replications.
B. Network-wide message statistics
1) AFNER
Average Forwarding Number based on Epidemic Routing (AFNER) [71] is a drop strategy in 
opportunistic networks that works on Epidemic routing. The algorithm works when a node’s 
storage is full and the node needs to accept another incoming message. The node randomly drops 
a message from those whose forwarding number is larger than the network’s average forwarding 
number. The forwarding number of a message is defined as the number of copies that have been
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made of a message, and the average forwarding number is the mean forwarding number of all the 
messages currently in the network.
The authors’ simulation calculated the average forwarding number, but this cannot readily be 
done in a real opportunistic network. In practice, only local information, such as the mean 
forwarding number of all the messages in a node’s buffer, is available for a node, although it does 
not appear to have been shown that the local metric is good estimate of the global metric. The 
authors did not discuss how to calculate a local estimate of the global average forwarding number.
2) GBSD/HBSD
Knfa et al. [67] developed a theoretical framework based on Epidemic routing, proposed two 
variants of an optimal buffer management drop policy strategy. The first variant, Global 
Knowledge based Scheduling and Drop (GBSD), uses global network information to derive a 
message utility. The utility captures the marginal value of a given message copy with respect to a 
chosen optimisation metric. The authors consider two performance metrics, namely delivery ratio 
and average delay. Using the calculated message utility, two functions are performed in a node: 
forwarding scheduling and message dropping. In forwarding scheduling, a node replicates and 
forwards messages in decreasing order of their utilities, thus prioritising the messages with high 
utility value when there is limited node contact time. For the message dropping, when a node 
exhausts the available storage space it first drops the message with the smallest utility.
The calculation of the message utility in GBSD requires global information concerning the 
distribution of a message, such as the number of nodes that have seen the message, the number of 
copies of the message and the number of distinct messages in the network, and thus it is 
impractical in a real implementation. The authors therefore consider a variant that employs a 
distributed (local) algorithm based on statistical learning from the network history to estimate 
current network global statistics. This algorithm, History based Scheduling and Drop (HBSD), 
uses the same algorithm as GBSD to calculate message utility, but uses local estimators for the 
GBSD’s global metrics. In HBSD, the global attributes of a message are estimated by using the 
average value of the attribute for all messages that have formerly resided in the node buffer. By 
substituting the estimators into GBSD’s delivery ratio and delay message utility calculations, the 
new per-message utility can be used without any need for global metrics.
2.3.4 Discussion
Several issues related to the congestion control strategies in opportunistic networks particularly in 
SONs are now discussed as follows:
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• Interaction of routing and congestion control in message forwarding: routing is the 
process of collecting information about the network and determining the best paths to 
various destinations, whereas forwarding is the task of using a packet’s destination 
address to select the best next-hop node [72]. In opportunistic networks, the distinction 
between routing and forwarding becomes even more explicit: as shown in Fig. 2-16, 
forwarding decisions now rely not only on routing decisions, but also on storage 
congestion control considerations. In their survey of ICN routing protocols, Cao and Sun 
[73] included congestion control as a routing technique in their taxonomy and considered 
congestion control utilities as routing metrics. In this thesis (i.e. Chapter 5), however, 
congestion control strategy is considered as a complementary component of social-aware 
routing protocols in SONs. The congestion control algorithm therefore can be decoupled 
from the underlying routing protocol on its implementation, so it could interwork with 
any routing protocol.
• Impact of hub nodes on network performance: Many opportunistic network protocols 
have been developed under the assumption that all nodes have a uniform probability of 
meeting all other nodes in the network (i.e. a uniform, random geographical node 
distribution). For example, in [43,44] the routing algorithms are evaluated using computer 
simulation by exploiting a random walk node movement. In [60,61] the congestion 
control strategies are developed under assumption of uniform node densities, 
consequently the congestion is also uniformly distributed in the network. However, in a 
specific scenario of opportunistic networks, i.e. SONs, the networks have highly 
connected nodes (hub nodes) that play an important part in message delivery, and social- 
aware routing protocols, such as [3,4], tend to route messages through these hub nodes 
because they are able to provide low-delay paths. This results in a highly uneven traffic 
distribution, and hence congestion is distributed unevenly and is most likely to occur in a 
few hub nodes. This thesis (i.e. Chapter 5) focuses on the issue of congestion in hub 
nodes due to the unbalanced traffic distribution in SONs.
• The importance of information from routing strategy for congestion control 
algorithm: In many approaches, the congestion control strategy works independently of 
the routing strategy (for example in CAFe [56], Path Avoidance [59] and Retiring 
Replicants [64]). In these strategies, the congestion control modules only consider buffer 
state metrics, such as buffer queue length, queue delay, and message drop statistics, when 
calculating buffer congestion probability. On the other hand, in Congestion Aware 
Adaptive (CAA) [57] algorithm, the congestion control module uses the information from 
the routing module, i.e. node predictability (popularity), to calculate a buffer margin so 
the margin will go up/down with the increase/decrease of node popularity. When
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congestion is not randomly distributed in the network, but is more likely to occur in some 
nodes, i.e. the most popular nodes (hub nodes), then it is beneficial to include routing 
metrics, such as node popularity (centrality), in a congestion control algorithm to enable 
node to accurately calculate its buffer congestion probability. The congestion control 
strategy proposed in this thesis (i.e. Chapter 5) exploits information from the underlying 
routing protocol to calculate buffer congestion probability.
2.4 Summary
In this chapter, a detailed background of opportunistic networks in general and SONs in particular 
is first presented, including their characteristics, applications and challenges. Since SONs are 
human-centric networks, human mobility characteristics that are tightly coupled with social 
networks are then discussed. Social network analysis (SNA) is also discussed and several terms in 
SNA frequently used in this thesis are introduced. The topology of a SON derived from the real 
human contact traces is then described. Afterwards, the state-of-the-arts of social-aware routing 
protocols are surveyed and the drawbacks of the social-aware routing in SONs are then described. 
Finally, the existing works of congestion control strategies in opportunistic networks are reviewed 
and the strategies to address the network congestion in SONs that is uniquely characterized by the 
non-randomly distributed traffic congestion in the network are discussed.
The next chapters (3, 4 and 5) present an analysis of and strategies for improving traffic 
distribution fairness in SONs and minimizing traffic congestion occurrence particularly in hub 
nodes. Using the knowledge of the SON topology’s characteristics in Section 2.1.4, Chapter 3 
discusses a study of traffic distribution and network capacity in a SON by modelling it as a 
complex network. Chapter 4 addresses the drawback of the existing social-aware protocols 
(discussed in Section 2.2.3) by introducing TraDA (Traffic Distribution Aware) protocol. Chapter 
5 proposes CAS Aft (Congestion Avoidance for Social Aware Routing) as a complementary 
strategy for social-aware routing protocols, particularly TraDA, to solve the issue of buffer 
congestion in hub nodes.
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Chapter 3
3 Traffic Distribution & Network Capacity 
Analysis in SONs
3.1 Social Opportunistic Network Model
3.1.1 Model Rationale
In communication networks, it is obvious that some nodes can be more important than other 
nodes. A node is considered more important in the network if more shortest-path traffic traverses 
it or in other words it has higher betweeness centrality. Centrality metrics typically are suitable for 
analysis in well-connected networks, such as the Internet and MANETs. In an opportunistic 
network, however, the network topology changes very rapidly and the physical connectivity of the 
network might be extremely unstable. Several papers simply define the topology of opportunistic 
networks as unpredictable, but others argue that temporal connection models are more suited than 
spatial models [74]. However, human mobility characteristics discussed in Section 2.1.2 show that 
there exists a virtual, social (human relations) graph that drives humans to move, and that this 
graph is less volatile than physical network topology. The overlay graph represents a macroscopic 
property of human mobility and can characterize the topology of a SON (discussed in Section 
2.1.4). The structural topology of a SON is depicted in Fig. 3-1.
Figure 3-1: Structural topology of a SON
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As discussed in Section 2.1.4, the aggregated contact graphs, derived from the real human contact 
traces, have several unique characteristics, such as short average path length, high degree of 
clustering and non-random connectivity structure. These graphs represent (electronic) social 
networks in SONs (Fig. 2-5). In the literature, social networks are commonly modelled as 
complex networks. The study of social networks as complex networks initially was broadly 
discussed by Barabasi and Albert [75]. They describe complex networks in a wide range of 
systems in nature and society, such as chemical links of a cell, physical links of the Internet, 
virtual World Wide Web, scientific collaboration, etc. Traditionally, the networks that emerge in 
nature and social relationships were modelled as a random graph. However, Barabasi and Albert 
argued that mostly the topology of complex networks deviates from the random graph due to its 
unique characteristics, i.e. small-world property, large degree of clustering and power-law degree 
distribution. This class of graph is widely known as scale-free graph, the graph whose node 
degree distribution, P(/c), follows a power law as P(/c) ~ k~Y, where k and y  are a node degree 
and a degree exponent, respectively. Moreover, Ferreti et al. [37] studied the feasibility of 
coupling between scale-free graphs and SONs. By employing real human contact traces, they set 
up contact graphs by varying the aggregated time interval and minimum link value threshold. 
They found that the resulted graphs confirm a scale-free graph. In addition, Hossman et al. [76] 
showed the importance of a (human) contact graph on the performance evaluation of SON 
protocols. They exploited a contact graph to calculate delivery performance of various social- 
aware routing algorithms in a SON.
In this chapter, a human contact graph characterized as a scale-free graph is used to study the 
steady-state (long-run behaviour) of traffic distribution and network capacity of a SON. A link in 
the graph is set up by assuming interaction events are uncorrelated and uniformly spread at certain 
duration of time {identical independent distribution (i.i.d.f). Traffic distribution and network 
capacity analysis is then performed on both binary and weighted scale-free graphs. In the binary 
graph, a link is assigned with weight ‘1’ if there is a connection (regardless how strong it is) 
between two nodes and ‘O’ otherwise. However, in the weighted graph the strength of a 
connection (tie strength) between nodes is taken into account, and a weight is assigned to a link 
according to the tie strength between nodes. Furthermore, several distinct forwarding strategies 
are used in the analysis based on the routing information required by a node to select carriers, i.e. 
isolated, local and complete network knowledge.
3.1.2 Network Topology Generation
The Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [75] is used to generate a scale-free graph, and tie strengths are 
then assigned to the links to model the quality of connection between nodes. The BA model is 
developed using two important components:
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•  Growth: Starting with a small number (7n0) of seed nodes, at every time step, add a new 
node with m  (< m0) edges that link the new node to m  different nodes already present in 
the system.
• Preferential attachment: When choosing the nodes to which the new node connects, 
assume that the probability 11 that a new node will be connected to node i depends on the
degree of node i, ki, such that II (/q) = Lj kj
After t time steps, this procedures result in a network with total nodes N = t + m 0 and total edges 
m t. Numerical analysis indicated that this network evolves into a scale invariant state with the 
probability that a node has k  edges following a power law with an exponent Y ba  typically in the 
range from 2 to 3.
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Figure 3-2: Degree distribution in a scale free graph
For illustration, a scale-free graph is generated using the BA model in MATLAB for N  = 100 
nodes, m0 = 5 seed nodes and m = 3 edges, and the degree distribution in this graph is depicted in 
Fig. 3-2. It is shown that the graph has a power law degree distribution with the degree exponent 
Y ba = 2.284. To accommodate the randomness behaviour in the BA model, a scale free graph for 
similar settings is generated 10 times and finally the degree exponent is confirmed in the range 
from 2.22 to 2.33, with the mean and standard deviation 2.33 and 0.029, respectively. The scaling 
exponent is independent of m, the only parameter in the model. In addition, Table 3-1 lists some 
real networks with their degree exponents. With many real world networks exhibit structure that 
follows a scale free degree distribution, the study of social (human) networks may be able to use 
the BA model.
To make a comparison with a random graph model, a random graph is generated using the Erdos- 
Renyi model [77] in MATLAB for N  = 100 nodes and p  -  0.05 (p is probability of a link 
connecting two nodes) and the degree distribution in this graph is depicted in Fig. 3-3. The figure
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clearly shows the randomness behaviour of degree distribution in the graph. Theoretically, the 
node degree distribution in a random graph is homogeneous and follows a Poisson distribution 
(identical independent distribution, i.i.d) (Fig. 3-3 (b)).
Table 3-1. Degree exponents in real networks [75]
Network Degree exponent
World Wide Web T in'2-1 • Y„„t=2.38
The Internet physical links y = 2.3
Science collaboration y = 2 .1 -2 .5
Movie actor collaboration y = 2.31
Reality Mining dataset y = 2.05
Random  G raph
Node ID Node degree
(a) Node degree distribution (b) Poisson degree distribution
Figure 3-3: Degree distribution in a random graph
In order to make the scale-free graph of BA model more realistic in representing the topology of 
(human) contact graphs, ‘tie-strength’ between nodes is added on the links of the binary scale-free 
graph. Hence, the performance of forwarding strategies on the traffic distribution when tie 
strength is excluded in the analysis (i.e. in a binary graph) can be compared with the one when tie 
strength is included (i.e. in a weighted graph). Tie strength is a quantifiable property measuring 
‘how strong’ a link connected between nodes. Tie strength in a contact graph can be dependent on 
several factors, such as frequency of contact, contact duration (intimacy/closeness) or age of last 
contact (recency). Subsequently, when assigning tie strength on the links of a binary graph, the 
‘weak tie ’ hypothesis described by Onella et al. [78] is considered. The hypothesis postulates that 
the weakest links -  in terms of total connected time -  are those with the highest betweeness 
centrality (BC) in the network (the investigation in Section 4.3.2.2 shows that hub nodes typically 
have weak relationships, in term of total contact duration, with their neighbours). For example, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3-4 the link between node A and B has the highest BC and therefore the link is 
considered as the weakest link in the network. Moreover, to assign tie strength to the links of the
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binary graph, the work of Williamson [79], which investigated the distribution of link connected 
time in the Reality dataset, is used. He found that the distribution of link connected time, /(%), fits 
power law distribution as f{x) « x-2 049, where x is the percentage of total link connected time. In 
this chapter, therefore tie strength is defined as a function of total contact duration between two
procedure of assigning tie strength in the links of a binary scale-free graph is described in 
Algorithm 3-1.
Algorithm 3-1: Assigning tie strength to the links of a binary scale graph 
1 ) Generate a binary scale-free graph using the BA-algorithm.
2) Calculate an edge (link) betweeness centrality for each link in the network and sort the 
links in increasing order of BC
3) Determine the range of tie strength values used in the network (e.g. tie-strength can be 
chosen in the range from 1 to 10).
4) Using the tie strength distribution of tie-strength (e.g. f(x )  % x-2 049 ), calculate /(%) (e.g. 
for x = 1 to 10) and determine the probability of each tie-strength value in the network as
5) For each probability, multiply it by the total number of links to get the number of links 
that will have the given tie-strength. Following the ‘weak-tie’ hypothesis, assign the 
highest fraction of the links to the largest tie strength.
6) Sort the tie-strength in decreasing order and assign them to links in increasing order of 
BC, so that the link with the highest BC will have lowest tie-strength. Eventually, a 
weighted scale free network is obtained where the link weights represent the tie strength 
of two nodes.
nodes, and /(%) is considered as the distribution of tie strength in the network. The detailed
/(*)/£*/(*)•
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edge BC
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Figure 3-4: Illustration of the weak tie hypothesis
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3.2 Traffic Distribution Analysis
3.2.1 Markov Model of Steady-State Traffic Distribution
To analytically study traffic (or load) in a SON node, the probability of a message being found in 
the node in a steady-state traffic flow is calculated. In this chapter, this probability is also defined 
as the occupation probability of a node in steady-state traffic. The Markov process is used to 
illustrate how a message moves from one node to another node with a certain transition 
probability. The discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) is used here since it is able to describe 
(message) transitions from one state (node) to another state in order to calculate long-term 
probability of a state. Initially, Pij is defined as the probability that a message from node i moves 
to node j .  With this definition, the transition matrix P  of a finite Markov chain has the following 
form:
Pnxn —
0 P 12 — P i n
P 21 0 ... p 2n
.Pn i  P n 2 — 0 ,
(3.1)
where the summation of each row pij = 1, and pi;- is determined by the routing strategy 
applied in the network. If n(i) denotes the probability distribution at z-th step, then the rule of a 
message walk can be expressed by simple equation:
n(t) = (PT) t7r(0) (3.2)
where 7r(0) is the initial probability. If a chain is ergodic, then there is a unique steady state 
(equilibrium) distribution which solves the relation:
n  — n  P (3.3)
where n  is the steady state distribution vector. The steady state probability of state i is therefore 
given by:
^  (3.4)
n i = 2 u P;'i7r/ 
j=0
where pji is the transition probability from state j  to state z and iij is the steady state probability of 
state j. Since the discrete Markov chain process is ergodic then the solution of the steady state 
matrix 11  ^is found simply by solving the eigenvector of matrix P  given the eigenvalue a  = 1
[80]. The probability of a message from node j  move to node z, pji, is determined by the
forwarding strategy applied in the network.
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3.2.2 Forwarding Strategies Based on Required Knowledge
In this traffic distribution analysis, several forwarding strategies are considered, which can be 
divided based on the knowledge of the structural information of neighbour nodes in the network 
required by a node to decide a better relay node as follows:
• Isolated knowledge: a node chooses its neighbour nodes as relay nodes based on its-own 
knowledge of the network (no need to query the information of its neighbours).
• Complete network knowledge: each node in the network is able to get the knowledge 
(topology information) of the entire network and selects relay nodes from its neighbours 
based on that knowledge.
• Local network knowledge: before deciding a relay node, a node queries its neighbours 
to get local knowledge of its neighbours and selects relay nodes accordingly.
3.2.2.1 Isolated Knowledge Forwarding Strategy
In the isolated knowledge forwarding strategy, a node selects its neighbours as a relay for its 
message merely based on its own knowledge, without needing to query its neighbours. In a binary 
network, this knowledge is the number of direct neighbours and the current node will select its 
neighbours as relay nodes with equal probability, i.e. the inverse of its degree. On the other hand, 
in a weighted network a node will take into account the tie strength of each link to its direct 
neighbour to calculate the transition probability of a message moving to the neighbour node. 
Since the tie strength is proportional to the contact duration with a neighbour, a node requires no 
knowledge from its neighbour and hence this value of link weight can be considered as isolated 
knowledge. Newman [82] argued that this type of forwarding is a ‘random walk’. The probability 
of a message going from node i to node j ,  Pij, in this forwarding strategy is defined as follows:
f =;— - — , i f  dû ^  0; N is the set of i's neighbours
Pij — i IjueN ain
I 0 , if dij = 0
where ay is the tie strength between node / and j , and Ylj=i Pij =1.
For illustration, Fig. 3-5 depicts the occupation probability distribution for binary and weighted 
scale-free networks when the isolated knowledge forwarding strategy is applied. A scale-free 
network is initially generated using the BA model for N = 100, m0 = 5 seed nodes and m = 3 
edges, and tie strength is then applied on each link in the binary network using Algorithm 3.1 to 
get a weighted network, and finally the isolated knowledge forwarding is implemented on both 
binary and weighted networks.
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Figure 3-5: Occupation probability distribution for isolated knowledge forwarding
3.2.2.2 Complete Network Knowledge Forwarding Strategy
In this strategy, it is assumed that a node has full knowledge of the network topology and 
therefore the node can calculate the global ranking of its neighbours’ importance in the network. 
Node betweeness centrality (BC), which is defined as the number of shortest-path traffic passing 
through the node, is used to measure node importance. In a binary scale-free network, once a node 
has the entire network topology, it runs Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate the betweeness centrality 
of its neighbours. In a weighted network, on the other hand, when link weight is determined by tie 
strength, a higher weight link means the link is more probable to exist between nodes at any time. 
Hence, the higher the weight, the more desirable the link is and therefore it is more likely to be 
selected as part of the shortest path (this is the opposite of the conventional Dijkstra’s algorithm). 
In both binary and weighted networks, the probability of a message being relayed from node i to j, 
P i j ,  under the complete network knowledge forwarding strategy is given as
Pij = \ InejvCB(n) 
0,
, i f  an ^  0 ; N is the set of i's neighbours
(3.6)
if ciij = 0
where CB(i) is the betweeness centrality of node i, ay is the tie strength between node i and j ,  and 
EjLi Pij = 1-
For illustration, Fig. 3-6 shows the occupation 
scale-free networks when the complete network 
the previous forwarding strategy, a binary scale 
model for N = 100, m 0 = 5 seed nodes and m  
the binary network to get a weighted network, 
strategy is implemented on both networks.
probability distribution in binary and weighted 
knowledge forwarding strategy is applied. As in 
-free network is initially generated using the BA 
= 3 edges, and then Algorithm 3.1 is applied on 
and finally the complete knowledge forwarding
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Figure 3-6: Occupation probability distribution for complete network knowledge forwarding
3.2.2.3 Local Network Knowledge Forwarding Strategy
As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, the calculation of betweeness centrality needs complete 
knowledge of network topology. In well connected networks, such as the Internet and MANETs, 
this information can easily be obtained by exchanging information among nodes. However, in 
opportunistic networks, due to intermittent connections and large transfer delay, this mechanism 
is unrealistic. More realistically, forwarding algorithms for opportunistic networks can estimate 
node betweeness centrality in a decentralized manner using locally available information. For 
example, Bubble Rap [4] and SimBet [3] use local metrics to represent betweeness centrality of a 
node. Bubble Rap uses node degree to decide relay nodes since the authors argued that node 
degree can well approximate betweeness centrality over a reasonable time duration. On the other 
hand, in SimBet the authors implemented the ego network concept to calculate node betweeness 
centrality using locally available information (discuss in Section 2.1.3).
When node degree is used as the metric for the local network knowledge strategy (as in Bubble 
Rap), the algorithm will favour a higher degree neighbour as a better relay node. Hence, the 
probability of node j  being the relay for a node Vs message, py, is given by
, i f  au ¥= 0; N is the set of i's neighbours ^
Zmew kn
0 , if atj = 0
where kj is the degree of node j  and Ylj=i Pij = 1- For the weighted network, the degree of a 
node is defined as the sum of the tie strength of the links attached to the node (discussed in 
Section 2.1.3).
The other local metric that can be used to calculate node betweeness centrality is ego betweeness, 
which can be calculated with the ego network technique. In this method, a node betweeness
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centrality is calculated by computing the number of nodes that are indirectly connected through 
the node. The ego betweeness of a node is therefore calculated as the sum of the reciprocal of the 
entries of A2[l -  ai;], where A is an adjacency matrix and ai;- is the link weight between node i 
and j. The forwarding strategy furthermore favours the neighbour with higher ego betweeness as a 
better relay node. Hence, in this case the probability of node j  being the relay node for node Vs 
message, is given as
_ f t f  aij ^  O' N is the set of Vs neighbours ^  ^
Pij — i
(  0 , if atj = 0
where EBj is the ego betweeness of node j  and Ylj=i Pij = 1.
For illustration, the occupation probability distribution in binary and weighted networks when the 
local network knowledge forwarding applied is depicted in Fig. 3-7 for local knowledge based on 
node degree, and in Fig. 3-8 for local knowledge based on ego betweeness. A binary scale-free 
network is initially generated using the BA model for N = 100, m0 = 5 seed nodes and m = 3 
edges, and Algorithm 3.1 is then applied on the binary network to get a weighted network, and 
finally the local network knowledge forwarding strategy based on either node degree or ego 
betweeness is implemented on both networks.
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Figure 3-8: Occupation probability dist. for local network knowledge (ego betweeness) forwarding
3.2.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance evaluation of the forwarding strategies described in Section 3.2.2 
in both binary and weighted scale-free networks is discussed in term of node occupation 
probability distribution fairness. In Section 3.2.1, node occupation probability is defined as the 
probability of a message being found in the node in a steady-state traffic flow. In other words, the 
node occupation probability can also be considered as the steady state probability of node being 
selected as relay node in a steady state traffic flow. The metrics used in the performance 
evaluation of the forwarding strategies are now described as follows:
• PAR (peak-to-average ratio): the ratio of maximum to mean value, which is the peak-to-
average of values across all the nodes in the network. A lower PAR of node occupation
probability means that the network traffic is less skewed towards the most important 
node (or the network traffic less relies on the most central node).
• GINI index: this measure of statistical dispersion calculates the inequality among values 
of a frequency distribution and is given as [81]
GINI =
2n2p
where n and p is the ith data, the number of data and mean, respectively. A GINI 
index of ‘O’ expresses perfect equality, where all values are identical, and ‘1’ describes 
maximum inequality among values. Here, the GINI index gauges the node occupation 
probability distribution fairness in the network. A lower value of GINI index therefore 
means that the network traffic is distributed more evenly among nodes in the network.
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• The smallest number of nodes (Nocc) that have a given probability (occ%) of 
message occupancy: this can also be considered as the smallest number of nodes that 
carry a given fraction of network traffic.
For performance evaluation, a binary scale free network is initially generated using BA model for 
N = 100, m 0 = 5 seed nodes and m = 3 edges and subsequently all three forwarding strategies 
(described in Section 3.2.2) are applied to the network. Moreover, a weighted network is also 
created by applying tie strength for the links of the binary network using Algorithm 3.1. Again, all 
three forwarding strategies are applied to the weighted network. Hence, the performance of the 
forwarding strategies when tie strength is excluded (in the binary networks) in the analysis can be 
compared with the one when tie strength is included (in the weighted networks). The results 
presented here are the average of results obtained for ten different BA network topologies.
Binary
Weighted
PAR 15 -
Isolated Complete Local-Node Loca 1-Ego Degree Betweeness
Figure 3-9: The PAR in the binary and weighted networks
Fig. 3-9 shows as a histogram of the PAR for all three forwarding strategies in both the binary and 
weighted networks. In the case of the local network knowledge forwarding strategy, separate 
results are presented for node degree and ego betweeness metrics. As previously described, the 
higher the PAR, the more network traffic is directed towards the most central node (or the traffic 
is more skewed to the most central node). The figure shows that the isolated knowledge 
forwarding strategy shows the best performance among the strategies in both the networks, where 
the network traffic is least dependent on the most central node. In this strategy, a node selects a 
relay node based on its own knowledge (regardless of the social properties of its neighbours); 
Newman [82] argued that this type of forwarding is a ‘random walk’. On the other hand, Fig. 3-9 
also shows that the complete network knowledge and local knowledge (ego betweeness) 
forwarding strategies result in a very large fraction of the network traffic is directed towards the
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most central node. However, including tie strength in the routing metric significantly improves the 
PAR performance of both the forwarding strategies. Finally, the PAR performance of local 
knowledge forwarding (based on node degree) is much better than local knowledge forwarding 
(based on ego-betweeness) in both binary and weighted networks.
■ Binary 
B Weighted
Isolated Complete Local-Node Loca 1-Ego Degree Betweeness
Figure 3-10: The avg. GINI index in the binary and weighted networks
The performance of the forwarding strategies is also evaluated in traffic distribution fairness 
(measured using GINI index). Fig. 3-10 depicts a histogram that represents the GINI index for all 
the forwarding strategies in both the binary and weighted networks. As previously mentioned, the 
lower the GINI index, the better the traffic distribution is in the network. As in the PAR 
evaluation, the isolated knowledge forwarding strategy again shows the best performance in 
traffic distribution fairness among other strategies in both the binary and weighted networks. The 
‘random walk’ forwarding strategy is able reduce the effect of the non-random structure of the 
scale-free network, where typically communications in the network is carried out via the hub 
nodes. Fig. 3-10 also shows that the complete network knowledge and local knowledge (ego- 
betweeness) forwarding strategies create the worst traffic distribution fairness (i.e. the highest 
GINI index). However, including tie strength in the routing metric can improve the traffic 
distribution fairness (GINI index) of both the forwarding strategy. Finally, the figure shows that 
the local knowledge forwarding strategy (based on node degree) results in better traffic 
distribution fairness than the local knowledge forwarding strategy (based on ego betweeness) in 
both the binary and weighted networks. However, in general the unfair traffic distribution is still 
noticeable in the network for all the forwarding strategies. This is due to the non-random network 
(connectivity) structure, and as a result a few hub nodes process much more traffic than other 
network nodes.
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Figure 3-11: Number of nodes ( N occ)  that have occ% message occupancy (binary networks)
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Figure 3-12: Number of nodes ( N occ)  that have occ% message occupancy (weighted networks)
The traffic distribution fairness performance of the forwarding strategies is also evaluated based 
on the smallest number of nodes (Nocc) that have a given probability (occ%) of message 
occupancy (as previously described, this performance metric is also considered as the smallest 
number of nodes that carry a given fraction of network traffic in a steady-state flow). Figs. 3-11 
and 3-12 show the histograms that represent the smallest number of nodes (Nocc) that posses a 
given probability (occ%) of message occupancy (either 25%, 50% or 75%) in the binary and 
weighted networks (for AM 100 nodes), respectively. In the binary network (Fig. 3-11), the trend in 
traffic distribution from fairest to least fair can be listed as follows: isolated knowledge, local 
network knowledge (node degree), complete network knowledge and local network knowledge 
(ego-betweeness). For example, 50% of the network traffic is processed by 26 nodes in the 
isolated knowledge case, and by 9 nodes in the local network knowledge (node degree) case, by 5
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nodes in the complete network knowledge case and by 3 nodes in the local network knowledge 
(ego-betweeness) case. By comparison, all the forwarding strategies show performance 
improvements in the weighted networks (Fig. 3-12). In particular, the performance of the 
complete network knowledge and local knowledge (ego-betweeness) forwarding strategies 
increase significantly when tie strength is added in the routing metric. For example, in the local 
knowledge (ego-betweeness) forwarding strategy, including tie strength improves the number of 
nodes carrying 50% network traffic to be 8 nodes (compared with only 3 nodes in the binary 
network). This result agrees with the simulation results of SimBetTS [52], where including tie 
strength in the SimBet’s routing metrics can distribute traffic more fairly in the network. On the 
other hand, only modest improvements in traffic distribution fairness (in terms of the smallest 
number of nodes that process a given fraction of network traffic) are shown in the isolated 
knowledge and local knowledge (node degree) forwarding strategies.
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Figure 3-13: Nocc/N  (%) that have 50% message occupancy (weighted networks)
Finally, the effect of increasing number of nodes in the network (TV) on the traffic distribution is 
investigated. For this purpose, weighted scale-free networks are created for TV = 200 to 1000 nodes 
and then all the forwarding strategies are applied to these networks. The results are presented in 
Fig. 3-13 that shows the smallest number of nodes (described in Nocc/N % )  that carry 50% 
network traffic. The figure shows that the isolated knowledge forwarding exhibits the fairest 
traffic distribution and this does not vary significantly as the number of nodes increases. On the 
other hand, in the local knowledge forwarding strategies (both node degree and ego betweeness) 
the percentage of nodes that carry 50% of traffic decreases noticeably with the increase of the 
number of nodes in the network. In addition, the performance of the local knowledge strategies is
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significantly worse than the complete knowledge forwarding strategy in large scale networks. 
This is to be expected, since it seems reasonable that in larger networks local network information 
is not a good predictor of the overall paths from source to destination.
Finally, it can be concluded that the isolated knowledge forwarding strategy shows the best 
performance in term of traffic distribution fairness. It ignores the structural information of 
neighbour nodes when making forwarding decision; therefore, it can reduce the effect of a non- 
random structure of scale-free networks on traffic distribution fairness. However, it is believed 
that this strategy will increase transfer delay when applied in SONs (in the case of single-copy 
forwarding). As demonstrated in [3,4,50,51], the forwarding strategies that exploit structural 
information of neighbour nodes in a SON (i.e. favouring more popular nodes as better carrier) can 
result in relatively short transfer delay. On the other hand, the local network knowledge (with ego 
betweeness) forwarding strategy shows the worst performance of traffic distribution fairness. The 
local network knowledge (with node degree) forwarding strategy can outperform the local 
knowledge (ego betweeness) forwarding in all performance measures.
3.3 Network Capacity Analysis
3.3.1 Background
The previous section studied the traffic distribution in a SON by analysing it in the binary and 
weighted scale-free networks. It is clearly shown that all the forwarding strategies result in 
unbalanced traffic distribution in the network, where the network traffic is skewed towards a few 
most central nodes. As a result, the main resources of these hub nodes, such as storage and power, 
will quickly be depleted. This situation will easily degrade the network delivery performance 
since the key point of communication in this network relies on the most central nodes (hub 
nodes). As a consequence, the overall performance of this network can be investigated by treating 
the nodes as ‘relay hubs’ of all traffic in the network.
In order to investigate network delivery performance, network capacity is considered and is 
defined as follows. Suppose A, is the average rate of messages generated in a network node. It is 
then required to know a critical value Xc (measured by the number of messages created at a node 
per unit time) where a “phase transition” takes place in the network from free flow to congested 
flow. The value Xc can at best reflect the maximum capacity of the network handling the traffic. 
Finally, network capacity is defined as the maximum possible delivery rate so that free flow 
traffic can still be maintained in the network [85]. In the next section, a model for network 
capacity calculation of a SON characterized as a scale free network is presented with considering 
the forwarding strategies in Section 3.2.2.
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3.3.2 Network Capacity Model
Typically, the actual information transfer rate between nodes is associated with the throughput of 
the network. Throughput is affected by the routing strategy and the offered traffic at each node 
[83]. The offered traffic at a node determines the expected amount of relay traffic and throughput 
in other nodes. Studies of network resource optimization, such as in [84,85], show that network 
capacity depends on the structure of the underlying network, relevant node resources and routing 
strategy. In the literature, such as in [84,85], the calculation of network capacity is typically based 
on node betweeness centrality. However, the network capacity model here is derived with respect 
to node degree, since node degree is locally available information and is easily obtained in the 
case of opportunistic networks. Before presenting a detailed analysis, the traffic model used in 
this analysis is initially described as follows. The network is assumed to have N  nodes and for 
each node it is defined that:
a) New messages with random sources and destinations are generated in the network 
according to A = X2, ..., A^], where A; is the mean number of generated messages on 
node i in each time step and follows Poisson distribution and independent of each other.
b) Every node has a local delivery capacity according to X = [c1;c2, ...,cN], where q  
denotes the maximum number of messages that can be forwarded to the neighbours in 
each time step.
c) Every node has a degree according to K = [klt k2, —,k N], where k t denotes the number 
of direct neighbours of node i.
d) Message length is assumed to be constant in the network.
The message arrival rate at a node depends on the average number of generated new messages and 
the routing strategy. As described in Section 3.2.1, a stochastic routing matrix can be set up as
- 0 P12 ■■ P i n (3.9)
R n x N — P21
0 ■■ P2N
.Pn i PN2 ... 0 .
where pij is the probability of a message forwarded from node i to j  and depends on the routing 
strategy applied in the network. Traffic at a node consists of two parts, i.e. arriving traffic and 
departing traffic. The node’s arriving traffic can be divided into messages created by the node 
(local traffic) and messages that are transferred from other nodes (relay traffic). Hence, for each 
node the mean arrival rate of traffic in node j  can be defined as
arriving traffic a t  node j  = j's  own traffic + relay traffic from  j's  neighbour n odes
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N (3.10)
ai ”  ^+ X Vij^ it=i
where /l;- is the local traffic originating at node j , is the probability that a message will be 
forwarded from node i to j ,  and /?. is the total relay traffic departing from node i. For simplicity, 
by assuming steady state flow in the network, i.e. when = /?■, and by assuming the information 
generation rate to be uniform in all nodes as A, then the mean arrival rate of traffic in node j  in Eq.
(3.10) becomes
The summation Yli=iVijai in Eq. (3.11) reflects the total relay traffic that arrives in a node. This
where 5 is the load exponent. Moreover, the authors in [86,87] also argued that the node load is 
highly correlated with node degree k, that scales as
where y and 8 are degree and load exponents, respectively. Barthélémy [88] stated that load 
exponent 8 tightly depends on the network’s degree exponent y and the routing strategy applied in 
the network. For example, he found that 8 has the range 1.8 -  2.3 for the shortest-path forwarding.
Applying the node degree-load correlation in Eq. (3.13) to Eq. (3.11), the mean arrival rate of 
traffic in node j  can be approximated as
where A, k , 7] and s  are the average node message generation rate, node degree, degree-load 
exponent and load scaling constant, respectively.
In order to calculate network capacity, the traffic process in the network of N  nodes is modelled as 
N  queue systems of M/M/1 (illustrated in Fig. 3-14). This model is developed with assumptions as
sufficiently long to exchange all messages and control data (such as network neighbourhood 
metrics). Second, it is assumed that inter-contact time between a node and any potential relay 
node is i.i.d. (identical and independent distribution) and therefore all processes in the network,
N (3.11)
i- l
thesis notes that the study of load (traffic) distribution in scale-free networks in [86,87] showed 
that typically the load distribution in a scale-free network follows a power law as
Probi(£)~£ 0 (3.12)
, for 7] =  ( y  — ! ) / ( £  — 1) (3.13)
(3.14)
follows. First, it is assumed that contact duration between two nodes is uniformly distributed and
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such as message arrival, service and departure processes can be considered as exponential or 
Poisson processes. In opportunistic networks, the contact process is typically modelled by inter­
contact time, which is defined as the elapsed time between two consecutive meetings of the same 
pair of nodes. Some studies, such as in [38], showed that the distribution of inter-contact time in 
SONs scales with power law. On the other hand, the work in [89] argued that node contact 
process is a renewal process and the contact processes associated with different pairs are 
independent. In other words, the inter-contact time of any pair is i.i.d. with any other pairs and the 
inter-contact time sequences belonging to different pairs are independent. From this, it is valid to 
assume that inter-contact time between a node and any potential relay are also identical and 
independently distributed.
M/M/1
ai -------------------------------- ► Queue 1
a2 -------------------------------- ► Queue 2
Ci
OC2
o
_______________________________________________________________C n
3n -► Queue N o
Figure 3-14: N queues of M /M /1  queue system
In queuing theory, typically the behaviour of the queue depends on the arrival process and the 
service process Cj. The aim here is to determine the critical message generating rate /Lc, where if 
X< Xc the network can sustain a free flow state. As aforementioned, the underlying network is 
assumed heterogeneous, consisting of N  nodes, and the node resources are characterized by set 
X = [c-l, c2, ...,cN]. Initially, the mean delay in the network is defined as the summation of the 
delay in N  queue systems as follows
r  = i f _ £ L _  (3'15)
S  Z-ji Ci — cci 
1=1
where = ^,1=1 ci • The optimization problem based on the queue system is then solved: minimize 
the average delay T and maximize the message generation rate X with the constraint o f network 
resources S. The problem can be formulated in the following mathematical representation:
oT + (1 -  <t) 1/^ subject to q  = 5 (3.16)
where a  is a weighted parameter and 0 < <7 < 1.
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Subsequently, the optimization problem is devised in the form of Lagrangian method with 
Lagrangian multiplier (p as
Cl 1 / f  \  (3-17)
The set of Cj and A maximizes L under the following conditions:
dL <r — ( s 0 )X  (3.18)
v lJ  +<p = 0
dci ^ (q  -  ( sk? ) A,)'
N
dL C7V cAskV) 1
S '
dL N
(3.19)
(3.20)
d(p i=i
1—O’From Eq. (3.18) -  (3.20), the Lagrangian multiplier (p =  is obtained, and then the derivation 
arrives at equation
(3.21)
If the optimization problem only focuses on the maximizing of the message generation rate (A), 
then <7 can be defined as <7 = 0, and therefore Eq. (3.21) becomes
Ci = {sk^)X  (3.22)
Since in opportunistic networks typically node local delivery capacity is uniformly distributed in 
the network as q  = c, for i = 1, 2, ... , N  and as in most studies of network capacity, such as 
[84,85], node local delivery capacity can be assumed to equal to 1 (c = 1). Finally, the critical 
message generation rate Acr can be obtained to be
Xrr — (3.23)
"  ek'cr
where kcr is the maximum degree in the network or kcr = max[kl l k2, —,k N] and hence kcr 
correspond to the node that has the largest number of connectivity in the network. In other words, 
the limiting factor of network capacity is the resource constraint of the largest degree node (hub 
node) as the central relay of most traffic in the network. Furthermore, the authors in [87]
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described the maximum node degree in a scale-free network that relates with the number of 
nodes, N, as
km ax-N 1^ - »  (3.24)
and Eq. (3.23) can be rewritten by substituting kmax into kcr as
1 (3.25)
cr sJVVCS-D
where N, 5 and s  are the total number of nodes in the network, load exponent and a scaling 
constant, respectively. Eq. (3.25) confirms that the critical message generation rate depends on the 
number of nodes and the load exponent in the network, and the load exponent in turn depends on 
the routing strategy applied in the network.
Node degree
«# I% 0.015
0.01
Node degree
(a) Binary network (b) Weighted network
Figure 3-15: Node degree vs. occupation probability for isolated knowledge forwarding
3.3.3 Performance Evaluation
In this section, the network capacity of binary and weighted scale-free networks is calculated by 
considering the forwarding strategies discussed in Section 3.2.2. The isolated knowledge 
forwarding strategy is initially investigated. For this purpose, binary and weighted networks are 
created for N = 200, m0 = 5 seed nodes and m = 3 edges and the isolated knowledge 
forwarding is then applied on both networks. Fig. 3-15 depicts the relation between node degree 
and occupation probability for the binary and weighted networks. As described in Eq. (3.12), the 
load (traffic) distribution in a scale-free network typically follows a power law. However, Fig. 3- 
15 shows that the node occupation probability linearly increases with node degree in both binary 
and weighted networks. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the isolated knowledge forwarding strategy 
can be considered as a ‘random walk’ forwarding, so the probability of a node being selected as a
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relay node increases linearly with the increase of its degree (the number of connectivity a node 
has). In addition, simulation results in [90] also confirm that in the random forwarding strategy 
the node traffic linearly increases with the increase of node degree.
However, for the other forwarding strategies the occupation probability distribution follows a 
power law. To calculate the network capacity using Eq. (3.25), a load exponent (5) of each 
forwarding strategy is needed. Here, load exponent is calculated as node occupation probability 
exponent in the network. For this purpose, binary and weighted networks are again created for 
N = 20 0 ,77i0 = 5 seed nodes and m = 3 edges, and subsequently the forwarding strategies are 
applied on both networks, and finally the node occupation probability exponent of each 
forwarding strategy is calculated. For example, Fig. 3-16 depicts the node occupation probability 
distribution and exponent for the complete network knowledge forwarding strategy in the binary 
and weighted networks. Table 3-2 lists the load exponent (5) for the complete network knowledge 
and local network knowledge forwarding strategies (using both node degree and ego betweeness) 
for both binary and weighted networks. The results are the average of ten different network 
topologies.
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Figure 3-16: Occupation probability distribution for complete network knowledge forwarding
Table 3-2. Load exponent in the networks
Forwarding strategy
Load exponent (6)
Binary network Weighted network
Complete network 
knowledge
1.51 < 5  < 1.732 
(Avg. 1.621)
1.659 <6  < 1.887 
(Avg. 1.779)
Local knowledge 
(node degree)
1.621 < 5  < 1.853 
(Avg. 1.713)
1.635 < 0  < 1.864 
(Avg. 1.742)
Local knowledge 
(ego betweeness)
1.319 < 3  < 1.616 
(Avg. 1.416)
1.527 <S < 1.866 
(Avg. 1.639)
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Figure 3-17: vs. A7 for complete network knowledge forwarding
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Figure 3-18: Acr vs. N  for local network knowledge (degree) forwarding
Subsequently, using Eq. (3.25) and the average value of load exponent (5) of each forwarding 
strategy in Table 3-2, the critical message generation rate (Xcr) as a function of network size (TV), 
for TV = 100 to 1000 and s -  0.01 are depicted in Figs. 3-17 to 3-19 for the complete network 
knowledge, local network knowledge (node degree) and local network knowledge (ego 
betweeness) forwarding strategies, respectively.
Fig. 3-17 shows that adding tie strength (i.e. using the weighted network) significantly increases 
the critical message generation rate (Xcr) for the complete network knowledge forwarding. In 
other words, for any given traffic load, adding tie strength in the forwarding metric of this strategy 
will significantly reduce the traffic in the most important node. This result is in line with the result 
in Fig. 3-9, where the PAR in the complete network knowledge case also significantly decreases 
when tie strength is added in the forwarding metric. Fig. 3-17 also shows that the critical message
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generation rate (Xcr) drops rapidly with the increase of the number of nodes in the network. The 
increase of total nodes in the network will significantly increase the amount of traffic processed in 
the most central node and as a result the network capacity (i.e. the critical message generation 
rate) will decrease drastically.
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Figure 3-19: vs. N  for local network knowledge (ego betweeness) forwarding
In the local network knowledge forwarding case using node degree (Fig. 3-18), adding tie strength 
slightly increases the critical message generation rate (Xcr) and therefore slightly reduces the 
traffic in the most central node. This result agrees with the results in Fig. 3-9, where the PAR of 
the local knowledge forwarding strategy using node degree reduces slightly when tie strength is 
added in the forwarding metric. Furthermore, in this strategy the critical message generation rate 
(Xcr) also drops rapidly with the increasing of the number of nodes in the network. Finally, in Fig. 
3-19 the performance of the local network knowledge forwarding strategy using ego betweeness 
(in terms of Xcr) improves dramatically when tie strength is added in the forwarding metric. This 
again is in line with the PAR performance of this strategy in Fig. 3-9, where the occupation 
probability of the most central node is reduced significantly by adding tie strength in the 
forwarding metric. However, this strategy shows the worst performance among the other 
strategies, i.e. highest PAR and lowest Xcr. This also confirms that local knowledge, i.e. node 
degree, outperforms ego betweeness in the case of network capacity.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has presented a study of traffic distribution fairness in SONs by modelling traffic in a 
scale-free network. The binary scale-free network is improved by adding tie strength on each link 
in the network. Three forwarding strategies are considered, based on the knowledge required by
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node to select the next carrier, i.e. isolated, complete network and local network knowledge (in 
the latter case using either node degree or ego betweeness). The isolated knowledge forwarding 
strategy shows the best performance in term of traffic distribution fairness. On the other hand, the 
local network knowledge (with ego betweeness) forwarding strategy exhibits the worst 
performance of traffic distribution fairness. The local network knowledge (with node degree) 
forwarding strategy can outperform the local knowledge (ego betweeness) forwarding in all the 
performance measures.
A model of network capacity of a SON was also derived. The model calculates the critical 
message generation rate, defined as the number of messages created at a node per unit time so that 
free traffic flow is on the point of changing to congested flow in the network, by considering hub 
nodes’ resource capacity. By adding tie strength in the routing metric the critical message 
generation rate (A,cr) is increased in all the forwarding strategies. Adding tie strength can therefore 
reduce traffic in the most important node(s); this in turn will increase the critical message 
generation rate in the network. However, local network knowledge forwarding (based on ego 
betweeness) exhibits the poorest performance in the network capacity analysis (i.e. lowest Xcr). 
As in the traffic distribution analysis, the local network knowledge (with node degree) forwarding 
strategy again outperforms the local knowledge (with ego betweeness) forwarding strategy in the 
network capacity analysis. Based on this finding, in the next chapter a novel social-aware routing 
protocol is developed, aimed at improving traffic distribution fairness in SONs by exploiting node 
degree as the routing metric.
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Chapter 4
4 Traffic Distribution Aware (TraDA) 
Routing Protocol
4.1 Introduction
In most opportunistic network routing protocols, the main goals in selecting the best relay nodes 
(carriers) typically are either to minimize the transfer delay or to minimize the amount of 
generated traffic (in the case of a multiple-copy forwarding strategy). To achieve these goals, 
routing algorithms typically favour a structurally more central node (i.e. a node with higher 
centrality) as a better relay node so that the potential of delivering the message to its destination 
can be improved. For example, SimBet and Bubble Rap continuously forward messages to nodes 
with higher centrality than the forwarding node, so the centrality monotonically increases from 
source to destination. Section 2.2.3 identified two main properties involved when social-aware 
routing algorithms make forwarding decisions, namely transitivity and global popularity. 
Transitivity exploits strong ties between nodes, so the forwarding node selects a next-hop relay 
node as the node that has a stronger relation with the destination. However, when the destination 
is unknown to both the forwarding node and its contact, the routing algorithm selects a more 
globally popular node as a next-hop relay node. SimBet includes tie strength and neighbour 
similarity to measure the closeness of a node to the destination, but uses node ego betweeness to 
measure node global popularity. Bubble Rap, on the other hand, uses node degree to measure 
node global popularity, but exploits community (social clique) to measure the closeness of a relay 
node to the destination.
By favouring more globally popular nodes as carriers for network traffic, social-aware routing 
algorithms route the messages to more globally popular nodes in order to increase message 
delivery probability. As noted in Section 2.1.4, SONs possess a non-random connectivity 
structure and exhibit a power-law node degree distribution, i.e. with the existence of a few (hub) 
nodes that are very popular in the network since they have many connections with other nodes. As 
a result, the social-aware routing algorithms in turn heavily load the most central nodes (hub 
nodes) and hence unbalanced traffic distribution emerges in the network, quickly depleting the 
hub nodes’ resources, especially node storage and power, causing traffic congestion and
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eventually degrading network delivery performance. In SimBet, for example, the top 10% of 
nodes process 54% of all the forwards (to the destinations) and 85% of the handovers (forwards to 
other relay nodes) [47]. The authors of SimBet argued that use of ego betweeness (a measure of 
node global popularity) alone as the routing metric yielded traffic overloading in the most central 
nodes (shown in Fig. 2-15).
This chapter proposes a traffic distribution aware (TraDA) routing protocol, an approach to 
social-aware routing algorithms aimed at improving traffic distribution fairness in SONs. TraDA 
improves the computation of node global popularity, because this parameter was identified in 
Section 2.2.3 as a significant contributor to the unbalanced traffic distribution in SONs. In 
addition, Chapter 3 showed that using local network knowledge, i.e. node degree or ego 
betweeness, as the routing metric results in unfair traffic distribution in SONs. However, the 
results showed that the node-degree based forwarding strategy performs significantly better than 
the ego-betweeness based forwarding strategy (in terms of traffic distribution fairness). TraDA 
therefore uses node degree to gauge node popularity, and then improves its calculation to obtain 
better traffic distribution fairness in SONs. As in [4], node degree in an aggregated contact graph 
is defined as the number of distinct nodes encountered in a given time interval.
As a preliminary study of traffic distribution fairness in real SONs, in this chapter a computer 
simulation is performed on a real human contact network, namely the Reality dataset [7], and a 
forwarding strategy, which selects a next-hop carrier as the node with higher degree than the 
forwarding node, is applied to the network. Here, node degree is calculated during a one-hour 
time interval and then is averaged with the degree in all previous time intervals. Fig. 4-1 depicts 
the simulation result for this forwarding strategy using the traffic distribution in Reality. In 
addition, a random forwarding is also applied in the Reality simulation and the result is depicted 
in Fig. 4-2 (in this random strategy, when a node comes into contact with another node, they 
generate random numbers as their node degree, and the forwarding node forwards the (copy) 
message to its contact if the contact has higher degree). Fig. 4-3 compares the traffic distribution 
fairness (measured by GBN1 index) of the simulation results and analytical results from Section 
3.2.2. The figure compares the simulation results of the degree-based forwarding and random 
forwarding strategies with the analytical results of the local network knowledge (node degree) and 
the isolated knowledge forwarding strategies, respectively. Fig. 4-3 shows that the analytical 
results well approach the simulation results for both the forwarding strategies. In addition, the 
figure shows that unfair traffic distribution still exists (i.e. relatively high GINI index) when 
random forwarding is applied in the real human contact network.
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4.2 TraDA Routing Protocol Design
In human networks, such as SONs, typically most of the communications in the network rely on 
the most popular individuals (nodes). Nowadays, the notion of centrality is commonly used to 
measure the popularity (importance) of nodes in the network. In SNA, centrality represents the 
structural properties of individuals and the roles played by people in a social network. The 
prominent centrality measures in social networks were proposed by Freeman [31], namely degree 
centrality, betweeness centrality and closeness centrality. As noted in Section 2.1.3, degree 
centrality measures the number of direct ties that involve a given node. Betweeness centrality 
measures the extent to which a node lies on the shortest-paths linking other nodes. Closeness 
centrality measures how close a node to other nodes in the network. The Freeman’s centrality 
measures mainly focus on the position of an individual (or node) in question in the network and 
disregard the importance (popularity) of his/her direct neighbours. Thus, having more important 
(popular) ffiend(s) has no effect on one’s popularity. It is likely that an individual’s social status 
in a social network is gained solely from his/her own position or effort.
Fabbri and Verdone [50], on the other hand, use the notion of sociability to measure the 
importance (or popularity) of nodes in opportunistic networks. The sociability indicator captures 
node mobility level and node capacity to disseminate information in the network. One way 
sociability could be quantified is by directly looking at node’s own behaviour, such as the number 
of unique nodes encountered in a time period, contact frequency, contact duration. Moreover, 
Fabbri and Verdone also argued that an important aspect to be captured in analogy with social 
relationships is that one person could get social advantages from his/her friend(s). For instance, a 
person who only has a single friend, who is very sociable, can itself be considered sociable. 
Turning into opportunistic networks, a node having a single neighbour may appear very 
unsociable, but if the neighbour is very sociable and can reach many destinations, then the former 
node may also have chances to send its messages to many destinations in the network. Wasserman 
and Faust [32], in addition, discussed what they call “prestige measures” of centrality, in other 
words, the measures in which the centralities are recursively related to the centralities to which 
the nodes (individuals) are connected. Thus, the presence of more popular neighbour(s) is an 
important parameter that should be included in a node popularity indicator.
In TraDA, two popularity measures are computed for each node to determine node global 
popularity: these measures are node intrinsic popularity and social-relations popularity. This 
thesis hypothesises that the former (similar to the Freeman’s centrality measures) depends solely 
on node’s own behaviour in the (social) network, but the latter is obtained as a social advantage 
from interactions with higher social level nodes (individuals). This social-relations popularity 
distributes the popularity of more important nodes to their lower social level neighbours. Both
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popularity measures are used by TraDA to identify better global carriers during node contacts. 
The detail calculations of both metrics are now discussed.
4.2.1 Node Intrinsic Popularity
Node intrinsic popularity depends on node’s own social behaviour, which in turn depends on its 
sociability level or mobility pattern in the network. A higher sociability level or mobility rate 
results in a node that is more globally popular in the network, and hence is a better candidate to 
act as an information carrier. In practice, node global popularity can be quantified by looking at 
metrics such as connectivity change rate [48] or neighbourhood similarity rate [6]. TraDA, on the 
other hand, uses the number of distinct nodes encountered in a given time interval to gauge node 
intrinsic popularity. In the literature, this is equal to node degree in an aggregated contact graph 
[4]. In Bubble Rap, node degree in a time window (or slot window) is calculated as the number of 
unique nodes encountered during a time window and then is averaged over the degree in all 
previous time windows (in Bubble Rap, this is called the C-Window technique, which is a 
cumulative moving average method). Previously, some researchers assumed that human 
behaviour can be modelled as a random process and used this assumption to develop routing 
protocols for MANETs and opportunistic networks. However, the investigation below shows that 
human behaviour exhibits some degree of regularity (i.e. periodic behaviour); it is therefore 
important to consider the human periodic behaviour when calculating node intrinsic popularity in 
SONs.
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Figure 4-4: The mean 6-hour node intrinsic popularity in Reality (6-hour time unit)
The analysis of human behaviour in this section is based on a real human network: the Reality 
dataset [7] is chosen since it contains a reasonably large number of nodes and covers a long period
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of time. Human behaviour on the trace is investigated by varying the time window size for 
aggregating node contact volume, i.e. using 6-hour and 24 hour (daily) time windows. Fig. 4-4 
depicts the mean 6-hour node intrinsic popularity in the Reality dataset (using a node degree 
calculation based on 6-hour window). As shown in Fig. 4-4, the alternation of node intrinsic 
popularity between day and night is clearly recognizable, where typically the individuals are more 
active in the daytime than in the night-time. This thesis notes in Section 2.2.2 that the authors of 
Bubble Rap argued that human daily life typically can be divided into 4 main periods: morning, 
afternoon, evening and night — each almost 6 hours. However, this thesis agrees with Williamson 
et al. [91] in that daily-based node degree computation is more relevant for message delivery in 
SONs, such as bringing higher network delivery performance. Fig. 4-5 depicts the mean daily 
node intrinsic popularity in the Reality dataset (using a 24-hour window based degree 
calculation). It is clear that the human activities represented in Fig. 4-5 have a weekly period, 
which peaks during weekdays and is very low at weekends when fewer node contacts occur. As a 
consequence, the critical delivery performance of this SON (i.e. Reality) is actually at weekends.
Actually, different periodicities may exist in human contact datasets depending on the 
experimental setup, e.g. from hours or days in short period measurements, such as in conferences 
(e.g. the Infocom05 [92] and Cambridge [93] datasets), to weekly in long period measurements, 
such as in university campus activities (e.g. the Reality [7] and Sassy [9] datasets). However, this 
thesis favours long period contact datasets as the basis of investigation since it focuses on traffic 
distribution fairness that needs long-term (steady-state) human behaviour in SONs. This thesis 
argues that a weekly period typically exist in many forms of long-term human behaviours.
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Figure 4-5: The mean daily node intrinsic popularity in Reality (24-hour time unit)
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A discrete time series analysis is then applied to the plot of Fig. 4-5 to examine its structural 
components. A discrete time series is a set of observations y t , recorded at fixed time intervals. In 
the classical decomposition model [94], y t can be decomposed into:
y t = mt + st + wt (4.1)
where m t is a slowly changing function known as a trend component, st is a function with known 
period d referred as a seasonal component and wt is a random noise component. By applying a 
stable seasonal filter [94] to the trace in Fig. 4-5 with d = 7 days (From Fig. 4-5 it is clear that the 
human activities have a weekly periodicity), an estimated seasonal component is obtained 
(depicted in Fig. 4-6 upper). Subsequently, by subtracting the estimated seasonal component from 
the original data (Fig. 4-5), an irregular pattern is obtained (depicted in Fig. 4-6 lower), which 
contains a random noise component with a less apparent trend component. From this, it is 
reasonable to assume that the activities captured in the trace in Fig. 4-5 only contain a weekly 
periodic component together with a random noise component.
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Figure 4-6: Periodic (upper) and random noise (lower) components of the plot in Fig. 4-5
In fact, Fig. 4-5 also exhibits another (larger) periodicity of human behaviour: in the first term 
(days 1 — 100) individuals are more active (as indicated by higher average daily node 
popularities) than in the second term (days 118 — 197). Indeed, the Reality dataset captures 
student activities in the campus over an academic year comprising two semesters with an inactive 
period (i.e. holiday term) in-between. However, since message lifetime (TTL) values in SON 
experiments normally vary in the range from several days to a few weeks (e.g. 2-3 weeks), it is
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therefore reasonable to disregard this larger periodic component since it contributes minimally to 
network delivery performance.
Based on the above study, an estimation model is derived based on the Kalman filter prediction 
technique [95] so that each node is able to accurately estimate its future intrinsic popularity by 
considering its previous popularity data. The technique was originally developed in control 
systems theory. It provides optimal estimates of the current state of a dynamic system described in 
a state vector. For this estimation model, a state-space model [96] is used as follows. For a 
(possibly multivariate) time series (Yt, t = 1 ,2 ,...}, there exist two equations: the first one, the 
observation equation, represents the w-dimensional observation Yt as a linear function of a v- 
dimensional state variables Xt plus a white noise term Wt as
Yt =  GtXt +  Wt , t=  1,2, . . .  (4.2)
where Wt is white noise with zero mean and variance Rt (Wt =  WN(0,{Rt})) and {Gt} is a 
sequence of w x v matrices. The second equation is the state equation that determines the state 
Xt+1 in terms of the previous state Xt and a white noise term Vt as
Xt+1 =  FtXt +  Vt , t=  1,2, ... (4.3)
where {Ft} is a sequence o f v X v  matrices, Vt = WN(0, {QtJ) and Vt is uncorrelated with Wt. It 
is also assumed that the initial state X% is uncorrelated with all of the noise terms {Wt} and {Vt}.
The Kalman prediction technique is now briefly discussed as follows. In this Kalman prediction, 
the notation Pt (X) refers to the best linear predictor (in the sense of minimum mean square error) 
of X in terms of Y at the time t. Pt (X) is defined as follows
Pf(X) =  [P f(X i). . .% % )] '  (4.4)
where Pt (Xi) = P(Xj|Y0, Yx ... Yt) indicates the best predictor of Xi given Y0, Y-l ... Yt . For the 
state-space model (4-2) and (4-3), the one-step predictor Xt = Pt- i ( X t) and their error covariance
matrices = E [(Xt — Xt)(X t — Xt) J are determined by the initial conditions
Xj =  PCX, |Y0) and Ü 1 =  E  [(X , -  X1)(X 1 -  X ,) ']  (4 -5)
and the recursions for  ^= 1,2,...
Xt+1 =  FtXt +  0 tA^1 (Yt -  GtXt) (4.6)
f l£+1 =  Fca tFt' +  Q t -  6tA ( 10 t l (4.7)
where At= GtQtGt' +  Rt and 0 t = Ftù tGt ' .
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For the estimation model derived here, it is assumed that node intrinsic popularity in the time 
series only contains seasonal (periodic) and noise components, so the state model can be written 
as
Yt = St + Wt (4.8)
where St is a seasonal component with period d and Wt is a random noise component. The 
seasonal component (with period d) is a sequence {st} with the properties st+d = st and 
2 f=i st = 0. Hence, st+1 can be determined by means of the recursion
st+i — S t  s t-d+2> for 1,2,... (4 9)
A more general seasonal component {St} allows for random deviations from strict periodicity by 
adding a term Vt to Eq. (4.9), where {Vt} is white noise with mean zero.
Considering only the seasonal effect on the series, a (d — 1) dimensional state vector is 
introduced to find a state-space representation as
— [St *9t-i — St-d+iY 
The series {5t} is then given by the observation equation
Yt = [10 0...0] X t + Wt 
where {Xt} satisfies the state equation in Eq. (4.3) for
Vt = [Vt 0 0 ... 0]'
and
r—1 — 1 ... - 1 - 1 -
1 0 .. 0 0
F = 0 1 .. 0 0
- 0 0 .. 1 0-
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4 13)
4.2.2 Node Social-Relations Popularity
An individual in a social network can receive advantage from relations with his/her more popular 
friends. Depending on the content of the relationships, such as friendship, popularity or power, 
various centrality measures can be applied to the social networks. In the sociology literature, 
measures of node centrality exist for both symmetric (undirected) and asymmetric (directed) 
social relations [97]. For example, if the relation is friendship-choice, then the total number of 
choices received by an individual (measured by the in-degree) can be used as a centrality measure.
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As noted above, Wasserman and Faust [32] highlighted the “prestige measures” of centrality, 
where a node centrality measure is recursively related to the centralities of the node’s neighbours. 
Hence, having popular or powerful friend(s) adds more to one’s popularity/power. The prestige 
measures have a general form as follows. Let A be an adjacency matrix where means that node 
/ contributes toy’s social status, and let x be a vector of centrality scores. The social status of an 
individual can be modelled as a linear function of the social status of the individuals to whom 
he/she is connected, and in asymmetric relations the centrality of an individual is a function of the 
status of those who choose him/her (Fig. 4-7). The general form of f s  centrality can then be 
written as
xj = a1 j x1 + a2 jX2 + a3jx3 + ••• + anjxn (4.14)
x3
Figure 4-7: Social influences on a node from its higher social level neighbours
A novel node measure is now introduced, namely social-relations popularity, which is the 
popularity of a node as a result of it having relations with higher (social) level nodes. This 
distributes the popularity of higher level nodes to their lower level direct neighbours, and 
therefore considers the popularity of neighbour nodes in a node global popularity calculation. 
Meanwhile, as noted in Section 2.2.2, Mtibaa et al. [51], inspired by Google’s PageRank 
algorithm, proposed the PeopleRank routing algorithm for SONs. In this algorithm, the ranking 
(popularity) of node i, PeR(i), is calculated as the function of f s  direct neighbours’ rankings as 
follows
where i and j  are mobile nodes, F(i) is the set of direct neighbours that link to node /, and d is a 
damping factor which is defined as the probability at any encounter that the social relation 
between nodes help to improve the ranking of both nodes. The social-relations popularity 
calculation, however, is intended to distribute the popularity of higher level nodes to their lower 
level neighbours and therefore differs from the PeopleRank’s node popularity calculation (Eq.
(4.15)) as follows:
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a) The social-relations popularity calculation uses directed (asymmetric) social influences, 
i.e. from a higher level node to its lower level direct neighbours.
b) In the social-relations popularity calculation, it is assumed that a higher level node 
derives no benefit from having relationships with its lower level neighbours and obtains 
its social status only from its own effort or position. In contrast, a lower level node can 
receive its social status both from its own effort and from social relationships with 
higher level nodes.
c) Whereas the PeopleRank’s node popularity calculation needs prior knowledge of social 
relations between individuals to define their friendships (e.g. by looking at their 
Facebook profiles, common interests and other social information), the social-relations 
popularity calculation instead uses a distributed algorithm to enable a node to determine 
its friends (direct neighbours in a social graph) autonomously.
d) The social-relations popularity calculation does not use a damping factor that measures 
the randomness level of the forwarding strategy (originally the damping factor in 
PageRank was introduced to deal with the randomness behaviour of Internet users when 
choosing web pages in the PageRank algorithm). Instead, it uses a social impact factor 
(f) for 0 < <f < 1, which controls the neighbours’ social influences on a node’s
popularity can receive social benefits from the nodes with higher popularity, from Eq. (4-14) a^, 
can be defined to equal to “1” if > Xj and = 0 otherwise, and therefore ay  =£ aji (unless 
the nodes have equal popularity). Moreover, it is also assumed that the popularity of a higher level 
node is shared by all its lower level neighbours, and is weighted by the interaction (tie) strengths 
between the neighbour nodes to the node. As a result, the closer neighbours derive more influence 
from the higher level node. Eventually, the social-relations popularity of node i in time window t 
can be calculated as
where a; j represents the existence of a directional social influence from node j  to i and is equal to 
‘1’ for P tgiobai(j) > P tgiobai(0 or ‘0’ otherwise, F(i) is the set of f s  direct neighbours 
(friends), Wji is the tie strength between node i and j ,  and P tgiobai(i) is the average cumulative 
global popularity of node i at time window t calculated as
popularity.
By assuming that a social influence occurs in a single direction where only nodes with lower
P globalO”) (4.16)
P tgiobai(.0= m e a n { P t %zo*a i(0 ..... P0giobai(0) (4.17)
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where P tgiObai(.0 is the instantaneous global popularity of node i at time window t.
4.2.3 Node Global Popularity
Node global popularity is calculated by combining both the node intrinsic popularity (Section 
4.2.1) and node social-relations popularity (Section 4.2.2). The instantaneous value of node global 
popularity of node i at time window t, P tgiobai(0, is given by
= P f  .P%oc(0 (418)
where P t in t(0  is the intrinsic popularity of node i at time window t, P tsoc(i) is the social- 
relations popularity of node i at time window t, and f i s  a social impact factor that controls the 
impact of the neighbours’ social influences on the node global popularity and lies in the range of 
0 < f  < 1 . When f  = 0, the neighbours’ social influences on a node’s global popularity vanish 
and the node global popularity depends only on the node’s own (intrinsic) popularity. This metric, 
P 1 global CO» measures the global ranking of node i in the network at time window t and is used as 
TraDA’s routing metric to select better relay nodes.
4.2.4 TraDA Algorithm
In self-organizing networks, such as opportunistic networks, a mobile node should be able to 
autonomously sense its direct neighbours. The terminology “familiar set” in [35] is used in TraDA 
to define the set of friends (direct neighbours) of a node (here, called a friendship set, F). Here, 
we use the terms friends and direct neighbours interchangeably. Each node keeps a map of its 
encountered nodes together with the corresponding cumulative contact duration. When the total 
contact duration of an encountered node exceeds a given friendship threshold, Fth , the node is 
promoted to be included into the current node’s friendship set. In the language of graph theory, 
both the nodes have a direct link (relation). Furthermore, a direction and weight are applied to the 
link to represent the social influence direction and tie strength between the nodes, respectively.
The TraDA forwarding algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4-1. Whenever two nodes are in contact 
at time window t and the peer is in the current node’s friendship set, the nodes exchange two 
pieces of information to calculate node social-relations popularity as follows:
a) P 1 global : the average node global popularity at time window t, and
b) tSiower : the total tie strength of a node to its lower level neighbours. This is calculated as 
EkEF(i) aik ■ wik , where k is the node in node fs  friendship set (F(i)), wik is the tie 
strength between i and k, and aik = 1 if the node f  s global popularity is higher than k’s 
or aik = 0 if otherwise.
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The current node then updates its social-relations popularity based on the peer’s information 
(using Eq. (4.16)) and recalculates its global popularity (using Eq. (4.18)). After this initial 
exchange of information, if the current node has a message in the buffer, a copy of the message is 
forwarded to the peer if the global popularity of the peer at the contact time window t, 
P tgiobai(Peer)> is larger than that of the current node, or if the peer is the final message 
destination (direct delivery). Finally, when the contact terminates, if the peer is not in the current 
node’s friendship set the current node updates a map (peer, ts(peer)), where ts(peer) is the total 
contact duration of the current node to the peer. If ts(peer) now exceeds the friendship threshold 
Fth, the peer will be included in the current node’s friendship set.
Algorithm 4-1. TraDA forwarding (i)
Require: PSOc ( 0  0, Pg iobai(Q  <- 0, F(t) <- 0
while i is in contact with j  at time window t do
/* social-relations popularity calculation */
if j  G F(t) then
send  (P tg io b ^ Q > tSiower(i))
receive (P tglobal (/), t s lower (/))
update P t so c (0 (Eq. 4.16)
update PtgiobaiiQ (Eq. 4.18)
end if
/TraDA forwarding decision*/
while 3 77i G b u f f e r ( i )  do
if j  = d e s t(m )  then
forward  (copy of m ,j)
delete m
end if
else if Ptgiobaiij) > PtgiobaitQthen
forward  (copy of m ,j)
end if
end while
end while
/* when the contact terminates */
if j  g F(i) then
update map (J, ts(/))
if ts ( j )  > Fth then F(t) <- j
end if
end if
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4.3 TraDA Performance Evaluation
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
This section discusses the choice of simulation scenarios, parameters and evaluation metrics used 
in the performance evaluation of TraDA. The protocol is implemented using the ONE 
(Opportunistic Network Environment) simulator [8], an event-driven simulator for opportunistic 
networks developed in the SINDTN and CATDTN projects supported by Nokia Research Centre. 
The simulator is written in Java programming language and abstracts message transfers at the 
network level, so it does not consider radio or MAC layer issues, such as radio interference or 
packet loss due to link layer contention. The main parameters of the ONE simulator for the 
TraDA evaluation are given in Table 4-1. The number of nodes in the network and the length of 
simulation time vary depending on the mobility scenario. The node buffer size is set to 20 MB 
and the message size is 10 kB. The message creation interval is modelled as a Poisson process 
with the mean is set to different values for the two mobility scenarios. The message time-to-live 
(TTL) is set to 3 weeks, which is the TTL value where Bubble Rap has the best performance in 
terms of delivery probability and cost. Finally, the sender and receiver of each message are chosen 
randomly in the simulation.
Table 4-1. The ONE simulation principal parameters
Simulation Parameters
Mobility scenario Reality Sassy
Number of nodes 97 25
Simulation time 16981816 s 
(~  196 days)
6413284 s 
(~  74 days)
Msg. generation interval ~  12 msgs/h ~  6 msgs/h
Node buffer size 20 MB
Message TTL 1814400 s (= 3 weeks)
Message size 10 kB
Real life mobility traces are used for the simulation’s node mobility scenario as follows:
a) The Reality dataset [7]: In this experiment, 100 smart phones were deployed among the 
students and staffs of MIT over a period of 9 months. These phones were running 
software that logged contacts with other Bluetooth enabled devices by performing 
Bluetooth device discovery every five minutes. It captured academic activities in the 
campus over one academic year.
b) The Sassy trace [9]: The trace was collected using a mobile sensor network with TMote 
invent devices carried by 27 participants from the University of St. Andrews, comprising 
25 students and 2 members of the staff. The invent devices are able to detect and store 
information about encounters between each other within radius of 10 metres, and were
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programmed to send discovery beacons at every 6.67 seconds. The experiment was 
performed for a period of 74 days, in which the participants were asked to carry their 
devices and to keep them on at all times, whether in or out of the town of St. Andrews.
The following evaluation metrics are used for performance evaluation:
• Delivery ratio: the ratio of the number of messages successfully delivered divided by the 
total number of messages created.
• Delivery delay: the time between the creation of a message and the delivery of the 
message to its final destination.
• GINI index: this measure of statistical dispersion calculates the inequality among values 
of a frequency distribution and is given as [81]
G/M= 2n2p
where x t, n and p. is the ith data, the number of data and mean, respectively. A GINI 
index of ‘0’ expresses perfect equality, where all values are identical, and ‘1’ describes 
maximum inequality among values. In this performance evaluation, the GINI index 
gauges the traffic distribution fairness level in the network, i.e. an index value of ‘O’ 
means that the traffic is distributed evenly among all nodes in the network and a value of 
‘ 1 ’ indicates that only a single node processes all traffic in the network.
• Message overhead ratio: the ratio of the number of overhead messages to the number of 
messages successfully delivered. The total number of overhead messages is calculated as 
the total forwarded (copy) messages minus the total number of message delivered.
In order to benchmark the performance of TraDA, multi-copy (replication) protocols, namely 
Random node ranking and Bubble Rap [4], are considered. These algorithms are described as 
follows:
• Random node ranking: Here, the selection of relay nodes is done randomly, instead of 
choosing the relay nodes with higher global popularity (ranking). When two nodes come 
into contact, they generate random numbers as their global popularities, and the sending 
node only forwards a message copy to the peer if the latter has popularity higher than the 
former’s popularity. This forwarding algorithm therefore disregards the structural 
information of a node in the (social) network when making forwarding decisions.
• Bubble Rap: Initially, for performance evaluation in Section 4.3.2 one of Bubble Rap’s 
techniques for calculating node degree, namely C-Window, is used. This technique is a 
cumulative moving average that determines node degree in a time window by calculating 
the degree value averaged over all previous time windows. The delivery performance of
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the C-Window is compared with TraDA. Later, in Section 4.3 TraDA is extended by 
including community knowledge in the algorithm: this is called TraDA-Comm. This is 
intended to provide a fair comparison between TraDA-Comm and the full Bubble Rap 
algorithm. Along with global popularity, both Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm also 
consider community knowledge in their forwarding decisions. The community 
information measures the closeness of a relay node with the destination (a transitivity 
property). When either a node or its contact is in the destination’s community, local 
popularity (i.e. node ranking in the community) is considered in the forwarding decision, 
instead of global popularity.
4.3.2 Simulation Results
This section presents simulation results that compare the performance of TraDA with the 
benchmark algorithms. Initially only node intrinsic popularity measure (Section 4.2.1) is 
considered as the forwarding metric: the Kalman prediction performance is compared with the 
Random node ranking and the C-Window algorithms. Afterwards, the results are extended to 
consider TraDA, with its node global popularity, which is the combined function (Eq. (4.18)) of 
both node intrinsic popularity and social-relations popularity. TraDA is again compared with both 
the Random node ranking and the C-Window algorithms.
4.3.2.1 Node Intrinsic Popularity Global Ranking Algorithms
Figs. 4-8 and 4-9 depict the intrinsic popularity of an illustrative hub node and non-hub node, 
respectively, in a time series from the Reality dataset. For each time window, three measures of 
the node intrinsic popularity are calculated using real measurements (yt), Kalman prediction (yt) 
and C-Window (yt). For the Kalman parameter model, a higher value of Rt than Qt is used (i.e. 
Rt = R = 5 and Qt = Q = 1), meaning that the system is less responsive when reacting large 
variations of the observed data {yt}. Indeed, with the high Rt the system assumes the observed 
data contain large variance noise. As a result, Figs. 4-8 and 4-9 show that the Kalman prediction 
is able to give a ‘filter effect’ on the large fluctuation of the observed data. Moreover, for the 
Kalman prediction, as assumed in Section 4.2.1 seasonality St is deterministic with the period d = 
7 days. As shown in both figures, the Kalman prediction is able to capture the variations of node 
intrinsic popularity and hence provides better estimates of the node intrinsic popularity in a given 
time window than C-Window (i.e. y t is a better estimator of y t). C-Window slowly adapts to 
node popularity changes and also disregards the existing periodicity of human activities.
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Figure 4-8: Time series of the intrinsic popularity of an illustrative hub node in Reality
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Figure 4-9: Time series of the intrinsic popularity of an illustrative non-hub node in Reality
The delivery performance of the protocols that use node intrinsic popularity as the routing metric 
is now discussed. Figs. 4-10 and 4-11 show the performance evaluation results of the forwarding 
protocols when node intrinsic popularity is calculated using each of Random ranking, C-Window 
and Kalman prediction techniques in the Reality and Sassy datasets, respectively. The number of 
runs for each particular configuration was set to 10 with different random number generator seeds.
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Figure 4-10: Node intrinsic popularity global ranking algorithm: performance metrics for Reality
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Figure 4-11: Node intrinsic popularity global ranking algorithm: performance metrics for Sassy
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The figures show that Kalman prediction produces a slightly better network delivery performance 
than C-Window, measured by delivery ratio and traffic distribution fairness (GINI index), in both 
Reality and Sassy scenarios. Moreover, the improvement in delivery ratio is not associated with 
an increase in delivery cost (as measured by the message overhead ratio), and the Kalman 
prediction manages this cost as well as C-Window. However, Kalman prediction increases the 
average delivery latency beyond that of C-Window in both scenarios. Kalman prediction’s worse 
delivery delay performance is actually related to the reduced traffic at the hub nodes. As shown in 
Figs. 4-10 and 4-11 (lower left), Kalman prediction has a lower GINI index than that of C- 
Window; hence it produces a better traffic distribution. Even though the decrease in GINI index 
of Kalman prediction seems insignificant in both scenarios, in fact the total traffic received by 
some hub nodes is reduced considerably. For example, Fig. 4-12 shows the fraction of traffic 
carried by nodes in the Reality scenario for C-Window and Kalman prediction. It is clear that 
Kalman prediction (Fig. 4-12.b) is able to significantly reduce the total traffic received in the most 
important nodes. However, while Kalman prediction successfully redirects much of the network 
traffic away from the hub nodes, this eventually leads to a significant increase of the average 
delivery delay in the network (Fig. 4-10 upper right). Thus a trade-off exists between traffic 
distribution fairness and delivery delay performance.
In the case of Random node ranking (Figs. 4-10 and 4-11), both the GINI index and delivery 
delay are very good in both scenarios, but there is an extremely high delivery cost (message 
overhead ratio). Yet, Figs. 4-10 and 4-11 show even in the Random node ranking forwarding 
strategy, which disregards node popularity (social status) in its forwarding decision, the traffic 
distribution fairness is still quite poor, with a GINI index ~ 0.45 in both scenarios. This again 
suggests the existence of a non-random connectivity structure in human networks, where some 
most important nodes (i.e. hub nodes) still receive much more traffic, even when random 
forwarding is applied in the network.
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Figure 4-12: Traffic dist. for C-Window and Kalman pred. based forwarding in Reality
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4.3.2.2 TraDA Global Ranking Algorithm
Node global popularity, i.e. the combination of node intrinsic popularity and node social-relations 
popularity, is now considered in this section; this provides the node global ranking in the TraDA 
algorithm. The consequence of this that a low social level (less popular) node can “receive” some 
of the popularity of its higher social level (more popular) neighbour(s), thereby increasing its own 
social status (popularity) in the network. The social influence is described as a vector, with its 
direction towards a low level node and its weight that is proportional to the tie strength between 
the nodes. A low level node that has a stronger relationship with its higher level peer will receive 
more social influence than other low level nodes in the peer’s neighbourhood.
TraDA defines a node’s neighbourhood in terms of its friendship set, where an encountered node 
is included in a current node’s friendship set if their contact duration exceeds a given friendship 
threshold (Fth). This threshold is essential for TraDA’s performance since it determines a node’s 
friendship set size and hence affects the node’s widespread social influence in the network. Table 
4-2 shows the friendship sets of illustrative hub nodes and non-hub nodes in the Reality dataset 
for various values of friendship threshold Fth (in seconds). It is clear that the friendship sets of the 
hub nodes decrease with the increasing of Fth\ a larger Fth means that a smaller number of nodes 
will benefit from the hub node’s influence, hence reducing the spread of social influence in the 
hub node’s neighbourhood. Typically, hub nodes have weaker relationships with their neighbours 
since they are more active and can meet many more other nodes. Granovetter [98] emphasized the 
importance of weak ties in disseminating information in human (social) networks. On the other 
hand, a non-hub node normally has stronger ties with its friends (direct neighbours), with its 
friendship set being relatively independent of Fth.
Table 4-2. The friendship set of hub and non-hub nodes in Reality for various F t h  
Node 28 (hub node)
Fth (s) Friendship Set
150k [0, 5, 13, 15, 17, 33, 38, 56, 74, 77, 82, 85, 94, 95]
200k [0, 5, 15, 17, 33, 38, 56, 74, 77, 82, 85, 94, 95]
250k [0, 15, 17, 38, 56, 74, 77, 82, 85, 94, 95]
300k [15, 17, 38, 56, 77, 82, 85, 94, 95]
Node 80 (hub node)
Fth (s) Friendship Set
150k [5, 7, 13, 15, 17, 20, 2 2 ,  32 , 82 , 84, 85, 95]
200k [5, 7, 13, 17, 20, 22,
CMCM 84, 95]
250k [5, 7, 13, 17, 20, 22, 8 2 ,  84 , 95]
300k [5, 13 17, 22, 82 84 95]
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Node 1 (non-hub node)
Fth (s) Friendship"Set, ‘
150k [46, 62, 81, 93, 96]
200k [46, 62, 81, 93, 96]
250k [46, 62, 81, 93, 96]
300k [46, 62, 81, 93, 96]
Node 81 (non-hub node)
Fth (s) Friendship Set
150k [1, 20, 46, 62, 93, 96]
200k [1, 20, 46, 62, 93, 96]
250k [1, 20, 46, 62, 93, 96]
300k [1, 20, 46, 62, 93, 96]
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Figure 4-13: Performance evaluation of TraDA compared to benchmark protocols for Reality (f=0.8)
The delivery performance of the TraDA algorithm is now discussed. TraDA’s performance is 
again compared with the benchmark algorithms, namely C-Window and Random node ranking, in 
the Reality (Fig. 4-13) and Sassy (Fig. 4-14) mobility scenarios. For Reality, friendship thresholds 
Fth = 150k, 250k and 300k seconds are used. For Sassy, Fth = 2k, 3k and 4k seconds since the 
human network is sparse [99]. The social impact factor f  = 0.8 in both scenarios, which controls 
the impact of neighbours’ social influences on a node’s global popularity. The GINI index (Fig. 4- 
15), delivery ratio (Fig. 4-16) and delivery delay (Fig. 4-17) are plotted as a function of a social
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impact factor (f), for Fth = 150ks in Reality and Fth = 2ks in Sassy, to show the impact on 
TraDA’s delivery performance of including social-relations popularity in the node global 
popularity.
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Figure 4-14: Performance evaluation of TraDA compared to benchmark protocols for Sassy (f=0.8)
The main goal of TraDA is to improve traffic distribution fairness in the network, and from the 
significant decrease in the GINI index of TraDA compared to that of C-Window in Figs. 4-13 and 
4-14, this is achieved in both mobility scenarios. This GINI reduction has little impact on the 
delivery ratio or overhead ratio. Furthermore, Figs. 4-13 and 4-14 shows that when the friendship 
threshold (Fth) decreases, the TraDA’s traffic distribution fairness performance increases, with a 
reduced GINI index. This is because the decrease of the friendship threshold results in an increase 
of the friendship set size, mainly in the hub nodes, and hence more low-level nodes gain social 
influence from the hub nodes. These low-level nodes therefore increase their global popularity 
and the probability they will receive relay traffic, and finally this improves traffic distribution 
fairness in the network.
On the other hand, TraDA also negatively impacts the delivery delay performance in both 
mobility scenarios. As shown in Figs. 4-13 and 4-14, when TraDA reduces the GINI index in the 
network, the network delivery delay increases. The explanation of this is similar to that given in 
the Kalman prediction (Section 4.3.2.1): when TraDA successfully decreases the GINI index, it
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redirects some of the network traffic away from the hub nodes. Since the message deliveries in the 
network now prefer to use alternative paths (rather than shortest-paths via hub nodes), this 
increases the overall network delivery delay. Erramilli et al. [100] found the “path explosion” 
phenomenon between most pairs of nodes in SONs, where there exist some near-optimal paths 
between a source and destination, once the shortest-path message delivery successfully occurs. 
This inherent characteristic of SONs enables TraDA to reduce network traffic through hub nodes 
and hence improves traffic distribution fairness in the network without significantly reducing the 
network’s delivery ratio. However, since TraDA now favours sub-optimal paths (that are 
normally longer than shortest-paths) to deliver messages to the destinations, it eventually incurs 
larger overall delivery latencies. Given that SONs are assumed to be delay-tolerant, this increase 
in delivery delay is not considered significant; instead, the reduced load on the hub nodes, 
reflected in the improved GINI index, represents a substantial improvement in the performance of 
the network.
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Figure 4-15: Social impact factor (f) vs. GINI index for Reality (Ft/l=150ks) and Sassy ( F th= 2 k s )
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Figure 4-16: Social impact factor (f) vs. delivery ratio for Reality (Ftft=150ks) and Sassy (Ft/l=2ks)
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Figure 4-17: Delivery delay vs. social impact factor (f) for Reality (Ft/l=150ks) and Sassy (Ft/l=2ks)
The impact on node global popularity of varying the social impact factor (f) (Eq. (4.18)) is now 
discussed. Figs. 4-15 to 4-17 show the variation of traffic distribution fairness (GINI index), 
delivery ratio and average delivery delay, respectively, with social impact factor (f). The 
friendship thresholds {Fth)  are set at 150ks for Reality and 2ks for Sassy. When the social impact 
factor f  = 0, social-relations popularity vanishes from the node global popularity measure and 
hence only node intrinsic popularity exists in the TraDA routing metric. The results therefore 
match with those of the Kalman prediction (Section 4.3.2.1). As the social impact factor (f) 
increases, the GINI index decreases at a similar rate in both mobility scenarios (Fig. 4-15). This 
verifies that including the social-relations popularity measure in the node global popularity indeed 
improves traffic distribution fairness in the network. However, as shown in Fig. 4-17 the increase 
of <f increases the delivery latency in both scenarios. This larger delivery latency occurs because 
with larger more network traffic is directed away from the hub nodes and on to sub-optimal 
paths. On the other hand, due to the path-explosion effect [100], the message delivery via these 
sub-optimal paths does not necessarily reduce the overall delivery ratio in the network and TraDA 
is able to keep the delivery ratio quite constant when reducing the GINI index (Fig. 4-16).
In summary, the introduction of the TraDA node global popularity metric produces a significant 
improvement in traffic distribution fairness in SONs, with little change in delivery ratio or 
overhead ratio (message delivery cost), but at the expense of higher delivery latency. Varying the 
social impact factor <f gives a trade-off between GINI index (traffic distribution fairness) and 
delivery delay.
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4.4 TraDA with Community Knowledge
4.4.1 TraDA-Comm Protocol Design
In this section the TraDA algorithm is extended by including community knowledge in order to 
examine the effect of this information on TraDA’s delivery performance, and to make a fair 
comparison with the full Bubble Rap algorithm. Bubble Rap uses both node centrality and 
knowledge of the community that the destination belongs to as a basis for routing; it uses 
community knowledge to increase message delivery probability. A community (social clique) can 
in general be defined as a subset of individuals or nodes with stronger connections among 
themselves than other nodes; it usually implies a social group, such as friends, family or co­
workers. Typically, a high clustering coefficient often correlates with the existence of a 
community in the network. However, community interpretation is more subjective and 
community membership depends on the community detection algorithm and various thresholds. 
Hui et al. [35] proposed distributed community detection algorithms to be used in self-organising 
networks, such as opportunistic networks, i.e. Simple, ^-Clique and Modularity. The performance 
evaluation presented below uses one of Hui’s algorithms, namely the ^-Clique distributed 
community detection algorithm (shown in Algorithm 4-2).
Algorithm 4-2. ^-Clique distributed community detection algorithm
1) For each node/vertex, v0 needs to maintain the following information: a list of 
encountered nodes and their contact duration, its familiar set FS0, its local community 
detected so far Q , and a local approximation of the familiar sets of all vertices in its local 
community C0 FSoLC0 = {(FSj\vj 6 C0)}
2) Initialisation: C0 is set to {v0}, FS0 = 0 and FSoLC0 = 0
3) When v0 encounters another they exchange local information, i.e. v0 will acquire from 
Vi the following: Q, FSi and FSoLCi
4) If Vi is not in FS0, v0 updates the total contact duration counter of Vj, which is stored at 
v0, until v t falls out of contact and meanwhile the algorithm forks and proceeds to the 
next step (5). When the total contact duration has exceed a certain threshold, Tth, v0 will 
insert Vi in FS0 and C0.
5) If Vi is not in C0, then add v t to C0 if the familiar set FSi contains at least k — 1 members 
of the local community C0: |F ^  n C0\ > k — 1
6) If Vi is added to C0 in the previous steps, the aggressive variants of the algorithm behave 
as follows: consider each vertex Vj inside Q (the local community of Vj), if its familiar set 
FSj contains at least k — 1 members of C0 (the local community of v0), Vj is added to the
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local community C0, i.e. if \FSj A C0| > /c — 1. If this criteria is satisfied, then FSoLC0 
also needs to be updated to include FSj.
Algorithm 4-3. TraDA-Comm forwarding (i)
Require: Psoc(i) <- 0, Pgiobai(.Q 0, F(t) 0, F5(t) <- 0, C(i) <- 0, FSoLC(i) <- 0
while z is in contact with j  at time window t do 
/* social-relations popularity calculation */ 
if j  6 F(i) then
send (P 1 g lo b a l^ ’ t s lower(F))
receive ( P 1 gl/0bal(j). Slower(/))
update P tS0C(X) (Eq. 4.16)
update P*giobai(.0 (Eq. 4.18)
end if
/* k-Clique community detection algorithm */
if j  2  F5(i) AND ; 6 C(t) then 
5e«rf(F5(0,C(i),FSoLC(0) 
receive (F50'), CO), FSoLC(j))
if ; E C (i) then
if |F 50) n C(i)l >  k -  1 then 
C ( 0 W
for I G CO)
if | f 5 ( 0  n C(i)| > k  — l  then 
C(i) 1
FSoLC(i) <- F5(Z) 
end if 
end for 
end if 
end if
end if
/*TraDA-Comm forwarding decision*/ 
while 3 m e  b u f f e r { i)  do
if j  = dest(rri) then forw ard  (copy of m ,j), delete m 
else if P t locai( j)  >  P^ocaiiO  then 
forward  (copy of m ,j)  
delete m
else if ptgiobaiQ) > P tgiobai(Q then forw ard  (copy of m ,j)  
end if 
end while 
end while
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/* when the contact terminates */ 
if j  £ F(i) OR ; g FS(t) then 
update map (J, ts(j))  
end if
if ts(j) > Fth then F(i) <- j  
end if
if ts(/) > Tth then F5(t) <- j  
end if
The TraDA algorithm is extended to become a community-aware routing protocol (hereafter, this 
is called TraDA-Comm) by adding a distributed community detection algorithm (i.e. ^-Clique 
algorithm) and modifying the TraDA algorithm into Algorithm 4-3. Since the study of TraDA in 
this chapter primarily focuses on node global popularity across the entire network, TraDA-Comm 
therefore simply follows Bubble Rap when calculating node local popularity in a community. In 
Bubble Rap, a node’s local popularity (local degree) is defined as the number of distinct nodes in 
the node’s community that has been encountered in a given time interval. Using a cumulative 
moving average (i.e. C-Window), a node’s local degree in a time window is determined by 
calculating the average value of node’s local degrees in all previous windows. As with Bubble 
Rap, TraDA-Comm allows nodes that are not in the destination’s community to delete the (copy) 
messages already delivered to the destination’s community, to reduce message overhead cost.
4.4.2 TraDA-Comm Performance Evaluation
Figs. 4-18 and 4-19 depict the performance of TraDA-Comm and Bubble Rap in Reality and 
Sassy, respectively. C-Window and TraDA are also included in the performance comparison. 
TraDA is initially compared with its community-aware variant, TraDA-Comm, to evaluate the 
impact of community knowledge on TraDA’s delivery performance. Finally, TraDA-Comm is 
compared with Bubble Rap to identify potential performance improvements compared to the 
state-of-the-art. The performance evaluation of TraDA-Comm in this section uses the same 
experimental setup of the ONE simulator as in the TraDA evaluation (Section 4.3.2.2). For the k- 
Clique algorithm’s parameters used by TraDA-Comm and Bubble Rap, k = 5 and Tth = 250ks are 
used for Reality (which in [35] has the best performance of detecting real communities), and /c = 3 
and Tth = 3ks for Sassy. For social-relations popularity parameters, the same friendship thresholds 
as in the TraDA evaluation (Section 4.3.2.2) are used, i.e. Fth = 150ks, 250ks and 300ks for 
Reality, and Fth = 2ks, 3ks and 4ks for Sassy. The social impact factor <f = 0.8 is used in both 
scenarios.
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Figure 4-18: Performance evaluation of Bubble Rap vs. TraDA-Comm in Reality
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Figure 4-19: Performance evaluation of Bubble Rap vs. TraDA-Comm in Sassy
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Figs. 4-18 and 4-19 show that adding community knowledge generally improves TraDA’s 
delivery ratio and overhead ratio in both mobility scenarios. The performance improvement in 
Reality is more obvious than in Sassy: in Reality more global traffic can be converted into local 
traffic, bringing a greater improvement to TraDA-Comm (in this section, traffic is defined as 
global or local depending on whether forwarding decisions are made based on node global 
popularity or local popularity). In addition, TraDA-Comm reduces the average delivery latency of 
TraDA in both scenarios. Again, as mentioned in Section 4.3.2.2 TraDA redirects some network 
traffic away from the hub nodes and on to sub-optimal paths, resulting in significant increases in 
delivery latency. With the local delivery system of TraDA-Comm, when messages (traffic) enter 
the destinations’ communities, they leave the sub-optimal paths and traverse local delivery paths 
towards the destinations that typically are shorter, thus reducing the overall delivery latency 
compared to TraDA. Furthermore, in term of traffic distribution fairness (measured by GINI 
index), TraDA-Comm performs as well as TraDA in improving traffic distribution for all Fth 
values in both scenarios: since the majority of traffic carried by the nodes, particularly the hub 
nodes, is global traffic, local traffic seems to affect only marginally the overall traffic distribution 
in the network. This also verifies that node global popularity metric has bigger influence on traffic 
distribution fairness in the network than node local popularity metric in TraDA-Comm. Moreover, 
TraDA-Comm also benefits from the strategy of deleting unnecessary copy messages, so it can 
reduce the delivery cost below that of TraDA without necessarily decreasing the delivery ratio (in 
fact, the delivery ratio of TraDA-Comm is higher than that of TraDA in both mobility scenarios).
Finally, the delivery performance of TraDA-Comm is compared with Bubble Rap. Since the main 
goal of TraDA-Comm is to improve traffic distribution fairness in the network (i.e. to obtain a 
low GINI index), Figs. 4.18 and 4-19 show that this is achieved in both mobility scenarios, while 
TraDA-Comm keeps the delivery ratio as high as that of Bubble Rap. As in TraDA, the GINI 
reduction in TraDA-Comm is larger when the friendship threshold {Fth) is lower. In addition, 
Figs. 4-20 and 4-21 depict the traffic distribution in Reality and Sassy, respectively, for Bubble 
Rap and TraDA-Comm (Ft/l=150ks, f  = 0.8 for Reality and Fth=2ks, f  = 0.8 for Sassy) with the 
^-Clique parameters (/c=5, 7^=25Oks for Reality and Æ=3, Tth=3ks for Sassy). The figures show 
that TraDA-Comm considerably reduces the traffic carried by the hub nodes in both scenarios; for 
example the traffic in node 95 of Reality is reduced from 17.5% (in Bubble Rap) to 8.5% (in 
TraDA-Comm) and in node 5 of Sassy is reduced from 21% (in Bubble Rap) to 14% (in TraDA- 
Comm). Simultaneously, TraDA-Comm increases the total traffic carried by the non-hub nodes, 
thus improving traffic distribution fairness: in Reality (Fig. 4-18) the GINI index of 0.8648 
(Bubble Rap) reduces to 0.6807 (TraDA-Comm Fth=150ks, <f = 0.8) and in Sassy (Fig. 4-19) the 
GINI index of 0.745 (Bubble Rap) reduces to 0.6468 (TraDA-Comm Fth=2ks, <f = 0.8).
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Figure 4-20: Traffic distribution in Reality with ^-Clique parameters k  =  5 , T th =  250ks
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Figure 4-21: Traffic distribution in Sassy with A>Clique parameters k  =  3 , T th =  2ks
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However, the GINI improvement of TraDA-Comm results in a significant increase of delivery 
latency beyond that of Bubble Rap in both scenarios. Community knowledge (to be exact local 
traffic) only slightly helps TraDA-Comm in reducing the delivery delay: since the majority of 
traffic is global traffic, this contributes more to TraDA-Comm’s transfer delay performance than 
local traffic. Lastly, in term of delivery cost (message overhead) performance, both protocols 
benefit from the low-cost message delivery strategy, and in Reality the cost reduction is more 
obvious since more global traffic is converted into local traffic, and thus more unnecessary (copy) 
messages are deleted in the network.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has presented TraDA, a novel social-aware routing protocol principally targeted at 
improving traffic distribution fairness in SONs. It demonstrates that TraDA achieves this fairness, 
significantly reducing the GINI index below that of C-Window while kept its delivery ratio as 
high as C-Window’s. This is a significant result for these networks, because it produces a more 
even consumption of network nodes’ resources, such as memory and energy. However, TraDA 
has delivery latency noticeably higher than that of C-Window. The social impact factor (f) can be 
used to trade-off an improved fairness (GINI index) with delivery delay. Given that SONs are 
assumed to be delay-tolerant, this increase in delivery time represents an acceptable trade-off 
compared to the improved traffic distribution fairness in the network and the reduced resource 
consumption in the hub nodes.
The chapter has also presented TraDA-Comm, a community-aware variant of TraDA, which 
reflects Bubble Rap’s use of community knowledge. TraDA-Comm significantly improves on 
TraDA in terms of its delivery ratio, delivery delay and delivery cost, while maintaining a similar 
level of traffic distribution fairness. Again, TraDA-Comm significantly improves the traffic 
distribution fairness of Bubble Rap, while keeping the delivery ratio and overhead as high as 
Bubble Rap’s. However, the TraDA-Comm’s reduced GINI index (improved traffic distribution 
fairness) results in the significant increase delivery delay beyond that of Bubble Rap.
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Chapter 5
5 Congestion Avoidance for Social-Aware 
Routing (CASAR)
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 showed that by improving node global popularity calculation in TraDA, better traffic 
distribution fairness can be obtained in the network and also TraDA is able to reduce the total 
traffic processed in the most central nodes (hub nodes). TraDA can bring better network-wide 
impact, i.e. improved traffic distribution fairness in the network, but the hub nodes still suffer 
from frequent buffer congestion occurrences leading to a large number of message drops. Using 
the simulation of the C-Window and TraDA (Fth = 250ks, <f = 0.8) routing protocols in Section 
4.3.2.2, the traffic distribution in Reality is depicted in Fig. 5-1. In addition, Figs. 5-2 and 5-3 
show the number of messages received per hour and buffer occupancy as a function of time, 
respectively, for a typical hub node (node 95) in Reality.
Imllll
7141
Node ID
(b) TraDA(a) C-Window
Figure 5-1: Traffic distribution in Reality
Fig. 5-1 shows that TraDA indeed improves the traffic distribution fairness of C-Window and 
simultaneously reduces the total traffic processed in the hub nodes, i.e. node 28, 56 and 95 (in 
Reality, node ids are [0-96]). However, Fig. 5-2(b) shows that in TraDA the hub node (node 95) 
still receives a large number of relay messages beyond its buffer capacity during a node contact
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(from the ONE main simulation parameters in Table 4-1, the node buffer size is 20 MB and the 
message size is lOkB, hence the node buffer capacity is ~ 2000 messages). As a result, congestion 
frequently occurs in the hub node’s buffer throughout the simulation (shown in Fig. 5-3(b)), 
leading to a large number of message drops. This wastes the hub node’s resources, such as 
storage, power and bandwidth, and in turn degrades the network delivery performance metrics, 
such as delivery ratio and cost.
Time unit= 1 hour
Node 95
500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000
Time unit= 1 hour
(a) C-Window (b) TraDA
Figure 5-2: Traffic processed per hour for a hub node in Reality
I8
Im
Time unit = 1 hour
(a) C-Window (k) TraDA
Figure 5-3: Buffer occupancy as a function of time for a hub node in Reality
This chapter discusses and presents a congestion avoidance strategy for social-aware routing 
(CASAR), a complementary strategy of social-aware routing protocols aimed at minimizing 
buffer congestion occurrences particularly in the most central (popular) nodes. Social-aware 
routing protocols, such as Bubble Rap and SimBet, were designed to achieve high delivery 
probability in SONs. By favouring more popular nodes as information carriers, relatively low 
delivery latency can be achieved in these protocols, but at the cost of high buffer congestion
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probability in these nodes, mainly in the most popular nodes (hub nodes). CASAR therefore 
intends to achieve the best trade-off between two conflicting goals: low delivery delay and low 
buffer congestion probability. CASAR’s design space strategy is depicted in Fig. 5-4, where 
CASAR is considered as a complementary strategy of social-aware routing protocols to minimize 
buffer congestion occurrences in network nodes, particularly in the most central nodes (hub 
nodes).
Shortest-path
À
Bubble Rap 
SimBet CASAR
Buffer congestion 
avoidance
Figure 5-4: CASAR design space strategy
5.2 CASAR Protocol Design
5.2.1 Congestion Characteristics in SONs
Before discussing the design of CASAR, it is worth to investigate congestion characteristics in 
SONs. This thesis uses the term “congestion” to specifically refer to “node buffer/storage 
congestion”. Thompson et al [64] argued that congestion levels will be higher near areas of 
higher node density in the network. Using a random-waypoint node mobility scenario in their 
simulation, they found that the node densities are fairly uniformly distributed in the network and 
so is the network congestion. However, this is not the case in SONs: since node (human) mobility 
in SONs is influenced by social networks that posses a non-random connectivity structure, the 
investigation below shows that congestion is not randomly distributed in the network, but is only 
concentrated in a small subset of network nodes, i.e. the most central nodes.
When node buffer space is considered as an economic commodity, then buffer congestion can be 
divided into two aspects: buffer space availability and demand. Buffer space availability is related 
with the amount of buffer free space at a time, while buffer space demand is associated with the 
number of buffer space requests received by a node at a time (this is also equal to the number of 
relay messages received by a node at a time, and in this thesis is called node relay traffic 
demand). Node buffer space availability and subsequently buffer space (relay traffic) demand 
characteristics in SONs are now discussed.
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5.2.1.1 Buffer Space Availability
In the literature, the calculation of buffer free space is straightforward as follows: the buffer free 
space at time t {Bfree(t)) is calculated as the sum of all message sizes in the buffer at time t (= 
buffer occupancy (B occ) or buffer queue length) subtracted from the buffer capacity {B c) as
v « w
B free  ( 0  — Bc B occ — Bc ^ s i z e  ( 0
i=l
Radenkovic et al. [56] argued that buffer free space can reflect node retentiveness, i.e. the ability 
of a node to keep possession of the messages that are sent to it, and nodes with limited storage are 
more susceptible to message loss. In the literature, on the other hand, node buffer occupancy 
(buffer queue length) is commonly used to identify congestion level in the network, such as in 
[59,64].
Fig. 5-5 depicts the changes of buffer occupancy over time (i.e. every 1 hour) of the highest 
degree node (node 95) and a low degree node (node 1) in Reality with the C-Window forwarding 
strategy. Fig. 5-5(a) shows that the hub node’s buffer occupancy rapidly increases during initial 
period of the simulation and then fluctuates between 90%-100%. In other words, the hub node’s 
buffer is frequently saturated throughout the simulation. Only in the inactive period of the Reality 
trace (i.e. holiday term), the hub node’s buffer occupancy significantly decreases. In the low 
degree node, however, as depicted in Fig. 5-5(b), the buffer occupancy is typically low and 
fluctuates slightly during the simulation. In addition, Fig. 5-6 shows the average buffer occupancy 
vs. node degree in Reality. It is clear that higher degree nodes typically have higher buffer 
occupancy and hence buffer congestion is more likely to occur in these nodes particularly in the 
highest degree nodes.
Time (hoi)
I
I
Time istit = 1 hour
(a) The highest degree node (b) A low degree node
Figure 5-5: Buffer occupancy as a function of time for the nodes in Reality
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Figure 5-6: Node degree vs. average buffer occupancy in Reality
Buffer space availability depends on how fast messages in the buffer can be released and in fact 
the messages can be removed from the buffer either “actively” or “passively”. In the single-copy 
forwarding case, a node actively deletes the messages in the buffer either when their copies have 
been forwarded to other nodes (already-serviced messages) or when the node needs more spaces 
for storing new message(s) (in the case of buffer saturation). In the multiple-copy forwarding 
case, however, a node can only drop the message(s) in the buffer when buffer congestion occurs, 
since the already-serviced messages are retained in the buffer for further replications. In both 
cases, moreover, the messages are (passively) deleted from the node buffer when their lifetimes 
(TTLs) expire.
In the multiple-copy forwarding case, node buffer occupancy is closely related with message 
lifetime (TTL). Fig. 5-7(a) and 5-7(b) depict the average buffer occupancy vs. node degree in 
Reality with the C-Window forwarding strategy for message with TTL=1 and 3 weeks, 
respectively. It is obvious that in the case of TTL=1 week, buffer occupancies in all the network 
nodes are certainly low (Fig. 5-7(a)). In addition, the simulation also shows that message drop due 
to buffer congestion is unlikely to occur in all the nodes. For example, Fig. 5-8 shows the change 
over time of buffer occupancy of the highest degree (hub) node, i.e. node 95, in Reality for 
message TTL=1 week and 3 weeks. It is obvious that in the case of message TTL=1 week, the 
hub node’s buffer is never saturated, hence message drop (due to buffer congestion) is unlikely to 
occur during the simulation. However, longer message lifetime typically can bring higher delivery 
ratio, but at the expense of higher buffer congestion probability mainly in the hub nodes. As 
shown in Figs. 5-7(b) and 5-8(b), in the case of message TTL=3 weeks, the buffer of the highest 
degree node is frequently saturated with average buffer occupancy ~ 90%. Further discussion in 
this chapter will focus in the case of long message TTL (i.e. TTL=3W), where CASAR is needed 
to minimize buffer congestion occurrences in network nodes, particularly hub nodes, while 
maintaining high network delivery performance.
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Node d e g re e
(a) TTL = 1  week (b) TTL = 3 weeks
Figure 5-7: Effect of message lifetime (TTL) on average buffer occupancy of nodes in Reality
Time unit = 1 how
!
i
Time in it = 1 hour
(a) TTL = 1W (b) TTL = 3W
Figure 5-8: Effect of message TTL on the hub node’s buffer occupancy
5.2.1.2 Buffer Space Demand
Estimating node buffer space demand (= relay traffic demand) is a challenging task for 
opportunistic network nodes since it requires global network traffic information. Instead, node 
local information, such as node’s own and neighbours’ past traffic observations, can be used to 
estimate current node relay traffic demand. In SONs, specifically, node relay traffic demand can 
also be calculated by considering the node’s position in a social network (= node social status). In 
fact, node relay traffic demand in SONs is closely related with the node popularity in a (social) 
network. In SNA, node popularity is commonly measured in terms of centrality. Fig. 5-9(a) 
depicts node degree (centrality) distribution in Reality (node degree is calculated using the C- 
Window technique [4] with the time window = 1 hour). It is clear that some nodes (such as node 
28, 56 and 95) have the highest degree and are very popular in the network. Fig. 5-9(b) also shows 
the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the node degree in Reality which clearly follows a
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Pareto distribution. In human (social) networks, typically there are a few nodes with very large 
degree, but many have small ones.
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(a) Node degree distribution (b) CDF of node degree
Figure 5-9: Node degree distribution in Reality
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Figure 5-10: Node degree vs. total processed traffic in Reality
Fig. 5-10 depicts the total received messages vs. node degree in Reality with the C-Window 
forwarding strategy. The figure shows that a small subset of nodes, i.e. the highest degree nodes, 
process a large amount of network traffic and hence congestion is most likely to occur in these 
nodes. Furthermore, by applying the curve-fitting function of MATLAB on Fig. 5-10, the fitted 
curve that relates the node degree (k) with total processed traffic (/) is plotted giving the scaling 
relation between them as I ~  k 3A87. This agrees with the investigation in [86] that in scale-free 
networks, when a shortest-path forwarding strategy is applied, the load (traffic) is power-law 
distributed and the relation between node load (I) and node degree (k) is given as
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(5.2)
where 77 =  for y  and Ô are degree and load exponents in the network, respectively. This
again verifies that SONs (in this case Reality) indeed possess a complex network structure and 
traffic is power-law distributed in the network.
Yoneki et al. [6] investigated the correlation between node degree and betweeness centrality on 
several experimental human contact traces. Betweeness centrality (BC) measures the extent of a 
node become a relay of shortest-path traffic in the network. They found that in the human 
networks (SONs) the node degree and betweeness centrality exhibit a very good correlation 
particularly in high degree nodes, i.e. in the top 20% nodes the node degree ranking is properly 
matched with the node BC ranking. This means that higher degree nodes will receive more 
(shortest-path) traffic in the network (= higher BC nodes). This again verifies that node degree is a 
good metric for calculating node relay traffic demand.
-  Network Av^Deg
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I
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Figure 5-11: Changes over time of measures of the highest-degree node in Reality
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The relay traffic demand characteristics in SON nodes are now investigated. Figs. 5-11 and 5-12 
depict the changes over time of node degree, traffic processed per hour and buffer occupancy of 
the highest degree node (node 95) and a low degree node (node 1) in Reality, respectively, with 
the C-Window forwarding strategy. Fig. 5-11(a) shows that the degree of node 95 is always 
significantly higher than the mean of node degree in the network (called as network-avgdeg) 
during the simulation. As a result, in each node contact it is most likely that the node meets a peer 
with lower degree and this node is then selected as a carrier for the peer’ messages. As shown in 
Fig. 5-11(b), the node frequently receives a large number of relay messages (traffic) from its peers 
during node contacts, leading to frequent buffer congestion occurrences during the simulation 
(shown in Fig. 5-11(c)). In contrast, as shown in Fig. 5-12(a), node 1 has degree always below the 
network-avgdeg during the simulation. As a result, it is less likely that node 1 is selected as a 
carrier when a node contact occurs. Indeed, Fig. 5-12(b) shows that the relay traffic demand of the 
node is low, infrequent throughout the simulation. As a result, as depicted in Fig. 5-12(c), the 
buffer occupancy is very low and hence buffer congestion is unlikely to occur in the node’s 
buffer.
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Figure 5-12: Changes over time of measures of a low-degree node in Reality
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In conclusion, node buffer space (= relay traffic) demand in SONs is strongly related with node 
(global) popularity (in this case, measured in node degree). In more popular (higher degree) 
nodes, the buffer space is more attractive to the neighbours and therefore they are more likely to 
receive relay traffic demand from their neighbours during node contacts. Indeed, the buffer space 
of the highest degree nodes will be very “expensive”, since it receives very high demand {high- 
level attractiveness), but at very limited free buffer space {low-level availability).
Traffic demand pattern in the hub node can be considered in more detail by expanding a short 
time interval (i.e. ~ 1 week) of Fig. 5-11(b) as Fig. 5-13. It is obvious that message arrival at the 
hub node follows a bursty pattern with active (ON) and inactive (OFF) periods. A large number of 
relay messages are received in the hub node during the active periods (i.e. the times when many 
node contacts occur), but only few/none during the inactive periods (i.e. the times when few node 
contacts occur). In fact, a day (24 hours) typically consists of an active period (i.e. daytime) and 
an inactive period (i.e. night-time). In addition, the traffic demand also exhibits a weekly period, 
where in the weekends only fewer/none traffic demand(s) occur. This again verifies the result in 
Section 4.2.1 that the human behaviour in Reality has a weekly period. Moreover, by looking at 
the huge number of relay messages received at the hub node during the active periods, it is clear 
that most of the received messages will be deleted promptly from the node buffer (by noting that 
the node buffer in this simulation can only accommodate ~ 2000 messages at a time). The bursty 
traffic suddenly overwhelms the hub node’s buffer, resulting in frequent buffer congestion 
occurrences and a large number of message drops.
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Figure 5-13: A short interval of traffic processed per hour of a hub node in Reality (from Fig. 5-
11(b))
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5.2.2 Designing CASAR Congestion Avoidance Strategy
The conclusions of Section 5.2.1 can be used to derive an approach for congestion avoidance. 
This section now discusses the design of CASAR, a (buffer) congestion avoidance strategy for 
social-aware routing protocols. Ideally, a congestion control strategy should be independent of the 
choice of the underlying routing algorithm. A routing protocol is typically concerned with the 
strategy to select better relay nodes (carriers) that can deliver messages to the destinations with 
high probability. A congestion control algorithm, on the other hand, manages node buffer/storage 
in order to minimize buffer congestion occurrences, particularly in more preferred carriers (e.g. 
high degree nodes). From the literature, the existing congestion control (CC) strategies for 
opportunistic networks can be categorised into two different approaches: (i) CC strategies that do 
not require information from the underlying routing protocol, and (ii) CC strategies that need 
information from the routing algorithm. Examples of the first approach are FairRoute [47], CAFe 
[56] and Buffer Space Advertisement [101]. In FairRoute, CC decision is evaluated based on node 
buffer queue length (buffer occupancy). In CAFe, the CC module considers node buffer state 
metrics, such as buffer free space, queuing delay and congestion rate. In Buffer Space 
Advertisement, the algorithm advertises buffer space capacity to neighbour nodes by adjusting on 
the number of message drops due to buffer congestion, fri the second approach, the CC module of 
CAA (Congestion Aware Adaptive) [57] uses the information of the routing protocol, i.e. node 
predictability (popularity), to calculate a safety margin of node buffer and the margin will go up 
or down with the increase or decrease of node popularity, respectively.
CASAR is a congestion avoidance strategy for social-aware routing protocols that requires 
information from the underlying routing protocol. As aforementioned, buffer congestion 
probability in SON nodes is closely related with the popularity of node in the network: higher 
degree nodes typically receive higher buffer space demand leading to higher buffer congestion 
likelihood. CASAR therefore exploits information from the underlying routing protocol, i.e. node 
popularity, when calculating node buffer congestion probability. Fig. 5-14 depicts the general 
protocol architecture of CASAR, where CASAR works as a complementary strategy of a social- 
aware routing algorithm: the routing module consists of a social-aware routing protocol (e.g. 
TraDA/TraDA-Comm or Bubble Rap) and the congestion avoidance (CA) module is the CASAR 
algorithm. Each module separately exchanges its information with its peer’s module during a 
node contact: the routing modules exchange routing metrics (such as node popularity and 
community set) and the CA module (i.e. CASAR) requires information of both nodes’ 
popularities and nodes’ buffer state (i.e. buffer queue length). The forwarding decision is 
eventually made by considering both the routing and CASAR calculations. It was noted in Section 
2.3.4 that the authors in [73] categorized congestion control strategy as a routing technique and 
considered congestion control utilities as routing metrics. However, as shown in Fig. 5-14, in this
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thesis the congestion avoidance strategy (CASAR) is decoupled from the underlying routing 
algorithm, so that CASAR can interwork with any social-aware routing protocol.
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Figure 5-14: General protocol architecture of CASAR
CASAR consists of two components to deal with the aforementioned issues of node relay traffic 
demand in SONs (i.e. Reality), namely unbalanced and bursty relay traffic demand. The first 
component of CASAR initially introduces a method to enable SON nodes to autonomously detect 
their global rankings using locally available information. Node global ranking is considered as 
(social) “class” that reflects the node’s importance as a global information carrier in the network. 
CASAR then applies a directional connection weight on an active connection between two nodes 
(where “active connection” is defined as a connection that exists between two nodes during a 
node contact where message transfer is likely to occur), mainly intended to address the issue of 
unbalanced traffic demand in high degree nodes and this metric is a function o f the end- 
connection nodes’ classes. CASAR’s second component, on the other hand, aims at reducing the 
effect of bursty traffic in high degree nodes by applying a buffer weight on an active connection 
and this metric is a function of both buffer queue length and social class of the receiving node. 
The CASAR congestion-aware metrics, namely directional connection weight and buffer weight, 
are now discussed.
5.2.2.1 Directional Connection Weight
When a SON node needs to calculate its relay traffic demand, it may need to identify its (global) 
popularity in the network. As noted above, Yoneki et al. [6] argued that node degree, a local 
popularity metric, is able to gauge node global popularity in SONs. Moreover, Eq. (5.2) shows 
that node relay traffic demand can be calculated by considering node degree. However, the 
calculation of Eq. (5.2) needs global network parameters (i.e. degree and load exponents) and 
hence is unrealistic in the case of SONs. Alternatively, in CASAR, relay traffic demand of a node 
is calculated by calculating the probability of the node is selected as a carrier in a node contact. As
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shown in Figs. 5-11(a) and 5-12(a), when a node is able to autonomously calculate the network- 
avgdeg (the mean of node degree in the network), then it is easy for the node to identify its 
(global) ranking as well as its probability of being selected as a carrier in a node contact. 
However, since the calculation of the network-avgdeg needs complete network knowledge, the 
approach for CASAR is instead to calculate node local degree statistics, i.e. degree mean and 
variance, to identify node’s (local) importance (as information carrier) for the neighbours. By 
noting that human mobility is not random but humans tend to meet certain individuals more 
frequently than others (a highly clustered system in social networks as shown in Fig. 2-11); 
therefore, it is sufficient for a node to know its importance among its neighbours. Hanneman 
[102] also argued that understanding variation in the behaviour of individuals in a social network 
can be obtained by looking at their local circumstances. In the literature, node degree statistics 
(i.e. degree mean and variance) are commonly used to calculate a network centralization metric 
[102], which measures how central the network is and indicates how important the highest degree 
node(s) in the network.
By borrowing the concept of “ego-network” (defined in Section 2.1.3), (ego) node’s local degree 
statistics is calculated by considering the degree of the nodes in its ego network (the grey area in 
Fig. 5-15), (in practice, these nodes are all previously encountered nodes [3]). Moreover, in time- 
evolved networks, such as SONs, the calculation of node degree statistics also takes into account 
node tie strength. CASAR uses contact frequency to gauge node tie strength and hence more 
frequently-encountered peers will contribute more in node’s local degree statistics. Eventually, the 
degree statistics in node %’s ego (local) network, i.e. degree mean (k(%)) and variance (5% (%)), are 
given as
where n; is the node in set Nx (n; 6 = {n1,n 2, ...,n; }) that contains j  previously encountered
nodes of x, k(rii) is the degree of node /, and f (x ,  %;) is the contact frequency between node x and
(5.3)
(5.4)
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ego
network
Legend:
H : ego node
node in ego network
— • : non-direct tie
Figure 5-15: Ego network
Subsequently, node x can autonomously identify its importance in its local (ego) network (defined 
as social “class”) by comparing its degree (&(%)) with a set of thresholds comprising x’s local 
degree statistics; for example based on the discussion of Figs. 5-11 and 5-12, the thresholds can 
be defined as
fl, if k(x) < k(x)
r(x) = <
(5.5)
2, if/c(x) < k(x) < k(x) + Sjt(x)
3, if /e(x) > /c(x) + 5 |(x )
where r(x) is x’s social class that reflects its importance (as information carrier) in its (local) 
network. As a consequence, higher degree nodes are more likely to correspond to higher social 
class and a node with higher social class will have a higher probability to be selected as a carrier 
in a node contact and hence its buffer is more susceptible to congestion.
j-> x
m
o
Figure 5-16: Concurrent connections towards node x  at a time
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As depicted in Fig. 5-10, a small subset of nodes, i.e. the highest degree nodes, process a large 
amount of network traffic, due to the non-random connectivity structure of SONs. CASAR 
therefore reduces the number of relay messages received in the hub nodes by applying a weight 
on each active connection towards these nodes (“active connection” was defined earlier as a 
connection that exists between two nodes during a node contact where message transfer is likely 
to occur). Meanwhile, Newman [36] argued that social networks typically display a homophily 
(assortative) property, where individuals tend to associate and bond with similar others (this 
accords with accepted wisdom within the sociological community). This property is therefore 
used when assigning a weight on an active connection. For example, as depicted in Fig. 5-16, 
node x has 5 concurrent active connections with its peers at a time, and suppose that the degree 
(popularity) of x is the highest among all the peers’ (k(x) > V iepeers(x) k(0), so all the active 
connections are directed towards node x (i.e. all possible message transfers are forwarded to x). 
To reduce relay traffic towards node x at this time, CASAR applies a biased strategy on the active 
connections by applying a directional weight on each connection, and a higher weight will be 
given to the connection originating from the node with social class equals to or higher than x’s 
social class (the assortative property). Therefore, the directional weight of a connection from j  to x 
at time f, , depends on both the end-connection nodes’ social classes and total concurrent 
active connections towards x at time t, and is given as
e(rr rx) (5.6)
" /- .x to  =  y— ;----------—
Zj ie x's peer(t) u ix
where r( .)  is node social class, i is the peer of node x at time t, and aix represents the existence of 
an active connection from i towards x at time t and is equals to ‘1’ for /c(x) > k(ï) or ‘0’ 
otherwise. In practice, the directional connection weight wjL»x(t) is the probability of a / s  
message can be forwarded to node x, and when ry > rx then is set to ‘1 ’ (the assortative
property). This means that the connection from a peer with the social class either equal to or 
higher than the receiving node’s will only be weighted by the inverse of total concurrent active 
connections towards the receiving node. However, the connection from a lower class peer is 
weighted by both the inverse of total concurrent active connection towards the receiving node and 
the exponential of the difference between the end-connection nodes’ classes.
S.2.2.2 Buffer Weight of the Receiving Node
When the directional connection weight calculation seems to more focus on the social class of the 
sending node, so higher class nodes will have a higher chance to forward their messages to better 
relay nodes (carriers), the buffer weight calculation, on the other hand, will concentrate on the
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receiving node’s buffer state, i.e. buffer queue length. From queuing theory, the buffer queue 
growth rate depends on the arrival (A) and departure (p) rate (Fig. 5-17). A queue state in the 
buffer can be classified into under-saturated (when A < p) and over-saturated (when A > p). 
When A> p, the queue length would keep increasing and grows beyond the buffer capacity, 
leading to buffer congestion. In the case of multiple-copy (replication) forwarding, buffer queuing 
analysis can be more complex: the already-serviced messages are retained in the buffer for further 
replication and message deletion is only performed either when congestion occurs or when the 
message lifetime expires. As shown in Fig. 5-8, message lifetime (TTL) affects the node buffer 
queue length in the case of multiple-copy forwarding: in the longer message TTL case, the 
network nodes, particularly the higher degree nodes, have a longer buffer queue length, resulting 
in higher probability of buffer congestion and message drop.
queue growth factor = p= A/p
Node buffer
Figure 5-17: Node buffer queue
The simulation below shows that the directional connection weight is ineffective in avoiding 
congestion in high degree nodes due to bursty, large amount traffic during active periods. CASAR 
therefore needs an additional metric to control the message arrival rate, namely buffer weight, 
which takes into account the buffer state of the receiving node. By again referring to the scenario 
of Fig. 5-16, the buffer weight is a function of buffer queue length of the receiving node x at time 
t, qx (t) and is given as
w£(t) = (5-7)
where w% (t) is the buffer weight of node x at time t. Together with the directional connection 
weight, this metric is added to each active connection towards node x in order to reduce the 
negative effect of bursty traffic particularly on high degree nodes, i.e. frequent buffer congestion 
occurrences and a large number of message drops.
The calculation of the CASAR buffer weight is considered next. The initial step of calculating the 
buffer weight is to determine the average buffer queue length at a time. In the literature, the 
average buffer queue length at a time can be calculated using either the cumulative average or 
exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) techniques. CASAR uses EWMA to calculate 
average buffer queue length of node x at time t (q^(t)), since it gives more weight to recent buffer 
states and is given as
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qx (.t) = « * 9x0) + ( ! - « ) *  9x0 “  1) (5.8)
where a  is a EWMA weight coefficient for 0 < a  < 1, and qx(t) is an instantaneous buffer 
queue length of node x at time t and is calculated as
where Mlsize(t) is the size of message i in the node x’s buffer at time t. Generally, it is more 
convenient to use a fraction of queue length (= buffer occupancy ratio), so qx (t) can also be given 
as
where Bx is the total buffer capacity of node x.
Eventually, a buffer weight of the receiving node is calculated as follows: CASAR initially 
defines two thresholds of buffer queue length, namely a minimum threshold (minth) and 
maximum threshold (maxth). The average buffer queue length of the receiving node x at time t 
(9x00) is then compared to both thresholds. When q^(t) is less than the minimum threshold 
(minth), the buffer weight is set to ‘V meaning that the receiving node (i.e. node x) is willing to 
accept a new (relay) message. However, when q^(t) is larger than maximum threshold (maxth), 
the buffer weight is set to ‘0’ so the sending node is definitely not able to send the message to the 
receiving node. On the other hand, when q^(t) varies from m inth to m axth, the buffer weight of 
node x at time t is calculated as
where /? is a buffer weight exponent and is equal to the receiving node’s social class (i.e. (3 = rx). 
Fig. 5-18 depicts the plot of buffer queue length vs. buffer weight for m inth = 0.3, m axth = 0.98 
and /? = 1 to 3. For /? = 1 (a low-level social class), the buffer weight linearly decreases with the 
increase of buffer queue length. However, for higher social classes (e.g. /? = 2 or 3), the buffer 
weight decreases exponentially with the increase of buffer queue length. This means that for 
higher degree nodes the probability of receiving messages decreases more rapidly with the 
increasing of buffer queue length.
N (5.9)
i=l
(5.10)
9x(t) -  m inth
m axth — m inth
(5.11)
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Figure 5-18: Buffer weight as a function of buffer occupancy
5.2.3 CASAR Algorithm
Section 5.2.2 introduced the CASAR congestion-aware metrics, namely directional connection 
weight and buffer weight. The directional connection weight intends to reduce the traffic towards 
high degree nodes by considering the (social) class of the sending node: higher (social) class 
nodes will have higher chances to forward their messages to other carriers, but lower class nodes 
is less likely to be able to forward their messages to higher class carriers (homophily property). 
Buffer weight, on the other hand, aims at minimizing buffer congestion occurrence due to the 
bursty arriving traffic particularly in higher degree nodes by taking into account the buffer queue 
length of the receiving node. By again referring to the scenario of Fig. 5-16, the directional 
connection weight of an active connection from node j  to x at time t (WyL»x(t)) and the buffer 
weight of the receiving node x at time t (w% (t)) together compose the transfer weight of a 
connection from j  to x at time t, w ^ x (t), which is given as
w-rJx{t) = w/_x(t) * w%(t) (5.12)
In practice, (t) is the probability that node j  is able to forward its message to node x, which 
depends on the end-connection nodes’ social classes (i.e ./s  and x’s classes) and the buffer queue 
state of the receiving node (i.e. x’s buffer queue length).
Fig. 5-14 shows the CASAR protocol architecture, where CASAR works as a complementary 
strategy of social-aware routing protocols (such as TraDA/TraDA-Comm and Bubble Rap). The 
forwarding decision therefore considers both the routing decision and CASAR calculation. The 
routing decision typically is in a binary form, i.e. ‘1’ (forward the message if the peer meets the
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routing criteria) or ‘O’ (don’t forward the message if otherwise). When the routing decision is ‘ 1’, 
CASAR subsequently adds a weight to this routing decision, i.e. a transfer weight which
is the probability of node j  is able to forward its message to x. In practice, the sending node (node 
j)  generates a random number randj(t) (for randj(t) ~ U([0,1], where U is a uniformly 
distributed random variable) and forwards the message to node x if
> randj(t) (5.13)
CASAR does not consider how to control the number of copies of a message in the network. 
However, the CASAR transfer weight can control transfer rate during a node contact based on the 
buffer queue length information of the receiving node. The CASAR algorithm is summarised in 
Algorithm 5-1.
Algorithm 5-1. CASAR forwarding (/)
Require: initialize routing metrics...... , N(i) <-0
while i is in contact with j  at time window t do
/* routing protocol calculation */ 
begin
exchange and update routing metrics
end
/* CASAR directional connection weight calculation */ 
begin
calculate k(.i), S%(i),r(i) 
send r(i) 
receive r(j) 
calculate
end
(Eq. 5-6)
/* CASAR buffer weight calculation */ 
begin
calculate w? 
send w? 
receive w?
end
(Eq. 5-11)
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/*CASAR forwarding decision*/ 
while 3 m 6 buffer(i) do 
if j  = destfjn) then
forward (copy of m,j) 
delete m 
end if
else if routing_decision=’tnie’ then 
generate randj
calculate
if w ^ j > randj then 
forward (copy of m,j) 
end if
end while
(Eq. 5-13)
end while
/* when the contact terminates */ 
begin
update routing metrics
update N(i)
end
5.3 CASAR Performance Evaluation
This section discusses the performance evaluation of CASAR using several social-aware routing 
protocols. The ONE simulator is used with the main parameters identical with the ones used in the 
TraDA evaluation (described in Table 4-1). The Reality and sassy datasets are used for the node 
mobility scenario. The performance evaluation metrics used in the TraDA evaluation in Section
4.3.1 are used for measuring network delivery performance. The performance of CASAR is 
evaluated on several social-aware routing algorithms as follows. Section 5.3.1 initially discusses 
the performance of the directional connection weight on C-Window and TraDA. Then Section
5.3.2 investigates the performance of CASAR, including both the directional connection weight 
and buffer weight, on C-Window and TraDA. Finally, in Section 5.3.3, the performance of 
CASAR on community-aware routing protocols, i.e. Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm, is discussed.
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5.3.1 CASAR Directional Connection Weight Performance Evaluation
Section 5.2.2.1 discussed how a SON node can autonomously detect its social class, which in turn 
reflects its importance (as an information carrier) in the network. Node social class is calculated 
by classifying node degree into several thresholds comprising node (local) degree statistics. Fig. 
5-19 depicts the correlation between node degree and social class in Reality and Sassy. The figure 
shows that higher degree nodes typically fall into higher social classes and the highest degree 
nodes can autonomously identify themselves as the most important nodes in the network (for 
example, in Reality the node with degree k= S  has social class r  = 3, and in Sassy the node with 
degree k -  2.4 has social class r = 3). This means that the local calculation of node class can 
properly represent the node global ranking. Node social class is furthermore used to compose a 
CASAR directional connection weight (Eq. (5.6)), which is the probability that a sending node is 
able to send its message to the better carrier (chosen by the underlying routing protocol). With the 
homophily property in this metric, higher class nodes will have higher chances of forwarding their 
messages to better carriers.
Node social class
-= 1.5
Node social class
(a) Reality (b) Sassy
Figure 5-19: Mapping between node degree and social class
Next the performance of the directional connection weight on the C-Window and TraDA routing 
protocols is discussed. As defined in Section 4.3.1, the C-Window routing protocol is a routing 
strategy that chooses a next-hop carrier as the node with higher degree than the forwarding node 
and the node degree is calculated using the C-Window technique [4]. TraDA is a routing strategy 
that selects a better carrier as the node with higher (global) popularity, where the TraDA 
popularity metric comprises node intrinsic and social-relations popularity metrics. The impact of 
applying the CASAR directional connection weight on C-Window and TraDA on network 
delivery performance in Reality and Sassy is depicted in Figs. 5-20 and 5-21, respectively. For
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TraDA’s parameters, the friendship threshold Fth — 250ks and social impact factor f  — 0.8 are 
chosen for Reality, and Fth = 3ks and f  = 0.8 for Sassy.
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Figure 5-20: Performance evaluation of CASAR directional connection weight for Reality
Figs. 5-20 and 5-21 show that applying the directional connection weight on both C-Window and 
TraDA has little impact on the delivery ratio in both Reality and Sassy. As in the case of TraDA 
(Section 4.3.2.2), reducing network traffic in the hub nodes here also has little change in the 
overall delivery ratio (due to the “path explosion” phenomenon [100]). However, the directional 
connection weight certainly increases the delivery latency in both scenarios, with the increase in 
delivery delay is much larger in C-Window than in TraDA: in C-Window, most of the network 
traffic is directed towards the most central nodes and applying the directional connection weight 
significantly reduces the traffic at these nodes that in turn greatly increases the delivery delay. In 
TraDA, however, the network traffic is distributed more evenly and hence is less dependent on the 
hub nodes. In this case, therefore, reducing the network traffic in the hub nodes contributes to a 
relatively low increase of the network delivery in both scenarios. Moreover, reducing the network 
traffic also decreases the delivery cost: the decrease in message overhead ratio is more obvious in 
Reality, since more traffic can be reduced than in Sassy, particularly in the hub nodes: in Reality, 
the decrease in delivery cost is more obvious in C-Window, since more traffic can be reduced 
than in TraDA. Finally, in the GINI index performance, applying the directional connection
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weight on both routing protocols can slightly help in improving traffic distribution fairness in the 
network, where the reduced GINI index is more obvious in Reality.
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Figure 5-21: Performance evaluation of CASAR directional connection weight for Sassy
As CASAR is basically intended to minimize buffer congestion occurrence particularly in hub 
nodes, the impact of the directional connection weight on the hub nodes’ buffers is next discussed. 
Figs. 5-22 and 5-23 depict, respectively, the changes over time of traffic processed per hour and 
buffer occupancy of a hub node (node 95) in Reality for C-Window and TraDA, before and after 
the directional connection weight is applied on them. From Fig. 5-22(b), it is obvious that in C- 
Window the directional connection weight effectively “filters” the traffic of the low-degree nodes 
moving towards the hub node and hence is able to significantly reduce the traffic in the hub node. 
In TraDA, however, the CASAR metric could be less effective in “filtering” the traffic of the low- 
degree nodes moving towards the hub node: thanks to the TraDA social-relations popularity, the 
low degree nodes can now improve their popularities and social classes, and CASAR in turn may 
give higher probability to these nodes to forward their messages to the hub node. Fig. 5-24 depicts 
the distribution of total received messages in Reality for C-Window and TraDA, before and after 
the directional connection weight is applied on them. The figure shows that the directional 
connection weight is indeed able to considerably reduce the total received messages in the most 
important nodes in both routing protocols, and the reduction is more significant in C-Window.
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Figure 5-23: Buffer occupancy as a function of time for a hub node in Reality
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However, as shown in Fig. 5-23, the directional connection weight is ineffective in reducing the 
negative impact of bursty, large amount traffic on the hub node’s buffer in both routing protocols. 
The bursty traffic suddenly overwhelms the hub node’s buffer, resulting in frequent buffer 
congestion occurrences and a large number of message drops. Fig. 5-25 depicts the total received 
messages vs. dropped messages of nodes in Reality for C-Window and TraDA, when the 
directional connection weight is applied on them. The figure shows that the directional connection 
weight is ineffective in reducing the negative impact of bursty traffic in the network nodes, 
particularly the hub nodes, i.e. a large number of message drops.
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Figure 5-25: Total messages received vs. dropped of nodes in Reality
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5.3.2 CASAR Transfer Weight Performance Evaluation
The previous section showed that the directional connection weight is able to reduce the amount 
traffic processed at the hub nodes. However, the metric is ineffective in reducing the negative 
impact of burtsy traffic in the hub nodes’ buffers, i.e. frequent buffer congestion occurrences and 
a large number of message drops. CASAR therefore needs an additional metric to control the 
message arrival rate at the receiving node; this is the buffer weight, which is a function of buffer 
queue length and social class of the receiving node. As shown in Fig. 5-18, in higher social class 
nodes the buffer weight will decrease more rapidly with the increase of buffer queue length. 
Furthermore, the buffer and directional connection weights together compose the CASAR transfer 
weight (Eq. (5.12)), which reflects the probability that a message can be forwarded to the better 
carrier (chosen by the underlying routing protocol). The performance of CASAR, including both 
the directional connection weight and buffer weight, on C-Window and TraDA in Reality and 
Sassy, is illustrated in Figs. 5-26 and 5-27, respectively. For TraDA’s parameters, the same values 
as in the performance evaluation of the directional connection weight (Section 5.3.1) are used. For 
CASAR’s buffer weight parameters, m in ^  = 0.3 and maxth = 0.98 are chosen. For the EWMA’s 
parameters, a = 0.7 and the buffer-queue-length sampling interval = 1 hour are used.
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As shown in Figs. 5-26 and 5-27, applying CASAR on C-Window and TraDA in general has little 
impact on the delivery ratio in both scenarios. Reducing network traffic, particularly in the hub 
nodes, in this case does not necessarily decrease the delivery ratio (due to the path explosion 
phenomenon [100]), but certainly increases the delivery delay. In Reality, comparing Fig. 5-26 to 
Fig. 5-20 shows that the buffer weight drastically increases the delivery delay of both routing 
protocols: the buffer weight significantly reduces the amount of network traffic mainly in the hub 
nodes in Reality. In addition, the large decrease in network traffic in Reality also positively 
impacts on the message delivery cost and traffic distribution fairness, i.e. the large reduces in the 
message overhead ratio and GINI index, respectively. In Sassy, however, comparing Fig. 5-27 to 
Fig. 5-21 shows that the buffer weight has little impact on all the delivery performance measures. 
The investigation below shows that in Sassy bursty traffic rarely occurs in the hub nodes and at 
each node contact the nodes receive relatively small number of relay messages: the node spatial 
density in Sassy is sparse [99] and therefore the hub nodes typically encounter fewer peer nodes 
and the duration of each node contact is much shorter than in Reality.
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Figure 5-27: Performance evaluation of CASAR on C-Window and TraDA for Sassy
The impact of CASAR on hub nodes’ buffers is now discussed, firstly in Reality and finally in 
Sassy. Figs. 5-28 and 5-29 depict respectively the changes over time of traffic processed per hour 
and buffer occupancy of a hub node (node 95) in Reality for both C-Window and TraDA, before
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and after CASAR is applied on them. Fig. 5-28 shows that CASAR significantly reduces the 
traffic in the hub node for both routing protocols. Moreover, when Fig. 5-28 is compared to Fig. 
5-22, it is obvious that the buffer weight plays a significant role in reducing traffic in the hub node 
in order to minimize buffer congestion occurrence during the active periods. Fig. 5-29 then shows 
that buffer congestion is indeed less likely to occur in the hub node in both routing protocols when 
the buffer weight is applied to them. The buffer weight is able to control the message arrival rate 
in the hub node and hence successfully minimizes the negative impact of bursty traffic in the 
node’s buffer, i.e. frequent buffer congestion occurrences and a large number of message drops.
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Figure 5-28: Traffic processed per hour for a hub node in Reality
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Figure 5-29: Buffer occupancy as a function of time for a hub node in Reality
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Figure 5-30: Traffic processed per hour for a hub node in Sassy
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Figure 5-31: Buffer occupancy as a function of time for a hub node in Sassy
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The impact of CASAR on the hub node’s buffer in Sassy is now discussed. Figs. 5-30 and 5-31 
give respectively the changes over time of total processed traffic and buffer occupancy of a hub 
node (node 4) in Sassy for C-Window and TraDA, before and after CASAR is applied on them. In 
Fig. 5-30 the bursty traffic is less likely to occur in the hub node and in each node contact the 
node receives a relatively small number of relay messages: the node spatial distribution in Sassy is 
sparse, therefore the hub nodes typically encounter fewer peer nodes and the duration of each 
node contact is shorter than in Reality. As shown in Fig. 5-31, buffer saturation rarely occurs in 
the hub node’s buffer and hence the buffer weight has little impact on reducing traffic in the hub 
node. As a result, as aforementioned, in Sassy the buffer weight has little impact on all the 
delivery performance measures (Fig. 5-27).
In summary, CASAR can work properly in minimizing buffer congestion occurrence particularly 
in the hub nodes with little change in delivery ratio, but at the cost of a large increase in delivery 
latency in both dense (high interaction) and sparse (low interaction) node density SONs. In dense 
networks (such as Reality), the most popular nodes (hub nodes) typically meet many peers during 
active periods (e.g. daytime) and the duration of each node contact is commonly long. As a result, 
the hub nodes are most likely to receive bursty, large amounts traffic during the active periods, 
resulting in frequent buffer congestion occurrences and a large number of message drops. The 
CASAR congestion-aware metrics, namely the directional connection weight and buffer weight, 
are required in this case: the former is used to address the issue of a non-uniform relay traffic 
demand distribution where a few hub nodes process a large amount of network traffic, but the 
latter is used to address the issue of bursty relay traffic demand where hub nodes abruptly receive 
a large number of relay messages from the peers during the active periods. In sparse networks 
(such as Sassy), on the other hand, hub nodes typically meet few peer nodes in active periods and 
the duration of node contact commonly is short. As a result, bursty, large amounts of traffic rarely 
occur in the hub nodes and buffer congestion in these nodes is more likely to occur because of the 
unbalanced relay traffic demand. The directional connection weight is therefore more needed to 
reduce the total traffic processed in the hub nodes, and hence the buffer weight has little impact 
on the delivery performance in this scenario.
5.3.3 CASAR on Community-Aw are Routing Protocol Performance
Evaluation
This section discusses the performance of CASAR on community-aware routing protocols, 
namely Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm. Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm are actually the extended 
versions of the C-Window and TraDA routing protocols, respectively. The protocols use both 
node popularity (centrality) and knowledge of the destination’s community as a basis for routing. 
In these protocols, when either a node or its contact is in the destination’s community, node local
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popularity (i.e. node ranking in the community) is considered in the forwarding decision; 
otherwise, node global popularity is taken into account when choosing better carrier. When 
CASAR is applied to the community-aware routing protocols, it preserves routing decisions made 
based on node local popularity: since CASAR is designed based on node global popularity, it 
therefore only adds the transfer weight to routing decisions made based on node global popularity. 
The modified community-aware forwarding algorithm with CASAR is shown in Algorithm 5-2.
Algorithm 5-2. Community-aware forwarding with CASAR {i)
Require: initialize routing metrics, CASAR metric......
{community-aware routing algorithm}
{CASAR algorithm}
while i is in contact with j  at time window t do
/*Community-aware forwarding decision*/ 
while 3 m  E buffer ( i )  do
if j  =  dest(pi)  then 
forward (copy of m,j)  
delete m
else if P t i0caiQ') > P 1 local(0  then //local popularity decision
forward (copy of m,j) 
delete m
else if P tgiobai(j) > global(0  then //global popularity decision 
generate randj 
calculate w-^ fj
if wf^ fj > randj then //CASAR decision
forward (copy of m,j)  
end if 
end if
end while 
end while
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Figure 5-32: Performance evaluation of CASAR on community-aware routing protocols for Reality
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Figure 5-33: Performance evaluation of CASAR on community-aware routing protocols for Sassy
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The delivery performance of Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm, before and after CASAR is applied 
to them, in Reality and Sassy is illustrated in Figs. 5-32 and 5-33, respectively. These figures 
include C-Window and TraDA for performance comparison. Initially, the impact of community 
knowledge is considered on the delivery performance of Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm when 
CASAR is applied to them. Finally, the delivery performance of TraDA-Comm compared with 
Bubble Rap when CASAR is applied to them is examined. For both Bubble Rap and TraDA- 
Comm, the Æ-Clique distributed community detection algorithm [35] is used (described in 
Algorithm 4-2). For ^-Clique algorithm’s parameters, k = 5 and Tth = 300k seconds for Reality, 
and k = 3 and Tth = 3k seconds for Sassy. For social-relations popularity’s parameters (used by 
TraDA and TraDA-Comm), Fth = 250ks and = 0.8 for Reality, and Fth = 3ks and f  = 0.8 for 
Sassy. For CASAR’s buffer weight parameters, minth = 0.3, maxth = 0.98. For EWMA’s 
parameters, a = 0.7 and the buffer queue length sampling interval = 1 hour.
Figs. 5-32 and 5-33 show that applying CASAR on Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm has little 
change on the delivery ratio, but certainly increases the delivery latency of both routing protocols 
in both scenarios: the increase in delivery delay is more significant in Reality, since CASAR 
reduces more network traffic mainly in the hub nodes in this scenario. However, community 
knowledge can help in reducing the CASAR’s negative impact in delivery delay in both routing 
protocols: the reduction in delivery delay is more obvious in Reality, since more global traffic can 
be converted into local traffic, and local traffic typically can reach the destination with shorter 
delay (Section 4.4.2 defined global or local traffic depending on whether forwarding decisions are 
made based on node global or local popularity). Furthermore, in term of traffic distribution 
fairness (measured by GINI index), as discussed in Section 4.4.2, local traffic seems to affect 
marginally the overall traffic distribution and therefore the GINI index of Bubble Rap and 
TraDA-Comm is almost equal to their counterparts, i.e. C-Window and TraDA, respectively, in 
the case of CASAR in both scenarios. Moreover, in term of delivery cost (message overhead 
ratio), the strategy of deleting unnecessary copy message of Bubble Rap and TraDA-Comm 
(described in Algorithm 4-3) seems to slightly help in reducing delivery cost of both routing 
protocols in the case of CASAR: most of the reduced network traffic (by CASAR) is global traffic 
and the strategy of deleting copy message in local traffic only marginally contributes in reducing 
total network traffic.
The delivery performance of TraDA-Comm compared with Bubble Rap when CASAR is applied 
to them is now examined. Figs. 5-32 and 5-33 show that TraDA-Comm with CASAR can achieve 
a delivery ratio as high as Bubble Rap with CASAR in both scenarios. Similarly, in terms of 
delivery latency and cost performance, the delivery delay and message overhead ratio of TraDA- 
Comm with CASAR approaches those of Bubble Rap with CASAR in both scenarios. However, 
the combination of TraDA-Comm and CASAR can outperform Bubble Rap with CASAR in term
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of traffic distribution fairness (measured in GINI index), with the GINI index’s difference is more 
obvious in Reality.
N ode 95
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T im e u n it  =  1 h o u r
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Figure 5-34: Changes of measures over time of a hub node for TraDA-Comm with CASAR in
Reality
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Figure 5-35: Total messages received and dropped distribution for TraDA-Comm with CASAR
in Reality
Finally, in conclusion, the combined algorithms (TraDA-Comm and CASAR) can achieve 
delivery performance, including delivery ratio, delay and cost, as high as the ones of Bubble Rap 
with CASAR, but they can improve traffic distribution fairness of Bubble Rap with CASAR, 
while minimizing both buffer congestion occurrences and the number of message drops, 
particularly in the hub nodes. For example, in Fig. 5-34 the changes over time of traffic processed 
per hour and buffer occupancy of a hub node (node 95) are seen in Reality for TraDA-Comm with 
CASAR. In addition, Fig. 5-35 depicts the total messages received and dropped distribution for 
TraDA-Comm with CASAR in Reality. Fig. 5-34 shows that TraDA-Comm together with
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CASAR can indeed control the message arrival rate at the hub node, so congestion is unlikely to 
occur in the hub node’s buffer. Furthermore, Fig. 5-35(b) shows that TraDA-Comm with CASAR 
can significantly reduce the number of message drops (due to buffer congestion) in all the 
network nodes in Reality and simultaneously improves traffic distribution fairness in the network 
(shown in Fig. 5-35(a)), i.e. GENl index ~ 0.45.
5.4 Summary
This chapter has presented CASAR, a congestion avoidance strategy for social-aware routing 
protocols, principally targeted at minimizing buffer congestion occurrence particularly in the most 
central nodes (hub nodes). The results have demonstrated that CASAR achieves this goal, 
significantly reducing buffer congestion occurrences and total message drops in the hub nodes in 
the C-Window and TraDA routing protocols. In addition, CASAR also positively impacts on the 
message delivery cost (reduced message overhead ratio) and traffic distribution fairness in the 
network (reduced GINI index). However, CASAR drastically increases the delivery delay of C- 
Window and TraDA. Given that SONs are assumed to be delay tolerant, this increase in delivery 
time represents an acceptable trade-off compared to the reduced both resource consumption in the 
hub nodes (i.e. storage/buffer, power and bandwidth) and overall delivery cost (message overhead 
ratio), and the improved traffic distribution fairness in the network.
The performance of CASAR on community-aware routing protocols, i.e. Bubble Rap and TraDA- 
Comm, has also been investigated. Community knowledge (i.e. local traffic) can help in reducing 
the CASAR’s negative impact of large increase in delivery latency, and the combined algorithms 
(i.e. TraDA-Comm and CASAR) can significantly improve traffic distribution fairness of Bubble 
Rap and minimize buffer congestion occurrences and total message drops in hub nodes, while 
keeping delivery performance, including delivery ratio, delay and cost, as high as the ones of 
Bubble Rap.
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6 Summary and Future Work
6.1 Summary
Social opportunistic networks (SONs) are intermittently-connected networks that exploit 
unpredictable contacts between devices carried by individuals. The connectivity of these human 
centric data networks is tightly coupled with social networks, and consequently they exhibit a 
non-random structure, with the existence of a few most important (popular) nodes. These nodes 
act as communication hubs in the network, and social-aware routing protocols favour them as the 
best carriers for message transfers. As a result, the network suffers from unbalanced traffic 
distribution, since the hub nodes carry a high fraction of total network traffic, leading to traffic 
congestion in these nodes.
This thesis has presented novel strategies for improving traffic distribution fairness in SONs and 
reducing traffic congestion in hub nodes. The new strategies ensure that traffic distribution 
fairness is improved in the network and buffer congestion is reduced in hub nodes, while 
maintaining high delivery performance. Three innovative contributions have been described in 
this thesis, and can be summarized as follows.
1) An analysis of traffic distribution and network capacity of a SON.
In Chapter 3, a SON characterized as a scale-free graph was used to study the steady-state 
(long-term behaviour) of traffic distribution and network capacity of a SON. A binary 
scale-free network was considered; additionally, this was improved by including tie 
strength for each link in the network to obtain a weighted scale free network, in order to 
investigate the impact of including tie strength in the routing metric on the delivery 
performance. In the analysis, several forwarding strategies based on the knowledge required 
by node to select the next hop relay node were considered, based on isolated, complete or 
local network knowledge (in the latter case using either node degree or ego betweeness). 
The isolated knowledge forwarding strategy showed the best performance in term of traffic 
distribution fairness. In contrast, ego betweeness-based forwarding strategy exhibited the 
worst performance of traffic distribution fairness. In addition, the local network knowledge
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(with node degree) forwarding strategy can outperform the local network knowledge (with 
ego betweeness) forwarding strategy in all the performance measures. Nevertheless, unfair 
traffic distribution still occurred in the network for all three forwarding strategies. In the 
case of network capacity, including tie strength in the routing metric increased the critical 
message generation rate (and therefore the network capacity) in all the forwarding 
strategies. Local network knowledge forwarding (based on ego betweeness) exhibited the 
poorest performance of network capacity. In this case, again the local network knowledge 
(with node degree) forwarding strategy outperformed the local knowledge (with ego 
betweeness) forwarding strategy.
2) A traffic distribution aware (TraDA) routing protocol.
Chapter 4 discussed TraDA, a novel social-aware routing protocol, principally targeted at 
improving traffic distribution fairness in SONs. A novel computation of node global 
popularity (the TraDA routing metric) was proposed, comprising node intrinsic popularity 
and social-relations popularity. The node intrinsic popularity depends on node’s own social 
behaviour and in TraDA is calculated using the Kalman filter prediction technique which 
takes into account the periodic pattern of the underlying human behaviour. The node social- 
relations popularity depends on the interactions with higher social level individuals. The 
simulation results, driven by real human mobility traces, showed that TraDA improves the 
traffic distribution of the C-Window forwarding strategy, while keeping the delivery ratio 
as high as C-Window’s. However, TraDA has delivery latency noticeably higher than that 
of C-Window. The social impact factor (<f) can be used to trade-off an improved traffic 
distribution fairness with delivery delay. Moreover, TraDA-Comm, a community-aware 
variant of TraDA, was also presented that reflects Bubble Rap’s use of community 
knowledge. TraDA-Comm significantly improves the traffic distribution fairness of Bubble 
Rap, while maintaining the delivery ratio and cost as high as Bubble Rap’s. However, 
TraDA-Comm’s improved traffic distribution fairness results in a significant increase in 
delivery delay beyond that of Bubble Rap. Given that SONs are assumed to be delay- 
tolerant, this increase in delivery time is considered to represent an acceptable trade-off 
compared to the improved traffic distribution fairness in the network and reduced resource 
consumption in the hub nodes.
3) A congestion avoidance strategy for social aware routing (CASAR).
Since buffer congestion still frequently occurs in hub nodes in TraDA, leading to a large 
number of message drops, CASAR was then proposed in Chapter 5 as a complementary 
strategy for social-aware routing protocols aimed at reducing buffer congestion occurrences
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and message drops in hub nodes. Novel congestion-aware forwarding metrics, i.e. 
directional connection weight and buffer weight, were introduced to deal with two unique 
relay traffic demand characteristics in SONs: non-uniform and bursty traffic demand, which 
mainly contribute to buffer congestion in hub nodes. The simulation results showed that 
CASAR achieves this goal, significantly reducing buffer congestion occurrences and total 
message drops in the hub nodes in the case of TraDA. In addition, CASAR also positively 
impacts on the message delivery cost and traffic distribution fairness in the network. 
However, CASAR drastically increases the delivery delay of TraDA. Furthermore, the 
performance of CASAR on community-aware routing protocols (i.e. Bubble Rap and 
TraDA-Comm) was also investigated. The combined protocols, i.e. TraDA-Comm and 
CASAR, significantly improve traffic distribution fairness of Bubble Rap and reduce buffer 
congestion occurrences and total message drops in hub nodes, while keeping delivery 
performance, including delivery ratio, delay and cost, as high as the ones of Bubble Rap.
6.2 Future Work
The work presented in this thesis has achieved the research objective set initially in Section 1.3. 
However, completeness of this work cannot be claimed and some possibilities for enhancement in 
the proposed work in future exist. The possible directions of future work are now briefly 
described.
• In Chapter 3 a SON is characterized as a scale-free network, and the Barabasi-Albert 
(BA) model is used to generate this network. In the BA model, a preferential attachment 
strategy is used to form a connection between an existing node in the network (also called 
a target node) and a new node, where the probability of a given new node forming a 
connection to a target node is a function of the degree of the target node. However, 
Newman [36] argued that this strategy is ineffective in reproducing a feature of social 
networks, i.e. assortativity (homophily), which is a preference for high degree nodes to 
attach to other high degree nodes. Instead, he argued that the probability of attachment to 
the target node should also depend on the degree of the new node. With his improved 
model, he found that assortative networks, such as social networks, tend to percolate more 
easily and in these networks removing high degree nodes is a relatively inefficient 
strategy for destroying network connectivity. In addition, Erramilli et al. [100] found that 
between most pairs of nodes in a SON, besides the shortest-path that typically traverses 
hub nodes, there exist some near-optimal paths between source and destination (the “path
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explosion” phenomenon). Similarly, the simulation results in the TraDA and CASAR 
evaluations in this thesis (Sections 4.3 and 5.3) also showed that a significant reduction of 
traffic in the hub nodes does not reduce the overall delivery ratio, but has the cost of a 
significant increase of the delivery latency, since most of the network traffic uses sub- 
optimal paths typically longer than shortest-paths. The characteristics of assortative 
networks, such as social networks, needs more detailed investigation in future both 
analytically (using mathematical modelling) and empirically (using computer simulation), 
particularly related with traffic distribution and congestion in SONs.
• When calculating the node intrinsic popularity in TraDA in Section 4.2.1, human 
behaviour was assumed to have a weekly period, and the Kalman filter prediction was 
derived according to this assumption. While this assumption was realistic for the human 
contact datasets under study (i.e. the Reality [7] and Sassy [9] datasets), this is not 
necessarily applicable for other (relatively short) contact datasets, such as the 
Infocomm05 [92] and Cambridge [93]. Future work will need to investigate human 
behaviour periodicity in more detail, possibly developing a strategy that enables a node to 
autonomously detect the node (human) behaviour periodicity, so that the Kalman filter 
prediction can accurately estimate node intrinsic popularity.
• Congestion can occur when there is a large number of messages in a node’s buffer, and 
therefore congestion control is needed to manage node’s incoming traffic so that 
incoming messages do not overwhelm the node storage. For example, in Section 5.2.2.2, 
the buffer weight was proposed to control message arrival rate by considering the queue 
length in the receiving node’s buffer. Meanwhile, the network capacity analysis in 
Section 3.3 showed that when the message generation rate in a node exceeds the critical 
message generation rate the network traffic state changes from free-flow to congested- 
flow. Yet there is currently no mechanism in opportunistic networks to control the 
message generation rate at a node and thereby reduce traffic congestion. Such a 
mechanism would be an opportunistic network analogue of TCP’s congestion avoidance 
mechanism used in conventional networks. This feedback mechanism could take account 
of two sources of information in an opportunistic network: (a) feedback to the source of 
network conditions encountered by transmitted messages (this is like TCP in conventional 
networks); and (b) the network conditions encountered by traffic that transits through the 
node (since an ad hoc network is one whose nodes constitute their own routing 
infrastructure). As a final observation, this problem is complicated in opportunistic
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networks because of the long network delays and the incomplete knowledge of network 
state in opportunistic network nodes.
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